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SUPERSOUND 13 HI-FI MONO 
AMPLIFIER -t superb solid state audio 

amplifier. Brand new 
components throughout. 

5 Silicon transistors 
plus 2 power out -put 
transistors in push-pull. 
Full wave rectifica- 
tion. Output approx. 
13 watts r.m.s. into 
8 ohms. Frequency 
response 12Hz. 30KHz 

±3db. Fully integrated 
pre -amplifier stage with 

separate Volume, Bass boost and 
Treble cut controls. Suitable for 8-15 ohm speakers. 
Input for ceramic or crystal cartridge. Sensitivity 
approx. 40inV for full output. Supplied ready built and 
tested, with knobs, escutcheon panel, input and output 
plugs. Overall size 3" high x 6" wide x 71" deep. 
AC 200/250V. PRICE £16.06.P. & P. £1.20. 

HARVERSONIC MODEL P.A. 
TWO ZERO 
An advanced solid state 
general purpose mono 
amplifier suitable for Public 
Address system, Disco, Guitar, 
Gram., etc. Features 3 in- 
dividually controlled inputs 
(each input has a separate 2 stage pre -amp). Input 1, 15mv into 47k. Input 2, 15mv into 47k. (suitable for use with mie, or guitar etc.) Input 3 200mv into 1 meg.l suitable for gram, tuner, or tape etc. Full mixing facilities 
with full range bass & treble controls. All inputs plug into standard jack sockets on front panel. Output socket on rear of chassis for an 8 ohm or 16 ohm speaker. Output in excess of 20 watts R.M.S. Very attractively finished pur- pose built cabinet made from black vinyl covered steel, with a brushed anodised aluminium front escutcheon. Fer ac mains operation 200/240v. Size approx. 121"w. x 5" h. 
x 71" d. 
Special introductory price £28.00 + £2.50 cary & pkg. 

HARVERSONIC STEREO 44 
A solid state 
stereo amplifier 
chassie, with an 
output of 3-4 
watts per chan- 
nel into 8 ohm 
speakers. Us- 
ing the latest 
high techno- 

logy integrated circuit amplifiera with built in short term 
thermal pvertoad protection. All components ingtnding 
rectifier smoothing capacitor, fuse, tone control, volume 
controls, 2 pin din speaker sockets and 5 pin din tape 
rec./play socket are mounted on the printed circuit 
panel, size approx. 91" x 21" x 1" max. depth, Supplied 
brand new and tested, with knobs, brushed anodised 
aluminium 2 way escutcheon (to allow the amplifier to be mounted horizontally or vertically), at only £10.00 plus 
50p P.& P. Mains transformer with an output of 17V a/c at 5W m/a can be supplied at F.5.00. 'plug 40p P. & P. 
it required. Full connection details -upplied, 
BRAND NEW MULTI -RATIO MAINS TRANSFOR- 
MERS. Giving 13 alternatives. Primary: 0-210-240v. 
Secondary combinations O -5-10-15-20-25-30-35-40-60v. 
half wave at 1 amp. or 10-0-10, 20-0-20, 30-0-30v. at 
2 amp. full wave. Size 3in, long te 30in. wide x 3in. 
deep. Price 03.20 P. & P. £1.20. 
MAINS TRANSFORMER. For power supplies. 
Pri. 200/240v. Sec. 9-0-9 at 500 mA. £1,80 P. & P. 05p. 
Pri. 200/240v. Sec. 12-0-12 at I amp. £2.00 P. & P. 65p.. 
Pri. 200/240v. Sec. 10-0-10 at 2 amp..£2.70, P. & P. 90p. 
Pri. 200/240v. Sec. 23v. at 1.5 amp, 6v at 6 amp, 8v. at 
50 mA. £2.25 + 65p P...& P. 

MAINS TRANSFORMER. Pri, 0.110 and 240 Sec. 
28V at 1.8 amps. Also tapped at 12V .3 amp. Size 2fin ha 31inwx21ind.£2.50+£1P.&P. 

GENERAL PURPOSE HIGH STABILITY 
TRANSISTOR PRE -AMPLIFIER 

For P.U. Taper Mike, Guitar, etc. and suitable for use with valve or 
transistor equipment. 9-18v battery or from H.T. line 200/300v. 
Frequency response 15Hn-26KHz. Gain 28dB. Size 1fin x ltin z fin. 
Brand new complete with instructions. Price £L20. P.&p. 30p. 

STEREO -DECODER SIZE, 2" x 3" x " 
Ready. built. Pre -aligned and tested. 
Sens. 20-560mV for 9-16V neg. 
earth operation. Can be fitted to 
almost any FM VHF radio dr tuner. 
Stereo beacon light can be fitted if 
required. Full details and in- 
etruction (inclusive of hints and tips) 
supplied. £6.00 plus 2op P. & P 

Stereo beacon light if required 40p 
extra. 

QUALITY RECORD PLAYER AMPLIFIER MK. II 
A top quality record player amplifier employing heavy 
duty double wound mains transformer, ECC83, EL84, 
and rectifier. Separate Bass, Treble and Volume' controls. 
Complete with output transformer matched for 3 ohm 
speaker. Size Tin wide X 3in deep x bin high. Ready 
built and tested. PRICE £7.00.P. & P. £1.25 
ALSO AVAILABLE mounted on board with output 
transformer and speaker. PRICE 68.00. P. & P.:£1.30. 

o e 

MAINS OPERATED SOLID STATE 
AM/FM STEREO TUNER 

200/240V Mains operated Solid State AIM F/M Stereo 
Tuner. Covering M.W. A.M. 540-1605 KHZ, VHF/FM 
88-108 MHZ. Built-in Ferrite rod aerial for M.W. Full 
AFC and AGC on AM and FM. Stereo Beacon Lamp 
Indicator. Built-in Pre -amps with variable output volt- 
age adjustable by pre-set control. Max o/p Voltage 600 
m/v RMS into 20K. Simulated teak finish cabinet. Will 
snatch almost any amplifier. Size 81" w. >. 4" h. x 91" d. 
approx. LIMITED NUMBER 'ONLY at £28.00' + 
£1.50 P. & P. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
Mallard LP1159 RF -IF Double Tuned Amplifier Module 
for nominal 470kHz. Size approx. 21" x 11" x 1" 
7.6V + earth. Brand new pre -aligned. Full specification 
and connection details supplied. 22.25 + P. & P. 20p. 

Pye VHF/FDI Tuner Head 
covering 88-108M/Hz. 
10 7M/Hz IF output 7.8V + 
earth. Supplied pre -aligned. 
with full circuit diagram. 
Connection details supplied. 
Beautifully made with pre- 
cision -geared FM Gang and 
323 Pf + 323 Pi AM Tuning 
Gang only 23.15+P. & P. 35p. 

NA`MIWi 

PRECISION MADE 
Push Button Switch bank. S Buttons giving 16 8/P C/O 
interlocked switches plus 1 Cancel Button Plus 3 d/p c/o. 
Overall size T' x 2i," x 1". Supplied Complete with 
chrome finished switch buttons 2 for £1.80 + 20p, P. & P. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Limited number only! 

New but very slightly shop soiled transistor 
radios by well known manufacturer. Very 
smart and attractive vinyl covered with 
carrying handle. 
AC mains or battery operated and covering 
VHF/FM and MW bands, 

£10.00 + £1.30 p&p 
Size Tin. H x 9iin. W x 4in. D approx. Tele- 
scopic aerial for VHF/FM reception and in- 
ternal ferrite aerial for AM bands, alsos 
earphone socket for personal listening. Uses 
four HP11 or SP11 batteries (not supplied), 

LOUDSPEAKER BARGAINS 
lin. 3 ohm £2.20, P. &. P. 35p. 7 x 4in. 3 ohm £2.80, P. & P. 48p. 
10 x gin. 3 or 15 ohm £8.85,P. & P. 75p. 8 x Sin. 3 ohm with high Sax 
magnet 63.00, P. &I' sop. Tweeter. Approx. 3t". Available 3 ur 8 or 
15 ohms, £2.20, 30p P. & P. 

VYNAIR &REFINE SPEAKERS & CABINET FABRICS 
app. 54 ils. wide. Our price,62.00:yd. length. P. & P. 50p 
per yd. (min, 1 yd.). S.A.E. for samples. 

"POLY PLANAR" WAFER -TYPE, WIDE RANGE 
ELECTRO-DYNAMIC SPEAKER 
Size 111" x 1411" X l is" deep. Weight 19oz. Power 
handling 20W r.m.s. (40W peak). Impedance 6 ohm only. 
Response 40Hz-20kHz. Can be mounted on ceilings, walls, 
etc. and used with or without baffle. Send S.A.E.. for 
details. Only 28.40 each. P. & P. 90p for one, 

81" 
£1.10 for two. 

110 watts RMS. 60 
in 

Hzt20KHz £5.25 +er 

8^ round 
-P. &on rP. (one Shp two 75p) 

SONOTONE 9TAHC COMPATIBLE STEREO CARTRIDGE 
T/0 stylus Diamond Stereo LP and Sapphire 78. 
GNLY£2.50 P. & P. 20p. Also available fitted with twin 
Diamond T/O stylus for Stereo LP. £3.00. P. & P. 20p. 
LATEST CRYSTAL T/O STEREO/COMPATIBLE 
CARTRIDGE for EP/LP/Stereo 78. £2.00:P. & F. 20p 
LATEST T/0 MONO COMPATIBLE CARTRIDGE for 
playing EP/LP/78 mono or stereo records on mono 
equipment. Only £2.00 P. & P. 20p 
STEREO MAGNETIC PRE -AMP sens. 3mVin for 
100m Vout 15 to 35V neg earth. Equ. 1db. From 20 Hz to 
20 KHz. Input impedance 47k. Size 11ín x 21ín x 55H. 
£2.60 + 20p P. & P. 

HARVERSONIC SUPER SOUND 
10 + 10 STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT 

A really first-class Hi-Fi Stereo Amplifier Kjt. Uses 14 
transistors including Silicon Transistors in the first five 
stages on each channel resulting in even lower noise 
level with improved sensitivity. Integrated pre -amp with 
Bass, Treble and two Volume Controls. Suitable for use 
with Ceramic or Crystal cartridges. Very simple to 
modify to suit magnetic cartridge -instructions included. 
Output stage for any speakers from 8 to 15 ohms. Compact 
design, all parts supplied including drilled metal work, 
high quality ready drilled printed circuit board with 
component identification clearly marked, smart brushed 
anodised aluminium front panel with matching knobs, 
wire, solder, nuts, bolts -no extras to buy. Simple step 
by step instructions enable any constructor to build an 
amplifier to be proud of. Brief specifications': Power 
output: 14 watts r.m.s. per channel into 5 opens. Fre- 
quency response ± 3dB 12-30,000 Hz Sensitivity: better 
than 80mV into IMO. Full power bandwidth: ±3dB 
12-15,1)00 Hz. Bass, boost approx. to ± 12dB. Treble 
cut approx. to -16dB. Negative feedback 18d1.1 over 
main amp. Power requirements 35v, at 1.0 amp. 
Overall Size 12"w. x 8"d. 'x 21"h. 
Fully detailed 7 page construction manual and parts 
list free with kit or send 25p plus large S.A.E. 
AMPLIFIER KIT £14.50 P. & P. 80p 
(Magnetic input components 33p extra) 
POWER PACK KIT £6.00 P. &'P. 95p 
CABINET .0£00 P. & P. 95p 

Special offer - only £26.00 If all 3 units 
ordered at one time plus £1.25 P. & P. 

Full alter sales service 
Also available ready built and tested 231.25. P. & P. £1.50. 
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3 -VALVE AUDIO 
AMPLIFIER HAS4 MK II. 
Designed for Hi-Fi reproduc- 
tion of recorda. A.C. Mains 
operation. Ready built on 
plated heavy gauge metal 
chassis, size 7#"w. x 4"d. x 
41"b. Incorporates ECC83, 
EL84, EZ80 valves. Heavy 
duty, double wound mains 

a '1 ' t.J a transformer and output trans- 
former matched for 3 ohm 

speaker. Separate volume control and now with improved. 
wide range tone controls giving bass and treble lift and 
cut. Negative feedback line. Output 41 watts. Front 
panel can be detached and leads extended for remote 
mounting of controls. Complete with knobs, valves, etc., 
wired and tested for only 168.50, P. & P. £1.40. 

HSL "FOUR" AMPLIFIER KIT. Similar in appearance 
to HA34 above but employe entirely different part 
advanced circuitry. Complete set of pars, etc. £8.00. 
P. & P. £1.40. 

10/14 WATT HI-FI 
AMPLIFIER KIT 
A stylishly finished 
monaural amplifier 
with an output of 
14 watts from 2 
EL84e in push-pull. 
Super reproduction 
of both music and 
speech, with negli- 
gible hum. Separate 
inputs for mike and 
gram .Ilow records 
and announcements 
to follow each other. 
Fully shrouded section wound output transformer to 
match 3-150 speaker and 2 independent volume controls, 
and separate bass and treble controls are provided 
giving good lift and cut. Valve line-up 2 EL84s, ECC83, 
EFS6 and EZ80 rectifier. Simple instruction booklet 
25pp x SAE (Free with parts). All parts sold separately. 
ONL/ £15.50. P. & P. £1.40. Also available reaaÿ omit and 
tested. £20.00. P. & P. £1.40. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Limited Number Only I 

Goodmans Speakers, 6}in.-8 OHM, long 
throw, ceramic magnet, full range rated 
10 watts R.M.S. (when fitted in enclosure) 

£4.00 + 80p p&p 
(p&p on two £1.20) 

OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 
CURRENT RATES 

Open 9.30-5.30 Monday to 
Friday. 9.30-5 Saturday 
Closed Wednesday. 
Prices and specifications correct 
et time of press. Subject to 
alteration without notice 

HARVERSON SURPLUS CO. LTD. 
(Dept REC) 170 MERTON HIGH ST., MERTON, LONDON, SW.19. Tel: 01-640 3885 

A few minutes from South Wimbledon Tube Station 
SEND SAE WITH ALL ENQUIRIES. FOR PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY: WE CAN NOW 
OFFER A FULL REPAIR SERVICE ON ALL HI-FI EQUIPMENT, DISCO. CASSETTES, CAR 

RADIO, ETC. 

(Please write clearly) 

PLEASE NOTE: P. & P. CHARGES 
QUOTED APPLY TO U.K, ONLY. 
P. & P. ON OVERSEAS ORDERS 
CHARGED EXTRA. 
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BUILD A PROJECT 
ON CSC 

FILL IN COUPON & RECEIVE FREE COPY OF 

ELECTRONICS BY NUMBERS PROJECT No 1 'TWO TRANSISTOR RADIO' 
ELECTRONICS BY NUMBERS. EXPERIMENTOR BREADBOARDS. PROTO -BOARDS. 

TWO -TRANSISTOR RADIO. 
Now using Experimentor Breadboards and 
following the instructions in "Electronics by 
Numbers" ANYBODY can build electronic 
projects. 
Simply look at the diagram - this has 
exactly the same type of layout of all 
EXPERIMENTOR boards. Look at the 
component list and select the component 
01, this is an NPN transistor type 2N3904, 
this plugs into holes C10, D11, and B12. 
Easy isn't it? 
Now take C2, which is a .1 of capacitor, 
this plugs into holes H7 and H10. 
Do the same with all the components, 
connect a 9 volt battery and ycu have a 

perfect working TWO -TRANSISTOR 
RADIO. loudspeaker 

aéÌâiti read. 

9V 

earth 

YOU WILL NEED 
B1-9 VDC battery 
C1-365-pF variable capacitor 
C2-.1-uF capacitor 
Dl-Diode, 1N914 or 4148 or equiv. 
L1-Standard broadcast loopstick antenna 
Q1-NPN transistor, 2N3904 or equiv. 
Q2-PNP transistor, 2N3906 or equiv. 
R1-100,000-ohm resistor, '''h watt 
R2 -4700 --ohm resistor, " watt 
Si -SPST switch 
'Ti -500:8-ohm matching transformer 
SPKR-8-ohm speaker 

Building radios is lots of fun. Here's a loud - 

speaking crystal set. L1 and Cl form the 
circuit that tunes the radio. For better 
performance substitute a germanium diode 
such as IN34 or IN60. 
These projects use components which are 
readily available from all suppliers and we've 
made a special effort to design the projects 
so that in many cases substituting close but 
wrong component values of different 
transistors will still result in a working 
circuit. 
FILL IN THE COUPON AND WE WILL 
SEND YOU FREE OF CHARGE A COPY 
OF THE FULL PROJECT "TWO -TRAN- 
SISTOR RADIO". 

PROTO -CLIP TEST CLIPS. 
Brings IC leads up from crowded PC boards. 
Available plain or with cable with clips at 
one or both ends. 

PC - 16 pin. £2.75. 
PC - 16 pin with cable. 

£6.00. 
PC - 16 with cable and 16 pin clips at 

both ends. £10.25. 

='_= 
Europe, Africa, Mid -East: CSC UK LTD. 
Unit 1, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, 
Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ. 
Telephone: SAFFRON WALDEN 21682. 
Telex: 81 7477. 

No soldering modular breadboards, simply plug 

components in and out of letter number identified 
nickel -silver contact holes. Start small and simply 
snap -lock boards together to build breadbdard of any 

size. 
All EXP Breadboards have two bus -bars as an integral 
part of the board, if you need more than 2 buses 

simply snap on 4 more bus -bars with the aid of an 

EXP.48. 

EXP.325. The ideal breadboard for 1 

chip circuits. 
Accepts 8,14,16 and up to 22 pin IC's. 

ONLY £1.60. 

EXP.350. £3.15. 
270 contact points with 
two 20 -point bus -bars. 

EXP. 
300. 
£5.75. 

IIIIIIIIIIIIiililiiiiii 
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EXP. 650 for Micro- 
processors. £3.60. 

EXP 4B. 
More bus - 

bars. 

£2.30. 

Illiililiilillllllliiii 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIiii::i::: 

NN: :tttt ::::::::::mum :t:t::t::: I 
:::: ::::: ::::: :NU ::r:: :N:: :1::: 

ALL EXP.300 Breadboards mix and match with 600 
series. 

THE ULTIMATE IN BREADBOARDS 
FOR THE MINIMUM COST. 
TWO EASILY ASSEMBLED KITS. 

ISirjG 0011tL1rOTIII. aNOaleTlp 0O,11.0aat1011 

PB.6 Kit, 630 contacts, four 5 -way binding 
posts accepts up to six 14 -pin Dips. 

PROTO -BOARD 6 KIT. £9.20. 

Pß.100 Kit complete with 760 contacts 
accepts up to ten 14 -pin Dips, with two 
binding posts and sturdy base. Large capa- 
city with Kit economy. 

PROTO -BOARD 100 KIT £11.80. 
HOW TO ORDER AND RECEIVE FREE COPY OF TWO -TRANSISTOR RADIO PROJECT. 

It's easy. Give us your name and full postal address, in block capitals. Enclose cheque, postal order or 
credit card number and expiry date. OR telephone 0799 21682 and give us your Access, American 
Express or Barclaycard number and your order will be in the post that night. 

EXPERIMENTOR. CONTACT HOLES. 
BREADBOARDS. 

EXP. 325 130 
EXP. 350 270 
EXP. 300 550 
EXP. 650 270 

EXP. 4B. Four 40 Point 
Bus -Bars 

TEST CLIPS 
PC. 16. 

PC.16-18. 
PC. 16.18 Dual Clip. 

PROTO -BOARDS. 
PB. 6. 

PB. 100. 
630 
760 

IC CAPACITY 
14 PIN.DIP. 

UNIT PRICE 
INCLUDING POSTAGE 

AND V.A.T. 
£ 2.53 

3 £ 4.21 
6 

use with 0.6 
pitch Dip's 

£ 7.29 

£ 4.69 
Bus -Bar Strip £ 3.29 

£ 3.78 
£ 7.56 
£12.15 

6 £11.01 
10 £13.82 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

REC.- 
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MOTORS 
1-5 to 6VDC Model Motors, 
20p. Sub. Min. 'Big Inch 
Precision motors, II5VAC 3 
rpm, 30p. 12VDC 5 Pole 
Modle Motors 35p. 8 track 
12VDC motors, new 
£1.25. Cassette Motors 
6VDC ex. equip., 65p. 
Crouze geared motor, 
115VAC 4 rpm new 95p. 
Smiths clock motor, syn- 
chronous 240VAC 1 rev 
per hour £1.75. 

TRANSFORMERS 
All 240VAC Primary 
(postage per transformer is 
shown after price). 
MINIATURE RANGE: 6-0- 
6V 100mA, 9-0-9V 75mA 
and 12-0-12V 50mA all 
73p each (15pI. 12-0-12V 
100mA 90p (15p). 0-6V, 
0-6V, 280mA £1.10 (207). 
0-4-6-9V 200mA these 
have no mounting bracket, 
65p (15p). 12V 500mA 
95p (22p). 12V 2 amp 
£2.25 (45p). 12V 4 amp 
£2.75 (45p). 15 -O -15V 1 

30Vamp £2.(457).5 

30V 1 amp £2.75 (54p). 
20-0 20V 2 amp £3.50 
(54p). 0 12 15 20 24 30V 
2 amp £4.50 (54p). 20V 
2.5 amp £2.20 (54p). 

FETS 
Union carbide N channel 
FET similar to 2n3819 15p 
each. 3N140 or BFW61 
types 40p each. M203 dual 
matched pair of single gate 
mosfets in one can 40p. 
2N5062 plastic (T092) SCR 
100V 800mA 18p each. 
BX504 Opto isolators, 4 
lead infra red led to 
photocell 25p each. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ITEMS 

MURATA 455KH Cer. 
Filters 35p each. P1_259 
Amphenol Plugs 43p. 
S0239 Chassis SKT for 
PL259 38p. PL259 
Dummy Load -plugwith 
1 watt bulb and len fitted 
- 52 ohms 1 watt 90p 
each. 

TOOLS 
SOLDER SUCKER, plunger 
type, high suction, teflon 
nozzle, £4.75 (spare 
nozzles 657 each). 
Good Quality side cutters, 

£1.35ted 
handles, 5" 

Good Quality snub nosed 
pliers, insulated handles, 5" 
£1.35. 
Antex Model C 15 watt 
soldering irons, 24OVAC 
£3.60. 
Antex Model CX 17 watt 
£3ol60ing irons, 24OVAC 

Antex Model X25 25 watt 
soldering irons, 240VAC 
£3.60. 
Antex ST3 iron stands, suits 
all above models £1.40 
Antex heat shunts 12p p 
each. - 
each. l Solder Mop 45p 
each. 
Neon Tester Screwdrivers 

long 40p each. 
Myama IC test clips 16 pin 
£1.75. 

DIODES 
IN4001 10 for 
IN4004 10 for 357 
1N4007 10 for 50p.BY127 
1 0 f o r 7 5 p. I N 9 1 4 
(numbered) 100 for £2.50. 
IN4148 (numbered) 100 

£2.25. 

SURPLUS BOARDS 
No. 1, has 14 encapsulated 
12V reed relays easily 

e £1.9least No. 2, this 
has this has at least 11 C106 

(50V 2.5A) plastic SCR's, 
one relay a unijunction tran- 
sistor and tantalum 
Boarcapads, 

these are 
3, I.F. 

Boards, a corn- 
plete I.F. board assembly 
made for car radios, 
465Khz, full set of IF's and 
oscillator coils, trimmers 
etc., 40 each. No. 4, Lamp8". p 
flasher board, suitable for 
low load 240VAC 
applications, approx. 1 flash 
per second but can be 
varied via preset pot. 387 
each. 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
All full spec. devices. 741 8 P 
pin 6 for £1. No 555 
Timers 22p each. TBA800 
audio IC's 507. 741S (wide 
bandwidth) 35p.LM380for 
80 ZN414 Radio IC 75p. 
Mullard Orp61 30p. TIL305 
alpha numerical displays 
£2.50. Miniature LDR's 
(same spec. as ORP12) 
30p. 

ZENERS 
BZY88 400mW 2V7 to 
33V 6p each. BZX61 1.3 
watt 7V5 to 33V 12p each. 

TRIAL/XENON PULSE 
TRANSFORMERS 

1:1 style) 30p. 1:1 
plus 1 sub. min. pcb moun- 
ting type 60p each. PROJECT BOXES 

Sturdy ABS black plastic 
boxes with brass inserts and 
lid. 75 x 56 x 35mm 437. 
95 x 71 x 35mm 507. 115 
x 95 x 37mm 58p. 

ELECTRICAL ITEMS 
Batien lampholdèrs, Stan-- 
dard B.C. 25p. Angled ver- 
Sion 28p. 13 amp rubber 
extension sockets, whits 
38p each. 13 amp plastic 
fused plugs (foreign) 267 
each. 

SWITCHES 
Sub. miniature toggles; 
SPST IS x 5 x 7mm) 45p. 
DPDT 8 x 7 x 7mm 507. 
DPDT centre off 12 x 11 x 
9mm 75p. PUSH 
SWITCHES, 16 x 6mm, red 
top, push make 14p 
each, push) to break version 
(black top) 167 each. 
SLIDE SWITCHES,m p, 
DPDT; 1 x 

98 
x 127, 

16 x 11 x 127. 22 x 13 x 
8mm 12p. 22 x 13 x 8mm 
centre off 13p. Multipole 
slider, double action 12 
tags 29 x 9 x 1 1 mm 24p. 

MICROPHONES 
ECM105 Condenser, Omni 
Directional, 600 ohms, 
on/off switch £2.95. 
EM506 Condenser Cardiod, 
Uni directional, 600 or 50K 
ohms 30-18Khz, heavy 
chromed copper case 
£12.95. DYNAMIC Stick 
mike, 5,000 ohms, on/off 
switch, fitted with std. jack 
£2.95. EM 104 Sub. 
miniature tie pin condenser 
microphone, 1,000 ohms 
imp., 50-16Khz., uses deaf 
aid battery (suplied) £5.25. 
STANDARD CASSETTE 
MIKES, 200 ohms, fitted 
with 2,5/3.5mm jacks, 
on/off switch £1.25. 

POWER SUPPLIES 
9 volt DC12OmAregulated 
supply, will replace PP9 
etc., £2.25. SWITCHED 
TYPE, plugs into 13 amp 
socket, has 3-4.5-6-7.5 and 
9 volt DC out at either 100 
or 400mA, switchable 
£3.25 HC244R 
STABILISED SUPPLY, 3-6- 
7.5-9 volts DC out at 
400mA max., with on/off 
switch, polarity reversing 
switch and voltage selector 
switch, fully regulated to 
supply exact voltage from 
no load to max. current 
£5.25 

VERO POTTING BOXES 
49 x 17 x 24mm, available 
in black or white with lid 
and 4 screws 39p each. PUSH BUTTON TV 

TUNERS 
UHF, not varica tran- p sistorised new £2.25 VERO 'HAND HELD BOX' 

White ABS, 2.4" x 3.7" 
tapered, with screws 65p 
each. 

TELEPHONE PICK UP 
COIL 

Sucker type with lead and 
3.5mm plug 55p 

MULTIMETERS 
Big price reductions on 
pocket size testers. Model 
KRT100, 1,000 ohms per 
volt, mirror scale, range 
selector switch 1,000 volts 
AC/DC, 100K resistance, 
15Oma DC current £4.65. 
Model KRT101, same spec. 
as the KRT100 but range 
selection is via prod inser- 
Lion £3.75. 

MICRO SWITCHES 
Standard button operated 
28 x 25 x 8mm make or 
break, new 157 each. 
Roller operated version of 
the latter, new 197 each. 
Light action micro, 3 amp 
make or break 35 x 20 
x 7mm, 12p each. Cherry 
plunger operated micro, 2 
normally open, 2 normally 
closed, plunger 20mm long 
(40 x 30 x 18mm) 25p 
each. 

RELAYS 
Clare Elliot sub. min. sealed 
relay 10 x 10mm 2 pole 
C/O, 1,250 ohm coil, new 
75p. Miniature encapsulated 
reed relay 0.1 matrix moun- 
ting, single pole make, 
operates on 12VDC 50p 
each. Continental series, 
sealed plastic case relays, 

3pole change over 
5 amp contacts, new 65p. 

(130 ohm) 1 C/O, 3 
make and 1 break contacts, 
new 65p each. Metal Cas - 
ed Reed Relay, 50 x 45 x 
17mm, has 4 heavy duty 
make reed inserts, operates 
on 12VDC 35p each. 

TOSHIBA LEDS 
TLG113 0.2" Green 13p. 
TLG115 0.2" Green dif- 
fused lens 14p. TLG1070 
0.2" Green Flat top 14p. 
TLR120 0.2" Clear 17 
TOSHIBA TLR303 7 seg-, 
ment LED displays 0.3- 
Com. anode 65p. MAN3A 
min. (3MM) 7 segment LED 
displays Comm. anode 40p. 

REPLACEMENT 
CRYSTAL 
INSERTS 

3535mm 
dim,x 10mm DYNAMICd 

deep 
each. PA 

MICROPHONES, suitable 
for mobile use, hand held 

n curly24VDC withad, thumb 
imp.switch,£3.40. 

CONTINUITY TESTERS 
Tubular with probe and 
croc. fly lead £1.35, with12VDC 
batts. 

BUZZERS 
MINIATURE SOLID STATE 
BUZZERS, 33x17x15mm 
white plastic case, output at 
three feet 70db (approx), 
low consumption only 
15mA, four voltage types 
available, 6-9-12 or 
24VDC, 75p each. LOUD 
12VDC BUZZER, Cream 
plastic case, 50mm diam. x 
30mm high 60p. GPO 
OPEN TYPE BUZZER, ad - 

each. 
works 6-12VDC 

SIREN, Rotary type, all 
metal, gives high pitched 
wail, adjustable bracket, 
75 x 80 x 75 mm 12VDC 
£6.75. 

ROCKER SWITCHES 
2 SPST sin le nut 
mountingamP 

9 
, various colours 

(e1 owgrblack) 19e value, 
2 .low, Gam ropker (all P 
white) 21 x 15 x 13mm 
177 each. 

RIBBON CABLE 
8 way single strand 
miniature 20p per metre. 

MORSE KEYS 
Beginners practise key 95p. 
All metal fully adjustable 
type £2.45. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

Plastic voltage regulators, 1 9 g 
amp all now reduced in 
price, 7805, 7812, 7815, 
7824 all 75peach. 7905, 7824 
7912, 7915, 7924 all 99p25pó1 
each. 3 types at give-away 
prices. Lb/1309K T03 5V' 
regulator only 75p each. 
IM340t 6 volt 1 amp 
regulator 40p each. 723 14 
pin regulators 29p each. 

DECON DALO ETCHING 
PEN 

With spare tip 72p, 

MURATA 
TRANSDUCERS 

REC/SENDER MA4OIL 
40Khz £3.25 a air. P 

TAPE HEADS 
Mono cassette £1.35. 
Stereo cassette £3.00. 
Standard 8 track stereo 
£1.75. BSR MN1330 + 'track 50p. BSR SRP90 â 
track £1.95. TD10 tape 
head assembly - 2 heads 
both â track R/P with built 
in erase, mounted on 
bracket £1.20. 

TERMS: 
Cash with Order (Official 
Orders welcomed from 
colleges etc). 30p postage 
please unless otherwise 

shown. VAT inclusive. 
S.a.e. for new illustrated 

lists. 

JUMPER TEST LEAD 
SETS 

10 pairs of leads with 
various coloured croc clips 
each end (20 clips) 80p per 
set. 

STOPPRESS 

New arrivals, 12 volt car 8 track stereo playback 
stereo motors with pulley heads only 75p each. 
55p. 

Car radio boards, complete 
Car radio RF/IF and audio with 6 transistors, IF's 
preamp boards 2 tran- choke etc., these are new 
sistors, LM382 IC trimmers but no info available 75p 
IF's etc., no info' 65p each. each. 

PROG 
RADIO 

31 CHEAPSIDE, 

R ESS IVE 

LIVERPOOL 2. 

524 RADIO AND ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR 



I CONDUC1 RI- COI DONI EN If 
CERAMIC PAK 

Containing a range of first 
quality miniature ceramic capa- 
citors. 
16160 - 24 -- 3 of each value.- 22pf. 
27pf. 33pí. 39pí. 47pí, 68p1. 
egpf 68OUPP 

16161 - 24 - 3 of each value:- 100p1. 
120pf, 150p1. 18001. 22001. 2 70pí. 
330pí. 390pf 6Op 
16162 - 24 - 3 of each value- 4700. 
56001, 680pf. 820pf. 100001. 1 5000pf. 
2200pf. 22000. 3300pf 60p 
16163 - 21 - 3 of each value'- 4700pí. 
68000f..010..015u1, 022u1, 033uf. 
047uf 160p 

ELECTROLYTIC 
PAKS 

A range of yaks .ach containing 18 
first quality, mixed value miniature 
electrolytic.. 
16201 - values from 47mFD - 
10mFD 8Òp' 
16202 values from 10mFD - 
10omFD 60p' 
16203 values from 100mFD - 
680mFD 80p 

CARBON RESISTOR 

PAKS 
These pak contain a range of 
Carbon Resistor. weorted into the 
following group.. 
16213 60 mixed-jw 100ohms - 
820ohms 6Op' 
16214 60 coxed jw '.I K ohms - 

82Kohms 6Op 
16215 - 60 mixed jw 10K ohms - 
83K ohms 60p' 
16216 - 60 mixed jvv 100K ohms - 
820K ohms BOp 
16217 - 40 mixed ;w 100 ohms - 

820 ohms SOp 
16218 - 40 mixed ;w 1K ohms - 

8 2K ohms 60p 
16219 - 40 mixed.; w 10K ohms -- 

82K ohms 60p 
16220 - 40 mixed ;w 100K ohms - 
820K ohms 60p 
16230 60 mixed jw 1 Meg 
10 Meg ohms 60p 
16231 40 mixed ;w 1 MeQ 
10 Meg ohms öOP 

TRANSISTORS 
BRAND NEW - FULLY GUARANTEED 

Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price T1pe Price 

AC126 £0.18 BC109A £0.08 BC548 f0.10 BFY51 E0.16 TIP2955 £0.60 2N3708 f0.07 
AC127 00.18 BC109B £0.09 BC549 f0.10 BFY52 £0.28 TIP3055 £0.50 2N3708A f0.07 
AC128 £0.18 BC109C £0.10 BC550 f0.14 BIP29 £0.38 TIS43 £0.22 2N3709 f0.07 
AC128K £0.26 BC147 f0.07 BC556 f0.14 BIP20 £0.38 TIS90 £0.18 2N3710 'f0.07 
AC132 £0.20 BC148 f0.07 BC557 f0.13 BIP19/ UT46 £0.20 2N3711 f0.01 
AC134 £0.20 BC149 f0.07 BC558 f0.12 20MP £0.80 ZTX107 £0.10 2N3819 £0.18 
AC137 £0.20 BC157 f0.10 BC559 f0.14 8RY39 £0.45 ZTX108 £0.10 2N3820 £0.35 
AC141 £012 BC158 '£0.10 BD115 £0.50 BU105 £1.40 ZTX109 '01.10 2N3821 £0.80 
AC141K £0.30 BC159 E0.10 BD116 £0.80 BU105/ ZTX300 £0.12 2N3823 £0.80 
AC142 £0.20 BC167 f0.12 B0121 £0.85 02 £1.95 ZTX500 00.13 2N4058 '00.12 
AC176 £0.18 BC168 00.12 40124 £0.70 BU204 £1.40 2N1613 £0.20 2N4059 f0.14 
AC176K [0.26 BC169 f0.09 El 0131 £0.35 BU205 £1.40 2N1711 £0.20 2N4060 f0.14 
AC178 £0.25 BC169C f0.10 80132 f0.35 BU208/ 2N1889 £0.45 2N4061 £0.12 
AC179 £0.25 BC170 f0.09 BD131/ 02 £2.25 2N1890 £045 2N4062 00.12 
AC180 £0.20 8C171 9.09 132MP £0.80 E1222 £0.38 2N1893 £0.30 2N4284 E0.18 
AC180K £0.28 BC172 '£0.09 80133 £0.40 M.1E2955 00.90 2N2147 £0.75 2N4285 '00.18 
AC181 £0.20 8C173 f0.09 BD135 £0.38 MJE3055 £0.80 2N2148 [0.70 2N4286 f018 
AC181K £0.28 BC177 £0.18 BD136 f0.35 MJE3440 £0.52 2N2160 £1.00 2N4287 f0.18 
AC187 £0.18 8C178 £0.18 BD137 00.35 MPF102 £0.28 2N2192 £0.38 2N4288 'f0.18 
AC187K £0.28 BC179 £0.18 BD138 00.35 MPF104 £0.35 2N2193 £0.36 2N4289 £0.18 
AC188 £0.18 BC180 £015 80139 £0.38 MPF105 £0.35 2N2194 £0.38 2N4290 f0.18 
AC188K £0.29 ,BC181 £825 BD140 00.36 MPSA05 f0.20 2N2217 £0.22 2N4291 00.18 
AD140 f0.60 BC182L 00.09 130139/ MPSA06 f0.20 2N2218 £0.22 2N4292 £0.18 
AD142 £0.85 BC183 f0.09 140MP £0.80 MPSA55 'f0.20 2N2218A 00.20 2N4293 6[0.18 
AD143 £0.75 BC183L f0.09 80155 £0.80 MPSA56 f0.20 2N2219 0.20 2N4921 f0.55 
AD149 £0.89 BC184 00.09 BD175 £0.80 0C22 £1.50 2N2219A 00.24 2N4923 f0.85 
AD161 £0.35 BC207 f0.11 00176 £0.60 0C23 £1.50 2142904 f0.18 2145135. 00.10 
AD162 £0.35 BC208 f0.11 BD177 £0.86 0C24 £1.35 2N2904A £0.21 2145136 f0.10 
AD162/ BC209 f0.12 BD178 £0.68 0025 £1.00 2142905 £0.18 2N5138 00.10 

162MP £0.70 8C212 f0.09 BD179 £0.75 0C26 [1.00 2N2905A £0.20 2145194 £0.50 
AF114 £0.25 BC212L f0.09 BD201/ 0C28 £0.80 2N2906 £0.18 2145245 f0.40 
AF115 f0.26 BC213 f0.09 202MP £1.70 0C29 01.95 2N2906A £0.19 2N5294 £0.34 
AF116 0.25 BC213L f0.09 BD203 £0.80 0C35 £0.90 2142907 £0.20 2N5296 00.36 
AF117 £015 BC214 £0.09 BD204 £0.80 0C36 0.90 2N2907A £0.22 2N5457 £0.32 
AF118 £0.40 BC214L '£0.09 00203/ OC70 £0.24 'N2926Gf20.09 2N5458 £0.32 
AF124 £0.30 BC227 'f0.18 204 £1.70 0071 £0.15 2N2926Y (0.1'8 2145459 £0.35 
AF125 £0.30 BC238 00.18 BDY20 £0.80 TIC44 f0.29 21429260 E0.08 2N5551 00.38 
AF126 £0.30 BC251 f0.15 80X77 £0.90 TIC45 f0.35 2N2926R E0.08 2146027 £0.34 
AF127 £0.32 BC251A 'f0.18 BF457 £0.31 TIP29A £0.40 21429266 f0.08 2N6121 00.70 
AF139 £0.35 BC301 0.28 8F458 f0.31 T1P298 £0.42 2N3052 £0.16 2N6122 £0.70 
AF180 f080 BC302 £0.29 8F459 £0.38 TIP29C 00.44 2N3054 f0.40 40311 £0.38 
AF1 81 f0.58 BC303 £0.28 BF594 f0.30 TIP30A E0.40 2143055 £0.40 40313 . 0.95 
AF186 £0.50 BC304 £0.38 BF596 'f0.28 TIP306 £0.42 2143414 f0.18 40316 00.95 
4F239 £0.38 8C327 f0.16 BFR39 £0.24 TIP30C £0.44 2143415 '00.18 40317 f0.40 
AL102 £1.20 BC328 '01.15 BFR40 f0.25 TIP31A £0.40 2N3416 f0.29 40326 £0.40 
AL103 £1.16 BC337 'f0.15 BFR79 f0.28 TIP3113 £0.42 2143417 '0129 40327 0.45 
AU104 £1.40 PC338 £0.15 13F1380 f0.28 TIP31C £0.44 2N3614 £1.00 40346 £0.45 
AU110 £1.40 90440 £0.30 8FX29 £0.22 TIP32A £0.40 2N3615 £1.05 40347 00.65 
AU113 f1.40 130441 00.30 BFX30 00.30 TIP328 £0.42 2N3616 01.05 40348 £0.80 
BC107A £0.08 BC460 £0.38 BFX84 £0.22 TIP32C £0.44 2N3646 '£0.09 40360 £0.38 
BC1078 £0.09 BC461 £0.38 BFX85 £0.24 TIP41A [0.44 2143702 10.08 40361 f0.36 
BC107C £0.10 BC477 £0.20 RF1386 £0.25 TIP418 £0.48 2N3703 f0.08 40362 £0.38 
BC108A £0.08 BC478 £0.20 BFX87 £0.22 T1P41C £0.48 2N3704 £0.07 40406 £045 
BC108B £0.09 BC479 0010 BFX88 £0.22 TIP42A 00.44 2N3705 '00.07 40407 f0.35 
BC108C £0.10 BC547 'f0.10 BFX90 'f0.55 TIP426 £0.48 2N3706 £0.08 40408 £0.52 

BFY50 £0.18 TIP42C 01.48 2143707 0.08 40409 £0.75 

IC PAKS 
Manufacturers "Fall-outs" which 
include functional and part 
functional Units. Thaw are classed 
as 'out -of -spec' front the maker's 
very rigid specifications, but ere 
ideal for learning about I.C's and 
experimental work. 
16224 100 Gates assorted 7400 01 
04 10 50.60 etc £120 
16226 30 MXI Assorted types 7441 
47 90 154 etc £130 
16227 30 Assorted Linear Types 
709.741.747.748710-588 etc 

£1 50 
16228 8 Assorted types SL403 76013 
76003 etc £1.00' 
16229 5 ICs ,6110 Eyc1v to 
MC1310P MA767 el 5011 

COMPONENT 
PAKS 

16164 200 Resistor mixed value 
approx (Count by weight) 80p 
16165 150 Capacitors mixed value 
approx (Count by weight) 60p1 
16166 50 Precision resistors Mixed 
values BOP 
16167 jw resistors mixed values 
80 80p 
16168 5 pieces assorted ferrite 
roils 150p* 
16169 2 Tuning gangs MW/LW 
VHF 6Op 
16170 - 1 Pack wire 50 meters 
assorted colours single strand 6Op 
16171 - 10 Reed switches bop 
16172 3 Micro switches 60p 
16173 - 15 Assorted pots bop 
16174 - 5 Metal tack sockets 3 x 3 5 

mm 2 x standard switch types 60p 
16175 30 Paper condensers - mixed 
values 80p 
16176 20 Electrolytics trans. 
types ó0p1 
16177 1 Pack assorted hardware 
Nuts/bolts. gromets etc 80p 
16178 5 Mains slide switches 
assorted 80p 
16179 - 20 Assorted tag strips and 
panels 60p 
16180- 15 Assorted control knobs 80p 
16151 3 Rotary wale change 
switches Bop 
16182 2 Relays 6-24v operating60p 
16183 1 Pak. copper laminate approx 
200 sq Inches 180p 
16184 15 Assorted fuses 100mA 
5 amp 80p 
16185 50 metres PVC sleevrng 
assorted size and colours Bop 

74 SERIES TTL IC'S 
81-PAK STILL LOWEST IN PRICE 

FULL SPECIFICATION GUARANTEED 

Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price 

7400 £0.13 7409 £0.13 7441 £0.50 7481 £0.85 _ 7492 £0.35 74122 £0.39 

7401 £0.11 7410 £0.11 7442 £0.40 7482 £0.88 7493 £0.30 74123 £0.40 

7402 £0.11 7411 £0.17 7445 £0.65 7483 £0.58 7494 f0.75 74141 £0.55 

7403 £0.11 7412 £0.15 7446 £0.60 7484 £0.88 7495 £0.50 74154 £0.82 

7404 £0.11 7413 £0.24 7447 £0.48 7485 £0.88 7496 £0.5Ò 74180 £1.50 

7405 £0.11 7414 £0.50 7448 £0.56 7486 £0.22 74100 £0.85 74181 £0.58 

7406 £0.22 7416 £0.23 7475 £0.29 7489 £1.70 74110 £0.36- 74190 £0.68 

7407 £0.22 7417 £0.23 7480 £0.44 7490 £0.32 74118 £0.80 74198 £1.85 

7408 £0.13 7440 £0.12 7481 £0.85 7491 £0.64 74119 £1.18 74199 £1.85 
74121 f0.24 

CMOS IC'S 
Type Price Type Price Type Price lype Price Type Price Type Price 

CD4000 £0.14 CD4011 £0.15 CD4020 £0.90 CD4028 £0.88 CD4043 £0.88 CD4071 £0.17 

CD4001 £0.15 CD4012 £0.16 CD4021 f0.82 CD4029 £0.85 CD4044 £0.82 CD4072 £0.17 

CD4002 £0.16 CD4013 £0.42 CD4022 £0.82 CD4030 £0.48 CD4047 £0.87 CD4081 £0.17 

CD4006 £0.92 CD4015 £0.76 CD4023 £0.15 CD4031 £2.00 CD4049 £0.42 CD4082 £0.18 

CD4007 £0.17 CD4016 £0.42 CD4024 £0.65 CD4035 £1.00 CD4050 £0.42 CD4510 £0.99 

CD4008 £0.92 CD4017 £0.75 CD4025 £0.15 C04040 £0.88 CD4055 £1.00 C04511 £0.95 

CD4009 £0.45 CD4018 £0.85 CD4026 £1.20 CD4041 £0.78 CD4069 £0.17 C04516 £1.00 

CD4010 £0.48 CD4019 £0.42 CD4027 £0.50 CD4042 £0.72 CD4070 £0.17 CD4518 £1.00 
C04520 £1.00 

METAL FOIL 
CAPACITOR PAK 

Containing 50 metal foil Capacitor 
like Mullari C280 series. Mixed 

values ranging from .01 of 2.20. 
Complete with identification sheet. 
0/N.f6204 £130 

SLIDER PAKS 
16190 6 Slider potentiometers mixed 
values 80p' 
16191 6 Slider potentiometers all 
470 ohm 60p 
16192 - 6 Slider potentiometers all 
10k lin BOp 
16193 - 6. Slider potentiometers all 
22K lie 60p 
18194 - 8 Slider potentiometers en 

47K lrn 800 
16196 - 8 Slider potentiometers all 
47K lo 1110e 

LINEAR IC'S 
Type Price Type Price lype Pria Type Price 
CA3011 0f0.80 LM301 £0.29 MC1350 f1.20 UA710C £0.40 
CA3014 f1.35 LM304 £1.80 MC1352 f1.40 UA711C £0.32 
CA3018 £0.85 LM308 £1.00 MC1352 6£1.40 72711 £0.32 
CA3020 f1.70 LM309 £1.513 MC1469 £2.95 UA723C £0.45 
CA3028 f0.80 LM320 MC1496 £0.90 72723 £0.45 
CA3035 £1.40 -5V E1.50 NE536 £2.68 UA741C f0.24 
CA3036 £1.00 LM320 NE550 £0.95 72741 £0.24 
CA3042 £1.50 -12V £1.50 NE555 f0.24 741P £0.20 
CA3043 f1.85 LM320 NE556 £0.60 UA747C £0.60 
CA3046 £0.70 -15V £1.50 NE565 f1.20 72747 6£0.80 
CA3052 6f1.80 LM320 NE566 f1.50 UA748 £0.35 
CA3054 £1.10 -24V £1.50 NE567 f1.70 72748 '£0.35 
CA3075 f1.50 LM380 £0.85 UA702C f0.48 748P £0.35 
CA3081 £1.50 LM381 f1.45 72702 f0.48 SN76013N 
CA3089 6f2.00 LM3900 6f0.58 UA703 £0.25 f1.76 
CA3090 f3.80 MC1303L f0.85 UA709 £0.25. SN76023 £1.75 
CA3123 f1.90 MC1304 £1.90, 72709 £0.46 SN76110£1.50 
CA3031 £0.93 MC1310 £0.95 709P £0.25 SN76115 £1.90 
CA3140 £0.70 MC1312 f1.90 SN75550 £0.75 

Type Price Type Price 
SL414A f1.95 TBA540 f2.10 
TAA5508 £0.35 TBA810S £0.75 
TAA621Af2.00 TBA810 f0.98 
TAA621B 6£2.50 TBA820 f0.70 
TAA66r f1.50 TBA9200 f2.50 
TAD100 f1.30 TCA270S £2.00 

JUMBO PAK 
SEMI CONDUCTOR 
16222 Transistors Germ. and Silicon 
Rectitius-Diodes Triacs Thyristors 
I Cs and loners. ALL NEW & CODED 
Approx 100 pier.es Offering the 
amateur a fantastic bargain PAK arid 
an enormous saving £125 

MAMMOTH I.C. 
PAK 

16223 Approx 200 pieces assorted 
fall out integrated circuits including 
Logic, 74 series, Linear Audio and 
D.T.L. Many coded services but 
some unmarked -- you to identify 

£ 1.20 

UNTESTED SEMI- 
CONDUCTOR PAKS 
16130 100 Germ. your bonded 0A47 
dwAes 60P 
16131 150 Germ point contact 
100mA OA 70/81 diode 60p 
16132 100 Silicon diodes 200m4 
04200 60p 
16133 150 Silooon last switch diode 
75mA IN4148 80p 
16134 50 Snccnn ',libels top 
hat 750m4 BOp 
16135 20 Silicon rectifiers stud type 
31 1607 
16a136mp 50 400mW revers 007 
rase 80p 

NPN tianr,n.tors 8C107/8 
plastic 60p 
16138 30 PNP lrimtutote BC 177/178 
plastic 60p 
16139 25 NPN 1039 2N697/2N171 I 

silicon 80p 
16140 25 PNP 1039 2N2905 
s0u:un 60p 
16141 30 NPN Tn18 2N706 silicon. 
swdchmg 60p 
16142 25NPN BF Y50/51 601 
16143 30 NPN plastic 2N39Uu 
sJ¢oe 6Op 
16144 30 PNP plastic 2143905 
mhcon 60p 
16145 30d;onn OC71 PNP 60p 
16146 15 plustir. power 7N3055 NPN 
10220 case £120 
16147 10 103. metal 2143055 
NPN 0130 
16149 10 1 amp SCR T039 £1 20 
16150 8 3 amp SCR T066 
ase £1 20 

G.P. SWITCHING 
TRANSISTORS 

TO18 aim. to 211706/8 B SY27r 
28/95A ALI usuatile devices No 
open & shorts ALSO available in 
PNP similar to 2N2906. BCY70. 
20 for 5Op, 50 for £1, 100 ter 
£1 80, 500 fur £8, 1 000 fur £14 

When ordering please stare NPN/PNP 

SILICON DIODES 
G.P. 

300rnW 40PIV (mint sure rr1111 

FULLY TESTED Ideal for Organ 
builders 
30 for 50p, 100 fur £1 50, 500 
for £5, 1.000 fur £9. 

V.A.T. Add 12+% to prices marked 
8% to those unmarked. Items marked 
are zero rated. 

P&P 35p unless otherwise shown. 

BbPAM 
DEPT. R,C.5 P.O. Box 6, Ware, Herts 

COMPONENTS SHOP, 18 BALDOCK 
STREET, WARE, HERTS. 

MAY, 1979 
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aflibit international 

At last, DPI Hi Fi which looks us if it isn't. 
That's not to say it doesn't look like HiFi - just that it doesn't look like the usual sort of 
thing you have come to associate with DIY HiFi. The Mk3 outstrips and outperforms all 
British made Hi Fi tuners, and most imported ones too. Certainly at the price, there isn't 
one near it. But more than that, it looks superb A small pic here would be an insult, 
so send an SAE for details on the kit that looks as if isn't. It's something else 

PARTS FOR CURRENT PW PROJECTS 
VHF FM monitor RX: A complete kit 
believe will be an established "standard" 
5 channel switched crystal oscillator added 
ing. Uses cheaper 3rd OT crystals, employing 
Price depends on filter selected (we have 
capacitors are required. More notes on the 
VMOS POWER TRANSISTORS FOR PW 

FULL KITS FOR THE PW SANDBANKS 
FULL KITS FOR THE PW DORCHESTER 
Radio ICs 

... FROM AMBIT INTERNATIONAL 
of parts for this project, which we firmly 
for years to come. The kit includes a 

to the board end, using diode switch- 
original oscillator as x3 stage. 

various types) and whether or not chip 
kit from our own lab. £25-£35 kit. 

WINTON £9.95 pair 2SK133/J48 
METAL LOCATOR (st,ould be ex stock) 

Discrete devices: more than ever: 

- * Exceptionally high performance exceptionally straightforward assembly 
* Baseboard and plug-in construction. Future circuit developments will readily 

plug in, to keep the Mklll at the forefront of technical achievement 
* Various options and module line-ups possible to enable an installment approach 

_ to the system - 
and now previewing the matching 60W/channel VMOS amplifier: 

-- * Matching both the style and design concepts of the MkIll HiFi FM tuner 
* Hitachi VMOS power fets characterized especially for HiFi applications 
* Power output readily multiplied by the addition of further MOSFETs 
* VU meters on the preamp not simply dancing according to vol level 

- * Backed with the usual Ambit expertise and technical capacity in audio 

TDA1062 HF/VHF tuner head 1.95 
TDA1083 One chip AM/FM rx 1.95 
TDA1090 One chip HiFi am/fm 3.35 
TDA1220 One chip am/fm rx 1.75 
HA1197W HiFi AM tuner IC 1.40 
CA3123E AM tuner IC 1.40 
184651 AM tuner IC 1.81 
CA3089E Famous FM IF system 1.94 
CA3189E As 3089+ deviation mute 

AF preamp, adj, agc 2.75 HA1137W_ Improved S/N 3089 2.20 
7ßA120 limiting amp+detector 0.75 
TBA120S high gain 1.00 
MC1350P aged IF preamp 1.20 
MC1330P synch AM/video detector 1.35 
KB4406 Cascode IF preamp 0.65 
uA753 limiting FM preamp 1.95 

Communications circuits 

BF960 800MHz/2.8dB of mosfet1.60 
BF961 200MHz/2.0dB of .. 0.80' 
40822 FM RF amp 0.43 
40823 FM mixer 0.51 
40673 Famous MOSFET 0.55° 
25J49/2sK133 120v/100W MOSPOWER 

output devices 10.50° 
LEDS: the best value today 

3mm 5mm 25o5mm 
Red 0.14 0.14 0.17 
Green 0.18 0.16 0.20 
yellow 0.18 0.15 0.20 
Orange 0.22 0.29 0.24 
100 off mix, 25% discount. All are AEG first 
grade types -absolutely no junk. 5mm clips 
for panel mounting 0.03 each 

Misc. ICs for radio/audio applications 

The 
THE 

PW Dorchester -LW 5Ul & Fm stereo- tuner ,mW,, 
DIGITAL DORCHESTER ALL BAND TUNER 

With styling and 
dimensions to fit 

I 1 
I in with the rest 14. 125 J 

AMBIT'S new 

o 0 u 0 u n o 0 0 o a ..,.88,8,8 O 
raonge of tuner& 
audio equipment. 

When the new range of OKI digital frequency display ICs was announced, the original 
prototype of the Dorchester had been made - but since so many of you wanted to use the 
OKI frequency munterdisplay system with the Dorchester, we quickly designed a unit to 
incorporate the necessary facilities. The Digital Dorchester is designed in 19 inch form, 
and forms a perfect match for the other units in the range. If you don't want to go to 
theMultiplex 

module 
the 

bef usedll 

Ambit DFM1 module, with AM/FM/Time/Timers, then the MA1023 
clock 

expense 
can instead 

The Dorchester has been described in PW Dec., Jan. and Feb. issues - but for those of 
you who may have missed it - it is an All Band broadcast tuner, covering LW/MW/SW 
and FM stereo in 6 switched ranges. Construction is very straightforward, with all the 
switching being PCB mounted - and the revolutionary TDA1090 IC used for AM/FM. 

The electronics for the radio section of the Dorchester remain unchanged at £33.00, 
with 12.5% VAT. The hardware package, of case, meter, PSU now costs £33.00 + 8% 
with the MA1023 available for an extra £5 only. 
For the fully digital version, with Ambit DFM1, the price is £56.50 + 8% VAT. 

SD6000 DMOS RF/Mixer pair 3.75 
K84412 Bal mixers, IF*agc 2.55 
K84413 AM/SSB det. seuelch,agc 2.75 
084417 mix processor 2.55 
MC3357 best thing in NBFM yet 3.12 
MC1496P popular double bel mixer 1.25 

decoders + noise blanker 

U2378 5 LED bargraph driver 0.80. 
SAS6610 4 station touch tune IC 1.48 
SAS67t0 adds 4 stations to 6610 1.48 
MSM5523/4 LW,MW,SW and FM digital 

frequency readout plus 
clock, timers, stopwatch £14' 

MSM5525 LW/MW/FM DFM with 
direct drive for LCD £11 * 

MC131OP popular PLL decoder 2.20 
uA758 buffered 1310 2.20 
CA3090A0 RCA PLL decoder 3.25 
HA1196 improved PLL decoder 

TCA730 DC volume control 3.50 
TCA740 DC tone control 3.50 
TDA1028 DC input switch 3.50 
TDA1029 DC mode switch 3.50 

with stereo preamps 3.95 
HA11223 19kHz low Radio and Tuner modules pilot cancel, 

distortion, high S/N 435 
K64437 as HA11223 with remote 

VCO kill facility 4.55 
KB4438 stereo MUTING preamp 

for post decoder mute 2.22 
Kß4423 impulse noise blanker 2.53 

We cannot really list all the details we would 
like to here - but with advent of the new mark 3 

tuner system, the Dorchester and matching AF 
units, Ambit offers you the widest choice ever, 
plus hardware and styling that matches the very 
high standards we have set in this new range. 

TERMS etp'. ,please, VAT on Ambit Items is 

pe12r 

5%, e cerr where marked 

Gresham Road Brentwood Essee. Catalogue part 1:450, pan 2 500 all inclusive. Postage 25p per order, carriage on tuner kits 
f3. Phone Brentwood 102771 216029/227050 9am-7pm. Callers welcome inc. Saturdays . / / 

Please write your Name and Address in block capitals 

NAME 

ADDRESS .. 

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD., Dept. RC 
234-240 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HD 

Regd. No. 912966, London 

THIS is tire Catalogue you 
need to solve your 
component buying 

problem 

About 2,b00 items clearly listed 
and indexed 

Profusely illustrated 

128 A-4 size pages, bound in 

full -colour cover 

Bargain List of unrepeatable offers included free 

Catalogue contains details of simple Credit Scheme 

Price includes packing and postage 

Send the coupon today with cheque or P.O. for £1.251 
J 
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Since AMBIT introduced the "One Stop Technology Shop" to our service, we have been pleased to see just how many users of 

electronic components appreciate our guarantee to supply goods only from BS9000 approved sources. More than ever, professional 

and amateur electronics engineers cannot afford to waste time on anything less than perfect pedigree products. 

4522 
4527 
4528 
4529 
4530 
4531 
4532 
4534 
4536 
4538 
4539 
4541 
4543 
4549 
4553 
4554 
4556 
4557 
4558 
4559 
4560 
4561 
4562 
4566 
4568 
4569 
4572 
4580 
4581 
4582 
4583 
4584 
4585 

149p 
157p 
102p 
141p 
900 

141p 
1250 
614p 
380p 
150p 
1100 
141p 
174p 
3990 
4400 
153p 

77p 
3860 
117p 
388p 
218p 
65p 

530p 
159p 
281p 
303p 
25p 

600p 
319p 
164p 
84p 
63p 

100p 

6800 series 

6800P 6.50 
6820P £6 
6850P 2.75 
6810P £4 
6852 3.65 
8080 series 
8080 6.30 
8212 2.30 

8216 1.95 
8224 3.50 
8228 4.78 
8251 6.25 
8255 5.40 
MEMORIES 
2102 £1.70 
2112 £3.40 
2513 £7.54 
4027 £5.78 

2114 £10 
2708 £10.55 

Development 
MEK6800 £220 
TK80 £306 
AMI, Signerics 
Ti, Inrersrl, 
Harris etc. OA 

Voltage Regs 
NEW LOW PRICES 
7800 series UC TO220 package lA all 95p 

7900 series UC T0220 package lA all E1 

78MUC series T0220 package SA all 90p 

78LCP series TO92 100mA all 35p 

L200 up to 3A/adjustable V&A 195p 

78MGT2C 'hemp adjustable volts 175p 

79MGT2C ''/amp adjustable volts 175p 

723C precision controller 65p 

MAINS FILTERS FOR NOISE/RFI etc 

1 amp in IEC connector £4.83 
5 amp in 'wire in' case £3.87 
NE550A 73p 

LInEARSnon.cpnsume 

BIMOS 
CA3130E 
CA3130T 
CA3140E 
CA3140T 
CA3160E 
CA3160T 

8 p 
90p 
3 p 
72p 
90p 
99p 

p 

p 

p 

OPTO 7 
sag display 

0.43" High Efficiency HP: 
5082. 7650 red CA 
5082- 7653 red CC 
5082- 7660 yellow CA 2330 
5082 7663 yellow CC 
5082. 7670 green CA 
5082- 7673 green CC 

0.3" Standard HP 
5082- 7730 red CA 
5082. 7740 red CC 

0.5" Fairchild 
F140500 red CC 1509 
F ND507 red CA 150P 

Brochure without obligation to. 

}147p 

British National Radio & Electronic School 

Lo5Ts 
CD4000 CMOS Minimarket SLASHED TTL :Standard A11D LP 5thottkY 

fu 'N' SN' 'N' 'LSN 

4000 
4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4008 
4009 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4019 
4020 
4021 
4022 
4023 
4024 
4025 
4026 
4027 
4028 
4029 
4030 
4031 
4032 
4033 
4034 
4035 
4036 
4037 
4038 
4039 
4040 
4041 
4042 
4043 
4044 
4045 
4046 
4047 
4048 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4052 
4053 
4054 
4055 

LM339N 66 
LM348N 186 
LM3900N 60 
709HC to5 64 
709PC dJ 36 
710Hí to5 65 

OV amps 
710PC dil 59 

7p 723CN 651 
LM301AH 
LM301AN 300 

741CH toy 661 
741íN 

LM308H 121p 
Bdd 27 

LM308N 97p 747íN 70 

LM318H 2790 748íN 36 
4520109p LM318N 224p NE5317 12C 

45211 236p NE531N 105 

TERMS: CWO pse., VAT to be dded at 8% (inland), pp 25p per order. When ordering from the 

OSTS and Amb t - a single combined remittance and pp charge is sufficient. Account details OA. 

17p 
17p 
17p 

109p 
189 
80p 
58p 
58p 
17p 
17p 
55p 
52p 
809 
80p 
60p 
93p 
82p 
90p 
17p 
76p 
17p 

180p 
55p 
729 

100p 
58p 

250p 
100p 
145p 
200p 
1209 
250p 
í00p 
1050 
250p 
83p 
90p 
85p 
85p 
80p 

150p 
130p 
99p 
60p 
55p 
55p 
65p 
65p 
65p 
120p 
135p 

4059 
4060 
4063 
4066 
4067 
4068 
4069 
4070 
4071 
4072 
4073 
4075 
4076 
4077 
4078 
4081 
4082 
4085 
4086 
4089 
4093 
4094 
4096 
4097 
4098 
4099 
4160 
4161 
4162 
4163 
4174 
4175 
4194 
4501 
4502 
4503 
4506 
4507 
4508 
4510 
4511 
4512 
4513 
4514 
4515 
4516 
4517 
4518 
4519 

563p 
1159 
109p 
53p 

400p 
25p 
20p 
20p 
20p 
20p 
20p 
20p 
90p 
20p 
20p 
20p 
20p 
82p 
82p 

150p 
50p 

1900 
105p 
372p 
110p 
1220 
90p 
90p 
90p 
90p 

í04p 
95p 
95p 
23p 
91p 
69p 
51p 
55p 

248p 
99p 

149P 
98p 

2060 
260p 
300P 
125p 
382p 
103p 
57p 

2 Gresham Road, Brentwood, ESSEN. 

7400 
7401 
7402 
7403 
7404 
7405 
7406 
7407 
7408 
7409 
7410 
7411 
7412 
7413 
7414 
7415 
7416 
7417 
7420 
7421 
7422 
7423 
7425 
7426 
7427 
7428 
7430 
7432 
7433 
7437 
7438 
7440 
7441 
7442 
7443 
7444 
7445 
7446 
7447 
7448 
7449 
7450 
7451 
7453 
7454 

SEE THE 
AMBIT AD TOO! 

13 
13 
14 
14 
14 
18 
38 
38 
17 
17 
15 
20 
17 
30 
51 

30 
30 
16 
29 
24 
27 
27 
36 
27 
35 
17 
25 
40 
40 
33 
17 
74 
70 

115 
112 

94 
94 
82 
56 

17 
17 
17 
17 

'LSN' 'N' 'LSN' 
20 7455 35 24 
20 7460 17 

20 7463 
20 7470 28 
24 7472 28 
26 7473 32 

7474 27 38 
7475 38 40 

24 7476 37 
24 7478 
24 7480 48 
24 7481 86 
24 7482 69 
52 74834 

130 7484 97 
24 7485 104 99 

7486 40 
7489 205 

24 7490 33 90 
24 7491 76 110 
24 7492 38 78 

7493 32 99 
7494 78 

27 7495A 65 99 
29 7496 58 120 

32 7497 185 
24 74100 119 
24 74104 63 
32 74105 62 
24 74107 32 38 

24 74109 63 38 

24 74110 54 
74111 68 

99 74112 88 
74113 38 
74114 38 
74116 198 
74118 83 
74119 119 

99 74120 115 
99 74121 25 

74122 46 
24 74123 48 

74124 
24 74125 38 44 

74126 57 
74128 74 
74132 73 
74133 
74136 
74138 
74139 
74141 56 
74142 265 
74143 312 
74144 312 
74145 65 
74147 175 
74148 109 
74150 99 
74151 64 
74153 64 
74154 96 
74155 54 
14156 80 
74157 67 
74158 
74159 210 
74160 82 
74161 92 
74162 92 
74163 92 
74164 104 
74165 105 
74166 
74167 20 
74168 
74169 
74170 230 
74172 625 
74173 170 
74174 87 
74175 87 
74176 75 
74177 78 
74180 85 
74181 165 
74182 160 
74183 
74184 135 

44 

78 
29 
40 
60 
60 

84 
54 

110 
110 
55 
60 

130 
78 

130 
78 

200 
200 

120 
110 

350 

210 

74185 
74188 
74190 
74191 
74192 
74193 
74194 
74195 
74196 
74197 
74198 
74199 
74248 
74249 
74251 
74253 
74257 
74258 
74259 
74260 
74261 
74266 
74273 
74275 
74279 
74283 
74290 
74293 
74295 
74298 
74324 
74325 
74326 
74327 
74352 
74353 
74362 
74365 
74366 
74367 
74368 
74373 
74374 
74375 

134 
275 
115 

105 
105 
105 

95 
99 
85 

150 
160 

92 

180 
180 
187 
137 
110 
110 

90 
93 
90 

105 
108 
153 
420 
153 
353 

40 
124 
312 

52 
120 
90 
95 

120 
100 
157 
242 
247 
237 
100 
100 
715 

49 
49 
43 
49 
77 

77 

60 

74377 
74378 
74379 
74386 
74390 
74395 
74396 
74398 
74399 
74445 
74447 
74490 
74668 
74670 

LSN 
124 
93 

130 
37 

140 
139 
133 
180 
150 

92 
90 

140 
110 
249 

MISCELLE NY 
NE555 30p 
NE556 78p 
NE558 180p 
ICM7217 950p 
I CM 7208 1495p 
ICL71o6CP- 
LCD OVM IC 

955p 
LCD DVM KIT 

2480p 
3X digit' LCD 
display 1150p i 

ICL7107 LEO 
DVM kit 20650 
(íM7216 - 8 digit 
IOMHz DFM/ 
timer (19.82 
for LED C.Cathl 

SCALAR ICs 

8629 150MHz 
divide by 100 

420p 
95H90DC 780p 
11C9ODC 1400p 
8618 -new-divide 
by 100 or 10 
for 120/60MHz 

450p 

The ICL7216BIPI is still the cheapest way to make a full 8 dig't/ 10MHz frequency counter/timer, 

and with 10 external components + display it is also one of the simplest. For £19.82, it takes a 

lot of beating. The mains filters have been extended now to in Jude a 6amp IEC version et E5.10, 

and with the amount of electronic noise on the average supply (next door's fridge, for instance) it 

H a really worthwhile addition to any sensitive equipment. LPSN TTL now includes many more 

of latest types, all - of course - are absolutely prime first quality types. And don t forget our range 

of OPTO displays includes Hewlett Package high efficiency 0.43" types in all colours - renowned 

as the finest quality in the market. For other types of component discrete LEDs, radio and audio 

devices, tuner modules, kits etc., see our other advertisement for more details - or send for the 

AMBIT catalogue system. Part one (45p) includes details of our background 'standard' items, and 

the new part two includes all the latest introductions and developments, plus a rundown on OSTS. 

Electronics. 
Make a job of if.... 
Enrol in the BNR & E School and you'll have an entertaining 
and facinating hobby. Stick with it and the opportunities 
and the big money await you, if qualified, in every field of 
Electronics today. We offer the finest home study training 
for all subjects in radio, television, etc., especially for the 
CITY AND GUILDS EXAMS (Technicians' Certificates), the 
Grad. Brit. I.E.R. Exam; the RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENCE', 
P.M.G. Certificates; the R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. 
Also courses in Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; 
Servo -mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor 
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS' 
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken 
record of exam succe3ses. We are the only privately run 
British home study College specialising in electronics 
subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without 
any obligation. 

Become a 
Radio Amateur. 
Learn how to become a radio -amateur in 

contact with the whole world. We give 

skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence. 

BIM IBM INNS Mlle Mal 1111111 IBM ZOOM 
REL5!79 

P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands. 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

Block caps please 

Mew fie----M---M M 
MAY, 1979 

i 
i 
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TRADE 
COMPONENTS 

PAY A VISIT - THOUSANDS MORE ITEMS BELOW WHOLESALE PRICE. 
PRICE. CALLERS PAY LESS AS PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE. PRICES INCLUDE 
VAT AND ADDITIONAL DISCOUNT ON MANY ITEMS IN LIEU OF GUARANTEE. 
GOODS SENT AT CUSTOMERS RISKS UNLESS SUFFICIENT ADDED FOR 
REGISTRATION OR COMPENSATION FEE POST. 

OFFERS CORRECT AT 3/3/79 APPLICABLE TO ORDERS RECEIVED 
DURING APRIL 

VALVE BASES 
Printed circuit B7G 
Chassis B7-B7G 
Shrouded Chassis B7G-B8A 
B12A tube. Chassis B9A 

7p 
11p 
13p 
13p 

Speaker 6" x 4" 5 ohm ideal for car radio £1.55 
4;" diam. 3012 .. .. .. £1.75 
2f' diam. 32 or 80. .. .. .. £1.07 
TAG STRIP -6 way 4p 16 x 50pF or 1000 + 

9 way 6p Single 11p 300pF trimmers 35p 

JAP 4 gang min. sealed tuning condensers 40p 

Car type panel lock 
and key 65p 

Transformer 9V 4A 
£3.78 

Aluminium Knobs 
for f" shaft. Approx. 

x e" with indicator 
Pack of 5 95p 

BOXES - Grey polystyrene 61 x 112 x 31 mm, top secured by 4 
self tapping screws 57p clear perspex sliding lid, 46 x 39 x 
24 mm 15p. 
ABS, ribbed inside 5mm centres for P.C.B., brass corner inserts, 
screw down lid, 50 x 100 x 25mm orange 65p; 80 x 150 x 50mm 
black 97p; 109 x 185 x 60mm black £1.52. 
DIECAST ALI superior heavy gauge with sealing gasket, approx 6-1-" 
x 2*" x 1r £1.50; 3}" x 21" x 11" £1.25. 
VARIABLE CAMM PROGRAMMER 10, 12 or 15 pole 2 way, 
50VAC motor -- series with 1 mfd, or 3k 10W or 15W pygmy bulb 
for mains operation. Ex equipment £4.32 

SWITCHES 
Pole Wey Type 
1 2 Slide ... 
6 2 Slide ... 
2 1 Rotary Mains 
2 Alternating Micro with roller 
2 3 Miniature Slide 
2 1 Toggle 

1 2 Sub -Min Toggle 
2 Alternating 2A Mains Push 1$" hole) 
2 Alternating Slide ... 

15p 
24p 
28p 
30p 
20p 
42p 
75p 
43p 
15p 

S.P.S.T. 10 amp 240v. white rocker switch 
with neon. 1" square flush panel fitting 60p; 
1 pole 2 way 10 amp oblong clip in mains 
rocker appliance switch ... ... ... 38p 
Standard thump -wheel switch 0-9 in 1248N 
or B.C.D.. or Comp. 1242 also 2p co..£1.20 
Standard Lever Key Switch D.P.D.T. locking 
plus D.P.D.T. and S.P.S.T. Heavy Duty non 
latching ... ... ... ... 82p 

AUDIO LEADS 
3 pin din to open end, 1 -}yd, twin screened 45o. 
5 pin din 180° to 2 -phono 70p 
3 pole jack plug to tag ends, 4ft 45p 

RESISTORS 
-' watt ...1}p 

1 watt .. ... 3p 
Up to 15w w/wound 10p 
1 or 2% 4 times price 
Cinch 8 way std 0.15 
pitch edge connector 
25p 

RELAYS 
RS/Alma reed relay, 3k i2. 
18-30v d.c. coil, normally. 
open .. ... 60p 
12v d.p.c.o. heavy duty 
octal ... ... ... 

Min 7000, 11-13v 
Sealed 2 p.c.o. £1 
4 p.c.o. £1.20. 

POTS 
Wirewound 38p 

Log. or Lin., carbon rotary 
or slide. Single 30p With 
switch 40p Dual 45p 
Dual switch 55p 1.5m 
Edgetype 10 for 40p 

Skeleton Presets 
Slider, horizontal or verti- 
cal standard or sutimin 8p 

ELECTROLYTICS Many others in stock 
63- 200- 300- 450 - 

Up to 10V 25V 50V 75V 100V 250V 350 V 500V 
MFD 

10 6p 7p 7p 10p 13p 15p 26p 32p 
25 6p 7p 7p 10p 13p 18p 32p 37p 
50 6p 7p 7p 12p 16p 23p 32p 37p 

100 7p 8p. 13p 15p 24p 26p - - 
250 12p 13p 15p 22p 36p - £1.10 f1.30 
500 13p 15p 22p 30p 55p - £1.48 £1.60 

1000 16p 27p 50p 60p - £1.05 - - 
2000 28p 47p 55p 93p - - - 
As total values are too numerous to list, use this 
price guide to work out your actual requirements 
8/20, 10/20, 12/20, 22/50, 47/25. Tub. Tant 24p 
each 16-32/275V, 100/150V, 100-100/275V 
40p 50-50/385V, 2+2/200V non polar, 32-32-50/ 
300V, 20-20-20/350V 0.1+0.1/500V AC 80p 
200V, 100-200-60/300V £1.30 100-300-100- 
16/300V 61.85 

RS 100-0-100 micro amp null indicator 
Approx. 2" x " x 4" £1.85 

INDICATORS 
Bulgin D676 red, takes M.E.S. bulb 38p 
12 volt, or Mains neon, red pushfit 23p 
R.S. Scale Print, pressure transfer sheet 12p 

CAPACITOR GUIDE - maximum 500V 
Up to .01 ceramic 4}p. Up to .01 poly 6p 
.013 up to .1 poly etc. 7p..12 up to .68 poly 
etc. 8p. Silver mica up to 360pF 10p, then to 
2,200pF 13p; then to .01 mfd 21p. 
1/750 13p..01/1000, 8/20, .1/900, .22/900, 
4/16, 25/250 AC (600v/DC), 3/600 15p. 
5/150, 10/150, 40/150 50p. 
Many others and high voltage in stock. 
SONNENSCHEIN/POWERSONIC DRI-FIT RE- 
CHARGEABLE SEALED GEL (Lead Antimony) 
BATTERY, 6V 1 amp.hr. (3i" x 2" x â") £3.70. 
6 amp. hr. (4}" x 2" x 3"1 £7.60 
Ex -equipment, little used. 

COMPUTER & AUDIO BOARDS/ASSEMBLIES 
VARYING CONTENTS INCLUDE ZENER, GOLD BOND, 
SILICON, GERMANIUM, LOW AND HIGH POWER TRAN- 
SISTORS AND DIODES, HI STAB RESISTORS. CAPACI- 
TORS FI FCTROLYTICS. TRIMPOTS, POT CORES, 
CHOKES, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, ETC. 

3lb for £2 7lb for £3.70 

1k horizontal preset 
with knob 10 for 40p 

3" Tape Spools 
1" Terry Clips 
12 Volt Solenoid 

5p 
5p 

40p 

ENM Ltd. cased 7 -digit counter 21- x l } x 
approx. 12V d.c. (48 a.c.) or mains £1.10 

Auto charger for 12v Nicads, ex -new 
equipment 

THERMISTORS 
and V.D.R's 

CZ1/2/6/11/14, KR22, 
KT150, VA1005/6/8/ 
1010/1033/4/7/8/9 1040/ 
1053/5 /1066/7/ 
1074/6/7 / 1082/6/ 
1091/6/7/8 / 1100/3/8/ 
8602. Rod with spot 
blue/fawn/green. 
E299DDP120 / 218 / 224 / 
338 / 340 / 350 / 352 
Y1020 E220ZZ/o2 
KR150 All 22p 
E23 glass bead 85p 
YG 150-S534 bead, KB 13, 
E299 DHP230, 116-121 
401(TH7.VA1104.OD10) 
35p. R53 Glass £1.20 

Miniature 0 to 5mA d.c. meter approx I" diameter ... £1.25 
RS Yellow Wander Plug Box of 12 .. 40p 
18 SWG multicore solder .. ... 31-p foot 
SAPHIRE STYLII. 15 different; dual and single point, current and 
hard to get types. My mix £2. 

BRIAN J. REED 
161 ST. JOHNS HILL, BATTERSEA, LONDON SW11 1TQ 

Open 10 a.m. till 7 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday. VAT receipts on request. 
Terms. Payment with order Telephone: 01-223 5016 

CONNECTOR STRIP 
Belling Lee L1469, 4 way polythene. 9p each 
11 glass fuses 250 m/a or 3 amp (box of 12) 20p 
Bulgin 5mm Jack plug and switched socket (pair) 40p 

Reed Switch 28mm, body length 11p 

Aluminium circuit tape, 1 x 36 yards -self 
adhesive. For window alarms, circuits, etc. 95p 

TV MAINS DROPPERS 
5 assorted multiple units for 75p 

100pF air -spaced tuning capacitor £1.30 
51" x 2}" Speaker, ex -equipment 3 ohm 65p 

2 Amp Suppression Choke 10p 
3 x 2tT x n"} PAXOLINE 5 for 35p 
4 xxx 10 for 15p 
PVC or metal clip on MES bulb Holder 5 for 30p 
VALVE RETAINER CLIP, adjustable 5 for 15p 

Sub -miniature Transistor Transformer 35p 
Valve type output transformer 90p 
POT CORES with adjuster 
LA2508-LA2519 43p per pair 
16 Watt Power Amp. Module 
35v lA power required, giving 1 b watt 
RMS into 8 i2 £3.45 
REGULATED TAPE MOTOR 
Grundig 6V approx., 3" x 1 +", inc. shock absorbing 
carrier, or Jap 9V, 1 +" diam. £1.05 
3.5mm metal stereo plug 30p 
Fane 8 ohm 3" sq. heavy duty communications 
speaker £1.60 
RS neg. volt regulator 103, 306-099 (equiv. 
MPC900) 10A, 100 watt 4-30 volt. Adjustable 
short circuit protection. Normally £12.50+. £6.65 

m 
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EMICONDUCTORS Full spec. by Mullard etc. Many others in stock 
AC126/128/176 20p 
ACY29 22p 
AD161/2 match pr. 85p 
ADZ12 £4.00p 
AF116 20p 
AF124/6/7 28p 
AF139 23p 
AF 1 78/80/81 35p 
AF239 35p 
ASY27/73 35p 
AU110/113 £2.50 
BC107/8/9 + A/B/C 8p 
BC147/8/9 + A/B/C 8p 
BC157/8/9 + A/B/C 8p 
BC173 8p 
BC178A/8 179B 14p 
BC184C/LC 11p 
BC186/7 23o 
BC213L/214B/238 13r 
BC327/8 33718 10p 
BC547/8+A/B/C 13p 
BC556/7/7 B/8/9 11 p 
BCX32/36 15p 
BCY31 90p 
BCY70/1/2 14p 
BCZ11 32p 

BD113 57p 
BD115 35p 
BD116(BRC116T) £1.15 
80130Y £'1.50 
BD131/2/3 40p 
8D135/6/7/8/9 35p 
BD137/138 match pr 82p 
80140/142 
B D 201 /2/3/4 
B D 232/3/4/5/8 
80X77 
BD437 
i8F/1 15/167/173 
BF178/9 
B F180/1/2/3/4/5 
[3E194/5/6/7 
BF194A, 195C 
8E200 258 324 
8F262/3 

35p 
92p 
55p 

£1.15 
58p 

18p 
23p 
18p 

8p 
8p 

23p 
35p 

BF336/274 31p 
6E528 Dual Mosfet£1.15 
BFT61 40D 
BFW10/11 F.E.T 48p 
BFW30 £1.15 
BFW57/58 21p 
BFX12/29/30 23p 

Amp BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
BYX10 34p 

1 OSH01-200 30p 
5 Ex Equip 73p 
0.6 EC433 20p 
5 Texas £1.10 
2} I.R. 48p 

31 100 B4OC 3200 58p 

Volt 
1,600 
140 
100 
110 
400 
100 

RECTIFIERS 
Amp Volt 

M1 } 68 
1 N4005/6 1 6/800 
1 N4007/BYX94 1 1250 
BY103 1 1,500 
SR100 1.5 100 
SR400 1.5 400 
REC53A 1.5 1,250 
LT102 2 30 
BYX22-200 1} 300 
BYX38-300R 2.5 300 
BYX38-600 2.5 600 
BYX38-900 2.5 900 
BYX38-1200 2.5 1,200 
BYX49-300R 3 300 
BYX49-600 3 600 
BYX49-900 3 900 
BYX49-1200 3 1,200 
BYX48-300R 6 300 
BYX48-600 6 600 
BYX48-900 6 900 
BYX48-1200R 6 1,200 
BYX72-150R 10 150 
BYX72-300R 10 300 
BYX72-500R 10 500 
BYX42-300 10 300 
1N5401 3 100 
1N5402 3 200 
MR856 3 600 
BYX42-900 10 900 
BYX42-1200 10 1,200 
BYX46-300R" 15 300 
BYX46-400R 15 400 
BYX46-500R" 15 500 
BYX46-600" 15 600 
BYX20-200 25 200 
BYX52-300 40 300 
BYX52-1200 40 1,200 
RAS310AF 1.25 1,250 

"Avalanche type 

5p 
op 
8p 

21p 
9p 

10p 
16p 
15p 
25p 
48p 
52p 
80p 
85p 
35p 
42p 
47p 
60p 
47p 
60p 
70p 
92p 
42p 
62p 
65p 
36p 
18p 
18p 
24p. 
92p 

£1.07 
£1.19 
£1.75 
£2.00 
£2.30 

72p 
£2.05 
£2.90 

48p 

18p 
30p 
16p 
46p 

£1.15 
18p 
24p 
36p 

OPTO ELECTRONICS 
Diodes 

BPX40 ... 57p 
BPX42 ... 92p 
BPY10 . . . 92p 1 

L.E.D.'s 1 

.2" Red 16p 1 

TIL209 .125" Red 4 
14p 15 

Wire end neons 9p 
Green 18p 6.5 

20 

PHOTO SILICON CONTROLLED SWITCH 15 

BPX66 PNPN 10 amp £1.161 

(VOLTIAC) 
BPY68 
BPY69 . . . 92p 
BPY77 

S 

BFX84/88.89 20p 
BFY51 16p. 
BFY90 57p 
BR101 34p 
BRY39/56 29p 
BSV64 36p 
BSV79/80 F.E.T.s 90p 
8SV81 Mosfet £1.00 
BSX20/21 16p 
BSY40 30p 
BSY95A 14p 
BU204+Mount Kit£1.85 
BU208 £2.28 
CV7042 (0C41/44 

ASY63) 12p 
GET111/E112 45p 
0C45(ME2) 13p 
ON222 23p 
R2008B/20108 £2.30 
TIP30 50p 
TIS43 12N26461 39p 
uA7805 £1.85 
ZT1486 £1.15 
ZTX300/341 9p 
2N393 (MA393) 35p 
2N456A 57p 
2N706A 
2N918 
2N929 
2N987 
2N1484 
2N1507/2219 
2N1613 
2N2401 

Photo transistor 
BPX29 . . . 92p 
0CP71 . . . 75p 

3" red 7 segment L.E.D. 1 

D.I.L. 0-9 + D.P. display 1.9 

anode 95 
RS 0.6in. green . . .£2.25 
Minitron 0.3in 3015F 
filament £1 26 

CQY118 L.E.D. 
Infra red transmitter . .£1.15 

One fifth of trade 

2N21412 
2N2483 
2N2904/5/6/7/7A 
2N3053 
2N3055 R.C.A. 
2N3133/4062 
2N3553 
2N4037 
2N5484 FET 
2N5956 
2SA141/2/360 
258 135/6/457 
2SC372/644/735 
2SC853 
402 5012 N 3054) 

80p 
28p 
18p 
16p 
60p 
24p 
58p 
39p 
39p 
87p 
36p 
24p 
15p 
30p 
35p 

CATALOGUE 
30 A4 magazine size illus- 
trated pages listing 
thousands of items, photo 
printed on day requested, 
from constantly updated 
masters, to ensure latest 
stock position. 75p plus 
large 16p s.a.e. (refundable 
with order). 

TRANSFORMERS 
Ferromag C core. Screens 95- 
105-115-125-200-220-240v 
input output t7v IA_- x, 

2 + 24-0-24v 1.04A+20v 
1 me. Incise current ratings 
can be safely exceeded uy 

50%. £4.90 
Cassette Dynamic Micro- 
phone with switch and twin 
plug £1.80 
Telephone Pickup. sucker 
with lead and 3.5 plug.70p 

OTHER DIODES 
1N916 8p 
1N4009 9p 
1N4148 4p 
BA145 17p 
Centercel 29p 
BZY61 /BA 148/0A81 12p 
BB103/110 Varicap 24p 
BB113 Triple Varicap43p 
BA182 16p 
0A5/7/10 17p 
$ZY88 up to 43 volt 10p 
BZX61 11 volt 17p 
AA133 10p 
BZY96C 10V 34p 
BZY95C 33V or 15V 34p 

RS Irravin high tempera-, 
ture wire, 19/0.16, minus 
55° to 105°C, 600V 
3A, white, black or red. 
Half trade price at 54p 
10M coil. 

PVC QUALITY TAPE 
L]sso 10m x 15mm grey 

38p 
33m x 33mm green 

£1.13p 
Trimmer' Post stamp 
type 3-30pF 16p 
10-80pF 19p 
30-140pF 23p 

GARRARD 
GCS23T Crystal Stereo 
Cartridge £1.20 
Mono (Stereo compatible) 
Ceramic or crystal £1 

Amp Volt THYRISTORS 

240 BTX18-200 35p 
400 BTX18-300 41p 
240 BTX30-200 35p 

500 40506 80p 

500 67107 £1.14 

500 BT109-500R/SCR957/BRC4444. £1.14 

600 BTW92-600RM £3.40 
800 BTX95-800R Pulse Modulated . £8.75 

4 PAPER BLOCK CONDENSER 
0.25MFD 800 volt 87p 

n 1MFD 250 volt 54p 
P 1MFD 400 volt 65p 

TV KNOB 
Dark grey plastic for recessed shaft 
(quarter inch) with free shaft extension 

8p 

R.S. Battery Holder for 
4 x HP/SP 11 30p 

CHASSIS SOCKETS 
Car Aerial 11p, Coax 8p, 5 pin 180° 

11p, 5 or 6 pin 240° din 8p, speaker 
din switched 13p, 3.5 mm switched 
7p, stereo }" jack enclosed 20p. 

McMurdo PP108 8 way edge plug 12p 
Multicore Solder }kg. 16 or 18 or 20 
s.w.g. 60/40 £5.00 
3 inch 8 Q speaker £1.15, 

Amp Volt TRIACS 
25 900 BTX94-900 £4.50 
25 1200 BTX49-1200 £6.75 
Diode Characteristic, Equiv., and 

Substitution Book 82p 
Transistor equivalents and 

substitution Book 1 38p Book 2 82p 
Chrome Car Radio facia 28p 
Rubber Car Radio gasket 10p 

DLI Pal Delayline 90p 
Relay Socket miniature 2PCO . . 20p 
28 pin d.i.l. socket low profile . 38p 
Colour EHT Tray 3000/3500 . . £5.50 
Nylon self-locking, 31" tie clips 3p 
1.5, 10, 22 or 750 µh choke ....12p 
0-30, or 0-15, hlack pvc, 360° 
dial, silver digits, self adhesive 
4}" dia. 13p 
Mullard Semiconductor, Valve & 

Component Data Book 1976-78 . 50p 

New unmarked, or marked 
ample lead ex new equipment 

ACY17-20 10p TIC44 28p 
ASZ20 10p 
ASZ21 35p 

BC186 
BCY30-34 
B CY70/ 1 /2 
BY126/7 
HG1005 
HG5009 
HG5079 
L78/9 
M3 
0A81 
0A47 
0A200-2 
0C23 
0C200-5 
C106 THY 

13p 
24p 
10p 

50 
12p 

4p 
4o 
4p 

12p 
4p 
4p 
4p 

27p 
24p 
38p 

2G240 £1.17 
2G302 Bp 
2G401 Bp 
2N711 28p 
2N2926 Op 
2N598/9 8p 
2N1091 10p 
2N1302 10p 
1N1907 £1.17 
Germ. diode 2p 
2N3055 

Motorola 36p 
GET120 (AC128 
in 1" sq. heat 
sink 22p 
GET872 15p 
2S3230 34p 
TIS43 25p 

MINIATURE EDGE METERS 
1001/A f.s.d., scaled 0.5. 12V Illuminated 
blue perspex front, 35mm x 14mm £3.45 

200uA level meter, clear front. 
10 x 18mm £1.20 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

2500 mfd. 40v 56p 
0.1 mfd. 350/500v 

10 for 50p 
10000 mfd. 15v 

3 for £1.18 
6800 mfd. 10v 3 for 90p 
32+32/275v 3 for 90p 
16 + 32/275v 3 for 80p 

8+B mfd. 375v4 for 9Up 
1 mfd. non -polar 

350v 10 for £1.19 
25000 mfd. 25v 65p 
12000/12v 3 for £1.16 
G.E.C. 5% Hi -stab 
capacitors 013, 
061, 066, 069, 075, 08 
AY5 8300 10 for 85p 
BC548B 500 for £28.50 
BC556 500 for £28.50 
BCY71 500 for £43.50 
BD437 50 for £13.75 

2N2906500 for £43.50 

TBA920 10 for £11.50 
Vero card handle 

10 for 65p 
62 1 3-W Resistor 

2.000 for £6.75. 
ON222 (superior matched 
8E181) 10 for £1.20 
68 Volt 10 Watt Zener 
Diodes 5 for £2.50 

TAA700 
TBA800 
741/7490/7473 
uA702 op amp 
(72) 709 
74107/74122 
SN76228N £2.03 
SN76131/75110 £1.55 
SN76013N/ND £1.40 

TAD100 AMRF £1.22 
CA3001 R.F. Amp £1.58 
CA3132 £2.22 
74151 45p 
CD4069 24p 
TAA300 1 wt Amp£1.15 
TAA550.Y or G 26o 
TAA263/74LS192 70p 
TAA320 £1.15 
7400/7401 16p 
7402/4/10/20/30 16o 
7414/74132N 6rp 
7438/7474/7432 27p 
AY5 8300 £1.00 
7483/74520 79p 
7493/CD4013 41p 
MAX) reg t1.10 
M4;54/TBA810 
T8A5 500/7451 1 2 £1.80 
ZN414 £1 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
TBA920 TCA270 £2.20 

£2.40 
£1.24 

28p 
53p 

38p 

HANDLES 
Rigid light blue nylon 61-" 
with secret fitting screws 11p 

Belling Lee white plastic 
surface coax outlet box40p 

Miniature Axial Lead Ferrite 
Choke formers 5 for 13p 

RS 10 Turn pot 1% 250 
500 1-11K. 50K £1.70 
Copper coated board 10" 
x 9" approx. 60p 
Geared Knob 8-1 ratio. 
14" diem., black 93p 

KLIPPON 25A 440v 
TERMINAL BLOCKS 

Professional leaf sing 
clamp, twin with clip -over 

cover 11n 
Strip of 4, 40A 440V 16p 

VAT & POST PAID 
M;NIMUM ORDER £3 OTHERWISE ADD 50% 
FOR SMALL ORDER HANDLING COSTS (UNDER 
£1.00 TOTAL ALSO INCLUDE 9p S.A.E.) 

NO MORE TO ADD - Prices INCLUDE 
UK VAT and Post/Packing 

ALL ENQUIRIES, ETC., MUST BE ACCOMPANIED 
BY A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE 

MAY, 1979 
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THE MODERN BOOK CO 
WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1979 £9.15 

THE RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK 
1979 
by ARRL Price £7.86 
UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO 
by J. Rusgrove Price £4.25 

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE 
RADIO AMATEUR 
by ARRL Price £6.00 

THE A.R.R.L. ANTENNA BOOK 
by ARRL Price £4.25 
FM AND REPEATERS FOR THE 
RADIO AMATEUR 
by ARRL Price £3.50 
REPAIRING POCKET TRANSISTOR 
RADIOS 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £2.50 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO 
by G. J. King Price £3.00 

BUILDING & DESIGNING 
TRANSISTOR 
RADIOS - A BEGINNER'S GUIDE 
by R. H. Warring Price £3.30 
OP -AMPS - THEIR PRINCIPLES AND 
APPLICATIONS 
by J. B. Dance Price £2.50 
ELECTRONICS FAULT DIAGNOSIS 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £3.00 

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL 
ELECTRONICS 
by Texas Instruments Price £3.90 
NEWNES RADIO & ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK 
by Newnes Price 12.80 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TAPE 
RECORDING 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £3.20 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO AUDIO 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £3.00 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £3.00 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO 
COLOUR TV 
by G. J. King Price £2.50 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO 
ELECTRIC WIRING 
by F. Guillou Price £2.50 
THE OSCILLOSCOPE IN USE 
by I R. Sinclair Price £2.75 
THE CATHODE-RAY 
OSCILLOSCOPE AND ITS USE 
by G. N. Patchett Price £4.00 
INTRODUCING AMATEUR 
ELECTRONICS 
by I. R. Sinclair Price £1.50 

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE 

ABC'S OF ELECTRONICS 
by F. J. Waters Price £4.15 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO HOME 
COMPUTERS 
by M. Grosswirth Price £3.20 
ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS 
by T. Duncan Price £2.85 
PROJECT PLANNING & BUILDING 
by M. A. Colwell Price £2.20 
110 COSMOS DIGITAL IC 
PROJECTS FOR THE HOME 
CONSTRUCTOR 
by R. M. Marston Price £3.00 
110 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER 
PROJECTS FOR THE HOME 
CONSTRUCTOR 
by R. M. Marston Price £2.75 
TESTING METHODS AND 
RELIABILITY ELECTRONICS 
by A. Simpson Price £4.30 
DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
AND SYSTEMS 
by N. M. Morris Price £4.30 
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO 
MICROPROCESSORS 
by C. M. Gilmore Price £4.75 
GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH 
MICROCOMPUTERS 

by L. Frenzel Price £7.00 
We have the Finest Selection of English and American Radio Books in the Country 
19-21 PRAED STREET (Dept RC) LONDON W2 1NP 

Telephone 01-723 4185 

la MR =II NMI Mal --IMO -U---MI BIM M-------- mss' 
I The action -packed show for the electronics enthusiast now includes the 

Midlands among its venues. If hobby electronics is your interest or 
your business, then Midlands Breadboard is tailor-made for you. 

1 

.......................... 

Bingley Hall, Birmingham, 
I 23 -26 May, 10 am -6pm 

Admission : £1 Adults 
75p Students 

Crammed with the gear that constructors need. Circuit boards, components, 
audio kits, d.i.y. computer systems, electronic musical instruments - 
you'll find it all here. And you can buy it on the spot - or browse at your 
leisure. Demonstrations and competitions (exciting prizes!) keep the show 
humming with activity. 
P.S. There's a London Breadboard too, December 4 -8th, Royal Horticultural 

Halls - come to both! 

I want to visit the show. Send me more details nearer the date. 

Please send me details now of exhibition space. 

Name 

Position 

Company 

Address 

Telephone Telex . 

Return to: Trident International Exhibitions Limited 
Abbey Mead House, 23a Plymouth Road, 
Tavistock, Devon. PL19 BAU 

Telephone: 0822 4671 Telex: 45412 TRITAV 

I 
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STEVENSON 
Electronic Components 

KNOBS 
Ideal for use on mixers, etc. Push on type 
with coloured cap in red, black, green, blue, 
yellow and grey. 
Position line marked 14p each. 

POTENTIOMETERS 
5K -2M2 single 26p ea. 1000-2M2 horizontal 
5K -2M2 stereo (dual) 75p ea. or vertical preset 6p ea. 
5K -2M2 DP switched 60p ea. 

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
Type PIV I 

W005 
WO1 

W02 
W04 

50 
100 
200 
400 

1A 
1A 
1A 
1A 

Type PIV I 

22p 2KB810 100 2A 39p 
25p 2KBB20 200 2A 45p 
30p 2KBB40 400 2A 50p 
35p BY225 200 4.2A 100p 

METAL FILM RESISTORS 
A range of high precision, very high stability, low noise 
resistors. Rated at %W. 1% tolerance. 
Available from 51 ohms to 330K in E24 series. Any mix 

each 100+ 1000+ 
%W 1% 4p 3.5p 3.2p 

Special development pack consisting of 10 of every value from 
51 ohms to 330K (a total of 930 resistors) . . (23.75 

MINIATURE 
TRANSFORMERS 
240 Volt Primary 

Secondary rated at 100mA. 
Available with secondaries 
of: 6-0-6,9 0-9 

and 12 . 0 . 12. 92p each 

HEAT SINKS 
T018 9p each T03 20p each T0220 20p each 
T05 9p each T0126 20p each 

Double T03 predrilled plain finish. 
100mm x 124 x 27mm 90p each 

Mounting kits: T03, T066 and T0220 all 4p per kit. 

We now have an express telephone order service. We 
guarantee that all orders received before 5pm. are ship- 
ped first class on that day. Contact our Sales Office 

now! Telephone: 01-464 2951/5770. 

Quantity discounts on any mix TTL, 
CMOS, 74LS and Linear circuits: 
25+ 10%. 100+ 15%. Prices VAT inc. 
Please add 30p for carriage. 

Official orders welcome. 

BARCLAYCARD AND 
ACCESS WELCOME. 

Mail orders to: STEVENSON (Dept RE) 

TRANSISTORS 

AC127 17p 
AC128 16p 
AC176 18p 
AD161 38p 
AD162 38p 
BC107 Sp 
BC108 8p 
BC109 8p 
8C147 7p 
6C148 7p 
6C149 8p 
8C158 9p 
BC177 14p 
BC17? 14p 
BC179 14p 
BC182 10p 
BC182L 10p 
BC184 10p 
BC184L 10p 
BC212 10p 
BC212L 10p 
BC214 10p 
BC214 10p 
BC477 19p 
BC478 19p 
BC479 19p 
BC548 10p 
BCY70 14p BZY88 series 2V7 to 33V 8p each. 

ZTX109 14p 
ZTX300 16p 
2N697 12p 
3N1302 38p 

BCY71 14p 2N2905 22p 
BCY72 14p 2N2907 22p 
BD131 35p 2N3053 18p 
BD132 35p 2N3055 50p 
BD135 38p 2N3442 135p 
BD139 35p 2N3702 8p 
BD140 35p 2N3704 Sp 
BF244B 36p 2N3705 9p 
BFY50 15p 2N3706 9p 
BFY51 15p 2N3707 9p 
BFY52 15p 2N3708 8p 
MJ2955 98p 2N3819 22p 
MPSA06 20p 2N3904 8p 
MPSA56 20p 2N3905 8p 
TIP29C 60p 2N3906 8p 
TIP30C 70p 2N4058 12p 
TIP31C 65p 2N5457 32p 
TIP32C 80p 2N5458 30p 
Z.TX107 14p 2N5459 32p 
ZTX108 14p 2N5777 50p 

DIODES 
1N914 4p 1N4148 3p 
1N4001 4p 1N5401 13p 
1N4002 4p 1N5402 15p 
1N4004 5p 1N5404 16p 
1N4006 6p 1N5406 18p 

UK* 
709 25p 
741 22p 
747 50p 
748 30p 
CA3046 55p 
CA3080 70p 
CA3130 90p 
CA3140 70p 
LM301 AN 28p 
LM318N 125p 

OPTO 

LEDs 

Red 
Green 
Yellow 
Clips 

A SELECTION ONLY] 
DETAILS IN CATALOGUE. 

LM324 50p NE556 60p 
LM339 50p NE565 120p 
LM380 75p NE567 170p 
LM382 120p SN76003 200p 
LM1830 150p SN76013 140p 
LM3900 50p SN76023 140p 
LM3909 60p SN76033 200p 
MC1496 60p TBA800 70p 
MC1458 35p TDA1022 650p 
NE555 25p ZN414 75p 

0.125in. 0.2in. 

TI L209 
TI L211 
TIL213 
3p 

DISPLAYS 

DL704 0.3 in CC 
DL707 0.3 in CA 
FND500 0.51n CC 

TIL220 
TI L221 
TI L223 
3p 

130v 
130p 
100p 

9p 
13v 
13p 

RESISTORS Carbon film resistors. 
High stability, low noise 5%. 

E12 series. 4.7ohms to 10M. Any mix: 

each 100+ 1000+ 

0.25W 1p 0.9p 0.8p 
0.5W 1.5p 1.2p 1p 

Special development packs consisting of 10 of each 
value from 4.7 ohms to 1 Megohm (650 res.) 
0.5W E7.50. 0.25W £5.70 

CAPAcITORS 

HERE ARE JUST 
A FEW OF THE 

CAPACITORS STOCKED 

TANTALUM BEAD each 

0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.33, 0.47, 0.68,1 & 2.2uF @35V 9p 
4.7, 6.8, 10uF @ 25V 13p 
22 @ 16V, 47 @ 6V, 100@3V 16p 

MYLAR FILM 
0.001, 0.01, 0.022, 0.033. 0.047 3p 
0.068, 0.1 4p 

RADIAL LEAD ELECTROLYTIC 
63V 0.47 1.0 2.2 4.7 

100 

25V 10 22 
150 

220 

1000 
10V . 220 

1000 
2200 

22 33 

220 
33 47 

470 

470 

10 5p 
47 7p 

13p 
20p 

5p 
8p 

10p 
15p 
23p 

5p_ 
9p 

13p 
23p 

741.5 

LSOO 
LS01 
LS02 
LSO3 
LSO4 
LSO8 
LS10 
LS13 
LS14 
LS20 
LS30 
LS32 
LS37 
LS40 
LS42 
LS47 
LS48 
LS54 
LS73 
LS74 
LS75 
LS76 
LS78 
LS83 
LS85 
LS86 
LS90 
LS93 

16p 
16p 
16p 
16p 
i6p 
16p 
16p 
30p 
70p 
16p 
16p 
24p 
26p 
22P 
53p 
70p 
48p 
16p 
29p 
29p 
44p 
35p 
35p 
60p 
70p 
33p 
45p 
45p 

TTL 

7400 12p 
7401 12p 
7402 12p 
7404 12p 
7408 14p 
7410 12p 
7413 25p 
7414 48P 
7420 12p 
7427 24p 
7430 12p 
7442 43p 
7447 55P 
7448 58p 
7454 14p 
7473 25p 
7474 25P 
7475 32P 
7476 28p 
7485 70p 
7489 145p 
7490 32p 
7492 35p 

LS95 
LS123 
LS125 
LS126 
LS132 
LS136 
LS138 
LS139 
LS151 
LS153 
LS155 
LS156 
LS157 
LS164 
LS174 
LS175 
LS190 
LS192 
LS193 
LS196 
LS251 
LS257 
LS258 
LS266 
LS283 
LS290 
LS365 
LS366 
LS367 
LS368 
LS386 
LS670 

7493 
7494 
7495 
7496 
74121 
74122 
74123 
74125 
74126 
74132 
74141 
74148 
74150 
74151 
74156 
74157 
74164 
74165 
74170 
74174 
74177 
74190 
74191 
74192 
74193 
74196 
74197 

65p 
56P 
40v 
40p 
60p 
36p 
54p 
50p 
50p 
50p 
80p 
80p 
45p 
90p 
60p 
60p 
80p 
70p 
70p 
80p 
60p 
55p 
55p 
40p 
60p 
55p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
45p 
35p 

180p 

34p 
52p 
52p 
50p 
25p 
33p 
40p 
35p 
35p 
50p 
56p 
90p 
70p 
50p 
52p 
52p 
70p 
70p 

125P 
68p 
58p 
72p 
72p 
64p 
64p 
55p 
55p 

4001 
4002 
4007 
4011 
4013 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4023 
4024 
4026 
4027 
4028 

15p 
15p 
15p 
15p 
35p 
60P 
35p 
55p 
65p 
15p 
45p 
95p 
35p 
52p 

FULL DETAILS 
IN CATALOGUE 

4029 60P 
4040 68p 
4042 54p 
4046 100p 
4049 28p 
4050 28p 
4066 40p 
4068 20v 
4069 16p 
4071 16p 
4075 16p 
4093 48p 
4510 70v 
4511 70p 
4518 70v 
4520 65p 

SI(TS 

Low profile by Texas 
8 pin 10p 24 pin 24p 
14 pin 12p 28 pin 28p 
16 pin 13p 40 pin 40p 
Soldercon pins: 100: sop 

1000: 370p 

AT LASTI OUR 
NEW 40 PAGE 
CATALOGUE 
OF COMPON- 
ENTS IS 

AVAILABLE. 
SEND S.A.E. 

76 College Road, Bromley, Kent, England 



SATISFACTION 
OR YOUR MONEY 
BACK IF GOODS 
RETURNED 
WITHIN 
7 DAYS * 

THYRISTOR 
10 amp 100 p.i.v. 

metal stud type 
35p each 

Maori new 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 

Please add 30p extra postage 
per transformer. All primaries 
240v: 
24v tapped 14v 1A £1.80 
12v 500ma £1.60 
22-0-22v 500ma f2.00 
16v 2 amp £2.20 
12v 1 amp £1.70 
24v } amp £2.00 
30v 1 amp £2.20 
13-0-13v 1 amp £2.20 
22v 500ma £1.40 
32-0-32v 500ma £2.20 

TUNING CAPACITORS 
250 pf air spaced 40p 
250 + 350 pf air spaced 
slow tune 60p 

Both types ere new 

T03 TRANSISTOR COVERS 
Nylon, black, new. 

4 for 22p 

SIX POTS 

rotary types 
all new, various 

values, only 48p 

A BIG NEW DEAL 

ELECTROLYTIC 
CAPACITORS 

All brand new modern tran- 
sistor types mostly, all values, 
voltages marked. 

1uF/75v 5p 
2uF/40v 5p 
4uF/300v 5p 
6.8uF/25v 6p 
12uF/25v 5p 
25uF/12v 5p 
25uF/30v 4p 
32uF/40v 5p 
32uF/160v 6p 
40uF/16v 5p 
47uF/25v 5p 
56uF/25v 5p 
64uF/1Ov 4p 
64uF/70v 5p 
75uF/9v 4p 
100uF/6.3v 4p 
100uF/40v 5p 
125uF/10v 5p 
150uF/6.3v 4p 
150uF/16v 5p 
150uF/25v 5p 
200uF/10v 5p 
250uF/16v 5p 
300uF/9v 5p 
300uF/25v 5p 
320uF/18v 5p 
320uF/18v 5p 
330uF/25v 5p 
400uF/10v 5p 
400uF/25v 5p 
470uF/6.3v 5p 
470uF/16v 5p 

* * * 

STAR PACK 
FOUR 2N3055 
TRANSISTORS 
BRAND NEW 
ONLY £1.30 

TRIMMERS 
Compression types all brand 
new. 
10pF, 30pF, 50pF, 1,000pF 

all 15p each 
Tubular solder -in types brand 
new. 
3pF, 6pF, 8pF, 12pF 

all 10p each 
Dau semi -air spaced. 

2 to 9pF 16p 
6 to 45pF 16p 
8 to 125pF 18p 

ROTARY POTS 
Modern carbon track types, 
60% have long shafts, all 
brand new. 

500R Log 
4.7K Log 
47K Lin 
50K Lin 
250K Lin (plastic) 
Dual 100K Lin 
Dual 100K Log 
Dual 22K Log 
Dual 500R Log + 500K 

Lin 
Dual 1K Lin + 500K 

Lin 

12p 
12p 
12p 
13p 
10p 
15p 
15p 
15p 

15p 

15p 

STREAMLINED 
RETURN -OF -POST 

COMPONENT 
ORDERS 
SERVICE 

TIP29 or 
TIP33 Full 
Spec transistors 

only 29p each 

* * * 

STAR OFFER 
Neon indicators to pùsh in 
and fix with glue, brand new 
240v w.kg. 

Red 12p each 
Amber 12p each 

When fitted they look like 
normal panel indicators. 

POLYSTYRENE 
CAPACITORS 

47pF/400v 4p 
60pF/350v 4p 
163pF/125v 4p 
390pF/160v 4p 
395pF/350v 4p 
1,000pF/350v 4p 
3,070pF/125v 4p 
4,000pF/125v 4p 

All above are brand new 
transistor types with marked 
values. 

WIRE -WOUND 
RESISTORS 

All brand new modern types 
marked values. 
1.5 ohm 5w 4p 
2.7 ohm 2w 4p 
30 ohm 5w 5p 
51 ohm 5w 5p 
56 ohm 5w 5p 
500 ohm 5w 4p 
560 ohm 5w 5p 
1K 10w 5p 
1K2 5w 5p 
2.2K 5w 5p 
2.7K 5w 5p 
6.8K 5w 5p 

FET's P -channel 
FET's N -channel 
FET 2N3819 equiv 

16p 
16p 
17p 

* BD187 TRANSISTORS 
Full spec. new. 4 for £1.00 

*.2N3054 TRANSISTORS 
Full spec. new. 4 for £1.20 

PHOTO TRANSISTORS 

Uncoded but good and tested 
18p each 

This 
month's 
bargain 

TRANSISTORISED INVERTERS 

Units listed are only on offer for this month. 
All units ready assembled in blue rexine covered 
aluminium cases, plain bottoms, features include: on/off 
switch, output via 13A type rubber socket, silicon power 
transistors, all new components used throughout. 12v or 
24v inputs as listed - output 240v AC off load, square 
wave, frequency between 45/54Hz approx. 

12v in - 25 watts out. 6" x 5" a 4" 
12v in - 40 watts out. 6"x 5" x 4" 
12v in - 120 watts out. 11" x 6" x 5" 
24v in - 25 watts out. 6" x 5" x 4" 
24v in - 50 watts out. 6" x 5" x 4" 
24v in - 100 watts out. 11" x 6" x 5" 
24v in - 150 watts out. 11" a 6" 5" 
24v in - 200 watts out. 11" x 6" x 5" 
24v in - 300 watts out. 11" x 6" x 5" 

£7.50 
£ 10.80 
£21.00 

£8.80 
£12.60 
£21.00 
£28.00 
£34.00 
£42.00 

Please add £1.50 p/p extra per unit. Delivery of these in- 
verters can take up to 26 days as all are assembled to 

order. 

SLIDER POTS 
All brand new and plastic 
cased types marked values 

470R Lin 15p 
1K Lin 15p 
1K8 Lin 15p 
4.7K Log 15p 
5K Lin 16p 
10K Log 15p 
25K Log 15p 
50K Log 15p 
100K Lin 16p 
100K Log 16p 

SUPER PAKS 

30 uncoded BC107 
30 uncoded BC108 
30 uncoded BC109 
6 uncoded photo trans 
30 asstd resistors 
6 FET's 
25 asstd capacitors 
25 ceramic capacitors 
25 C280 capacitors 
20 AC128 branded 
20 Vari -Cap diodes 
25 2W zeners uncoded 
40 asstd transistors 
6 asstd pre-sets 
20 w/w resistors 

70p 
70p 
70p 
60p 
38p 
60p 
30p 
30p 
30p 
40p 
35p 
35p 
70p 
30p 
42p 

TEN 
OWER TRANSISTORS 

All new and marked 
numbers, plastic and metal 
types, tested working. 

Only £1.00 

TBA12OS FM DETECTOR 
I.C.'s new with data but 
untested 18p each 

WIDEBAND AMPLIFIER 
I.C.'s new with data but 
untested 18p each 

13 amp Rubber Plugs 
Black. brand new. limited 
offer 28p each 

13 amp Rubber Fly Lead 
Sockets, black, new35p each 

MOLLARD TAA320 
M.O.S.T. PRE -AMP I.C. 
with circuits brand new, 
tested 48p each 

Mains Extension Leads 
13 amp plug ready wired to 
3 yds of 5 amp cable with 
13 amp socket £1.50 

PLEASE ADD 15p post/packing. Minimum order £1.50. Payment by cheques, 
postal orders etc. Overseas postage at cost. It is very helpful if you print 
your name and address clearly. 
Goods ordered now sent by return of post except where indicated. 

ELECTROVANCE 
TEL: 01-736 0885 MAIL ORDER ONLY 

P.O. BOX 191 LONDON SW6 2LS 
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STABILIZED POWER SUPPLIES WITH ELECTRONIC SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION 

AL.212 P 

APË ,"'. fi Al 717 P 

ir2.e v... i .. a 

i ,,,, 
4F^ 

Y 

£14.75 

INPUT VOLTAGE 220 V ac i 10% 50-60Hz 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE 12,6 V dc 

OUTPUT CURRENT MAX 2,5 Amp 

LOAD REGULATION <0,3%0-2,2 Amp 

RIPPLE <5mV 2,2 Amp 

DIMENSIONS (mm) W140 x H90 x D140 

WEIGHT 1,490 Kg. 

AL.315 P 

âStx! 
em Eat aa+è 

,...ZràtYdtF ` 

£29.50 

INPUT VOLTAGE 220 V act 10% 50-60 Hz 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE 1,7-15 V. dc 

LOAD REGULATION <0,2% 0-2,8 Amp 

DIMENSIONS (mm) W140 x H90 x D155 

RIPPLE 3mV 2,8 Amp 

WEIGHT 2,330 Kg. 

AL.330 P 

\ 
1 

p 

£46.50 

INPUT VOLTAGE 220 V Sc + 10% 50-60 Hz 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE 3,4-30 V. dc 

OUTPUT CURRENT RANGE MAX 3 Amp 
LOAD REGULATION < 5% 0-2,8 Amp 

RIPPLE 10mV 2,8 Amp 

DIMENSIONS (mm) W270 x H90 x D155 

WEIGHT 4,250 Kg. 

Distributed in the U.K. 

and Ireland by: 

STOCKISTS 
Alpha Sound Service, 
50 Stuart Road, Waterloo, Liverpool L22 40T 
England. 

Anson Electronics, 
1133 Hessle High Road, Hull, England. 

Amateur Radio Shop, 
13 Chapel Hill, Huddersfield, HD1 3ED. 
England. 

Brent Electronics, 
Seaview Street, C(eethorpes, 
Lincolnshire, England. 

J. Birkett, 
26 The Strait, Lincoln, England. 

Bradford Consultants Limited, 
25 Regent Parade, Harrogate, 
Yorkshire, England. 

F. Brown & Co. Ltd., 
44/46 George IV Bridge Street, 
Edinburgh, Scotland. 

N. R. Bardwell Limited, 
Sellers Street, Sheffield, England. 

Casey Brothers, 
235 Boundary Road, 
"Saint Helens," 
Lancashire. England. 

Electronic Services Limited, 
33 City Arcade, Coventry CU11 HX, England. 

A. Fanthorpe Limited, 
6 Hepworth Arcade, Silver Street, 
Hull, England. 

G. W. M. Radio, 
Portland Road, Worthing Sussex. 

Leeds Amateur Radio, 
27 Cookridge Street, 
Leeds LS2 3AG, England. 

Target Electric Limited 
16 Cherry Lane, Bristol, England. 

New Cross Radio, 
6 Oldham Road, Manchester, 
England. 

Progressive Radio, 
93 Sale Street, Liverpool L2 2JD, 
England. 

R. E. Pitt Electrical Services Limited, 
60/64 Bath Buildings. Mont Pelier, 
Bristol, England. 

Pests Electronics, 
Parnell Street, Dublin. 

R. F. Potts, 
68 Bobbington Lane. Derby, England. 

Brian A. Pearson Limited, 
66 Moncur Street, Glasgow, Scotland. 

R M E Supplies Limited, 
143 Stockwell Street. Glasgow, Scotland. 

Stephan James Limited, 
Warrington Road, Leigh, Lancashire. 

Stewarts Radio, 
4 Chance Street, Blackpool, England. 

The Radio Shop, 
16 Cherry Lane, Bristol BS 3NG, 
England. 

AL,1 P5 

.,--+.a. AL1rP55Aw F 1!îV 

£78.00 

INPUT VOLTAGE 220 t. 10°/ 50 Hz 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE 1 t 15 V. dc 

OUTPUT CURRENT MAX 5 Amp 

LOAD REGULATION < 0,1% 0-45 Amp 

RIPPLE < 2mV 4,5 Amp 
DIMENSIONS (mm) W210 x H155 x D250 

WEIGHT 5,100 Kg. 

AL.212 PS 

c. 

_. AL212911: 

V___ '- 

£18.00 

INPUT VOLTAGE 220 V ac t 10% 50.60Hz 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE 12,6 V dc 

OUTPUT CURRENT MAX 2,5 Amp 

LOAD REGULATION <0,3% 0-2,2 Amp 

RIPPLE <5mV 2,2 Amp 
DIMENSIONS (mm) W140 x H90 x D140 

WEIGHT 1,490 Kg. 

AMPEROMETER 

AL.315 P2 

£54.00 

INPUT VOLTAGE 220 V act 10% 50-60 Hz 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE i 1,7 k 15 V dc 

OUTPUT CURRENT RANGE MAX 3 Amp 

LOAD REGULATION < 0,2% 0-2,8 Amp 

RIPPLE < 3mV 2,8 Amp 

DIMENSIONS (mm) W270 x H90 x D155 

WEIGHT 4,140 Kg. 

Stan Willets Limited, 
37 High Street, West Bromwich. 

Q. C. Trading, M/S Waltons, 
1 St. Micheals Terrace, Woodgreen M22 4FT, 55a Worchester Street, 

England. Wolverhampton WV2 4LL, England. 

PEAT'S WHOLESALE LT 

Chapel Lane, Parnell St, Du3lin 1,Irelanc 

PHONE 741746-740678-722845. TELEX 31787. 

MAY, 1979 
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WORKSHOP POWER 
SUPPLY - Part 

By R. A. Penfold 

A VERSATILE INSTRUMENT 

Continuously variable out- 
put from 7.5 to 42 volts 

Current limiting at 1 amp, 
100mA or 10mA 

Dual supply rail option with 
independent positive and 
negative control 

An impressive front panel display. Outputs are available at the three ter- 
minals to the left of the meters. Immediately to the right of the meters are 
the voltmeter switch, the earth selector and the current limit switch. At the 
far right are the mains on -off switch, the positive output voltage control and 

the negative output voltage control 
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lg I« Simplified diagram il- 
lustrating the basic design 
of the power suppIK ,Thia* 

L 

A.C. 
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Bridge 
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N OV 
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transformer rectifier 
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Curren 
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Curren 
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When building and servicing electronic equip- 
ment the need for some form of power supply fre- 
quently arises. Often it is possible to use batteries 
to power the equipment, but this is not always 
practical. How, for example, can a 25 watt audio 
amplifier be fully tested using ordinary dry 
batteries as a power source? It is mainly for supply- 
ing fairly high voltage and current requirements 
that a workshop supply is needed, and it is largely 
for applications of this type that the versatile in- 
strument described in this article was developed. 

CURRENT LIMITING 
This unit can provide a single voltage rail which 

is continuously variable between about 7.5 volts 
and 42 volts at a maximum current of about 1 amp. 
A current limit of 1 amp is incorporated in the 
design in order to protect the instrument from ac- 
cidental short-circuits and overloads at its output. 
This ensures that the power supply will not be 
damaged by excessive current, but it is also 
desirable that an output current limit be provided 
to protect the equipment being supplied as well. 
Since 1 amp may be too high a limit for some 
supplied equipment, two alternative current limits 
of 100mA and 10mA are provided. The three 
current limits of 1 amp, 100mA and 10mA are 
selected by a 3 -way switch, this being set to suit the 
particular item which is supplied. A meter which 
monitors the output current is fitted in the supply, 
and its full-scale deflection sensitivity is equal to 
the selected current limit. 

The supply can also be used to provide dual 
supply rails which are positive and negative of a 

common rail, the voltages being continuously 
variable from about 7.5 volts plus 7.5 volts to 21 

volts plus 21 volts. The two supply rail voltages are 
independently variable, allowing the positive and 
negative rail voltages to be equal or unequal as 
desired. The unit can therefore supply nearly all 
operational amplifier circuits as well as power 
amplifiers having a direct coupled output. An out- 
put voltage meter is fitted. 

The output is very well smoothed, with a noise 
level of approximately 1mV at any output voltage 
and current combination. Output voltage regula- 

MAY, 1979 
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M2 
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tion is excellent, and there is a drop of only about 
40mV when the output current is changed from 
zero to full load. Of course, if the output current ex- 
ceeds the selected limit level the output voltage 
falls, maintaining the output current at the limiting 
value. 

BASIC OPERATION 
As the design is a little unusual it would perhaps 

be advisable to consider the basic operation of the 
supply before proceeding to the circuit details. The 
general arrangement of the instrument is il- 
lustrated in Fig. 1. 

The mains transformer has two secondary win- 
dings, each of which feeds a separate bridge rec- 
tifier and smoothing capacitor network. The two 
resultant d.c. outputs are then fed to conventional 
adjustable voltage regulator circuits. Each 
regulator has a current limit circuit which is ac- 
tuated by the voltage dropped across a resistor in 
series with the output. The voltage across this 
resistor is applied to the base and emitter of an in- 
ternal transistor in the integrated circuit regulator. 
The transistor has no effect on output voltage until 
its base -emitter voltage rises to a level which causes 
it to conduct, whereupon it then causes the output 
voltage to be reduced. The value of the series 
resistor in the power supply is such that about 0.66 
volt is developed across it when the output current 
is at the chosen current limit level. Since the tran- 
sistor in the regulator i.c. is, obviously, a silicon 
device, this voltage is approximately that needed to 
make it conductive. The difference between the 
base -emitter voltage needed to just make the tran- 
sistor conduct and that which causes full saturation 
is extremely small, whereupon the regulator output, 
voltage falls very rapidly to a safe level when any 
attempt is made to draw excessive current. This 
gives a very well defined current limit threshold. 

A voltmeter with a full-scale deflection sensitivi- 
ty of 0.66 volt is connected across the current limit 
resistor of one of the regulator circuits. Since each 
regulator actually has three switched series 
resistors to provide the three current limits, the 
voltmeter will indicate f.s.d. at the current limit 
irrespective of which resistor is selected. Thus, the 
f.s.d. sensitivity of the meter is automatically 
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switched to 1 amp, 100mA or IOmA at the same 
time as the output current limit is set and it 
thereby acts as an output current monitor. 

The two regulator outputs are connected in 
series, the output from each being adjustable over 
the range of about 7.5 to 21 volts. In practice, the 
output voltage range provided by the prototype is a 

little wider than this, with the result that any unit 
built up to the design should be capable of covering 
the quoted voltage range, taking into consideration 
the effects of component tolerances. For output 
voltages between 7.5 and 21 volts it is only 
necessary to use one or other of the regulator out- 
puts. Voltages of between 21 and 42 volts can be ob- 
tained by employing the two series -connected out- 
puts, the central rail being simply ignored. A dual 
output supply is given by employing both regulator 
outputs and the central supply rail. 

The current meter could be switched so that it 
can connect across the current limit resistor of 
either regulator, permitting the output current of 

the negative rail to be monitored when the unit is 

used in the dual rail mode. However, the author felt 
that the circuit complication involved was not 
worth -while, and this facility has not been incor- 
porated into the prototype. (An indication of 
overload in the negative rail may, in any case, be 
provided by switching the internal voltmeter to 

that rail.) 
A voltmeter with an f.s.d. of 25 volts can be 

switched to monitor the output voltage from either 
regulator circuit. It is not possible to monitor the 
output voltage of the two regulators when these are 
used in series, but it is an easy matter to in- 

dividually adjust the two output voltages to 

produce the required sum voltage. 
A further 3 -way switch enables the mains earth 

to be connected to the central rail, the negative rail 
or the positive rail, as appropriate for the con- 
ditions under which the power supply is being used. 
This may seem to be a minor point, but in fact it is 
an important one. Obviously, when the unit is used 
in the dual supply mode the central rail should be 
earthed, and in many instances it does not matter 
whether the positive or negative rail is earthed in 
the single supply mode, although it should not be 
the unused central rail which is earthed when the 
two outputs are employed in series. The impor- 
tance of having the correct output earthed arises 
when the equipment being supplied is connected to 
some other item of mains powered equipment hav- 
ing an earthed input or output. For example, the 
equipment being supplied could be an amplifier 
which has a positive earth. If, say, a millivoltmeter 
having 'an earthed input terminal is connected to 
the amplifier no problems will arise if the power 
supply has its positive output earthed. On the other 
hand, a short-circuit through the the earth wiring 
will be given if the power supply is incorrectly 
switched for a negative earth. 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
(All fixed values watt 5% unless otherwise 

RI 3.3k n 
R2 4.7kû pre-set potentiometer, 0.1 

watt, horizontal 
R3 0.68 û 1 watt (see text) 
R4 6.8 û 
R5 68 û 
R6 12k 
R7 2.2k 
R8 0.68 û 1 watt (see text) 
R9 6.8 û 
R10 68 
R11 12k û 
R12 2.2k û 
R13 220k û 
R14 47kû pre-set potentiometer, 0.1 

watt, horizontal 
VR1 22kû potentiometer, linear 
VR2 22k (1 potentiometer, linear 

Capacitors 
Cl 4,700 wF electrolytic, 40V Wkg., 

single -ended with mounting clip 
C2 100pF ceramic plate 
C3 0.1 Az F type C280 
C4 100 µF electrolytic, 25V Wkg. 
C5 4,'700 AF electrolytic, 40V Wkg., 

single -ended with mounting clip 
C6 100pF ceramic plate 
C7 0.1 µ F type C280 
C8 100 µF electrolytic, 25V Wkg. 

Transformer 
T1 mains transformer, secondaries 0- 

20V 1.2A, 0-20V 1.2A (see text) 

Semiconductors 
IC1 723C in 14 pin d.i.l. 
IC2 723C in 14 pin d.i.l. 
TRl 2N3055 
TR2 2N3055 
D1 -D8 1N4002 

Switches 
S1 d.p.s.t., rotary toggle 
S2(a)(b) 2 -pole 3 -way rotary (see text) 
S3 1 -pole 3 -way rotary, break -before - 

make (see text) 
S4 (a) (b) 2 -pole 2 -way rotary, break - 

before -make (see text) 
Meters 

M1 0-100 µA moving coil (see text) 
M2 0-100 tcA moving -coil (see text) 

Indicator 
PL1 neon indicator with integral series 

resistor, 240V A.C. 
Terminals 

SKI, 2, 3 insulated terminals (see text) 
Fuses 

FS1 1 amp cartridge fuse, 20mm. 
FS2 1 amp cartridge fuse, 20mm. 

Miscellaneous 
Metal instrument case (see text) 
6 control knobs 
2 fuseholders, 20mm., chassis -mounting 
Finned aluminium heatsink (see text) 
2 sets mica washers and insulating 

bushes (for TR1 and TR2) 
Materials for printed circuit board 
3 -core mains lead 
Nuts, bolts, wire, etc. 
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COMPLETE CIRCUIT 

The complete circuit of the power supply is 
shown in Fig. 2. The a.c. mains input is applied to 
the primary of Tl via on -off switch S1(a)(b). PL1 
is the mains indicator, this being a panel -mounting 
neon with integral series resistor intended for 
mains operation. The secondaries feed two bridge 
rectifiers, D1 to D4 and D5 to D8, and the rectified 
voltages are then smoothed by the large value elec- 
trolytic capacitors, Cl and C5. 

A 723C integrated circuit voltage regulator 
appears in each voltage stabilizing circuit. As is 
shown in Fig. 3, the 723C consists basically of an 
operational amplifier having a reference voltage 
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Fig 3. A continuously variable stabilized output 
voltage can be obtained with the basic circuit 

shown here 
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Two large pass transistors ere mounted on a 
heatsink secured to the rear of the instrument 

case in which the power supply is housed 

(depicted in simplified manner in the diagram as 
being provided by a zener diode) applied to its non - 
inverting input. 

A potentiometer is connected between the op - 
amp output and the negative rail, its slider being 
returned to the inverting input. When the slider is 
at the top of the potentiometer track the output is 
connected to the inverting input, and the op -amp 
functions as a voltage follower with its output being 
virtually equal to the reference voltage at its non - 
inverting input. 

Should the potenticmeter slider be set to the cen- 
tre of the track, the output will be twice the 
reference voltage. This voltage relationship is that 
which results in the inverting input being at the 
same potential as the non -inverting input. Because 
of the very high voltage gain of the operational 
amplifier the output voltage will remain fixed at 
this level despite differing load currents between 
the output and the negative rail. Other settings of 

Layout of component parts 
inside the case. Note the 
two large electrolytic 
capacitors, Cl and C5, 
which ara mounted between 
the mains transformer and 

the front panel 

the potentiometer slider will produce correspon- 
ding stabilized output voltages. In practice, a fixed 
resistor has to be inserted between the lower end of 
the potentiometer track and the negative rail to 
limit the highest output voltage which may be ob- 
tained. 

The 723C contains a quite sophisticated 
reference voltage generator, and its output at pin 6 
connects direct to the op -amp non -inverting input 
at pin 5. VR1 and VR2 are the output voltage con- 
trols, and the slider of each connects to the inver- 
ting input at pin 4. Resistors R6 and R7 and R11 
and R12, set the adjustment range limits. C2 and 
C6 provide frequency compensation for the 
operational amplifiers. 

The stabilized output of the 723C ìs at pin 10, 
but the i.c., which has a maximum dissipation 
rating of 800mW only, is not capable of providing the 
relatively high output currents required of the 
power supply. Therefore, the outputs are coupled 
to two discrete power transistors, TRI and TR2, 
which function as emitter followers and pass the 
output currents provided. The current limit series 
resistors are R3 to R5 and R8 to R10, and are 
selected by S2(a) and S2(b). The voltmeter which 
measures the voltage across them, and hence in- 
dicates the output current, is given by meter M1 in 
series with R1 and R2. R2 is adjusted for correct 
meter sensitivity. Meter M2, in company with R13 
and R14, forms a voltmeter with an f.s.d. of 25 
volts, and is connected across the upper or lower 
regulator output by means of S4(a)(b). 

S3 connects the mains earth lead to the required 
supply rail. Note that the chassis of the power 
supply always connects to the mains earth 
regardless of the position of S3. C3 and C4 provide 
final smoothing and decoupling for the positive out- 
put, whilst C7 and C8 carry out the same function 
for the negative output. 

The two fuses, FS1 and FS2, might at first be 
considered superfluous in a power supply which 
has automatic output current limiting. They are in- 
cluded because TR1 and TR2 are mounted on a 
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Another view of the workshop power supply 
with its comprehensive control options. The 
legends on the front panel are taken from 

"Panel -Signs" Set No. 4. 

heatsink which is at chassis potential, with the 
result that their bodies have to be insulated from 
the heatsink by mica washers and insulated 
bushes. If, for any reason, this insulation should 
fail, the unregulated section of the power supply 
could be short-circuited. The fuses thus protect this 
part of the supply. For optimum heat dissipation 
the transistors and the heatsink are positioned at 
the rear of the case, whereupon a short-circuit 
could also be given if a piece of wire or metal ac- 
cidentally connected together one of the transistor 
bodies and the heatsink or if one of the transistor 
bodies came into contact with a conductor at earth 
potential. 

COMPONENTS 
The mains transformer employed for T1 is an 

R.S. Components part having two 20 volt 1.2 amp 
secondaries, and is described as a "50VA 
Transformer" with the type number 207-273. This 
is available through retailers who handle R.S. 
Components items. The two meters are both 0- 
100µA types, and are available from several 
suppliers, including Maplin Electronic Supplies 
and Home Radio. They have rectangular faces 
measuring 60 by 45mm. and an internal resistance 
of 58012. S3 and S4 must be break -before -make 
rotary switches, and these can be obtained from 
Marlin Electronic Supplies. Break -before -make 
switches are essential here as otherwise the power 
supply outputs could be temporarily short- 
circuited when they are changed from one setting to 
the next. S2 may be a 4 -pole 3 -way rotary switch 
with only 2 poles used. S3 can be 4 -pole 3 -way with 
only 1 pole used. S4 can be, say, 2 poles of a 4 -pole 
3 -way switch with adjustable end stop set for 2 -way 
operation, or any other combination which gives 2 - 
pole 2 -way working. 

The heatsink for the two transistors is a standard 
drilled type having dimensions of 124mm. wide 
and 102mm. high and can be seen in the 
photograph of the case rear. Two of the fixed 
resistors, R3 and R8, are specified in the Com- 
ponents List as 0.6812 . In practice, each consists of 
a 1.2 lï watt 5% and a 1.512 watt 5% resistor in 
parallel. The printed circuit board on which they 
are wired has provision for two resistors at both the 
R3 and R8 positions. The calculated value given by 
1.20 and 1.512 in parallel is 0.6671, which is suf- 
ficiently accurate for the present application. 

The metal instrument case in which the power 
supply is built has dimensions of 254mm. wide by 
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159mm. high by 197mm. deep. This is a "Cen- 
turion" case model 222F, obtainable from Maplin 
Electronic Supplies. Finally, the three terminals, 
SK1, SK2 and SK3 are insulated types with a 
4mm. top socket in addition to the usual terminal 
screw connection. They are available in various 
colours from which the constructor may make his 
own choice. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The layout and drilling dimensions for the front 

panel are shown in Fig. 4. The three terminals re- 
quire a 7mm. hole, after which a small notch is 
made at the hole top to accommodate a locating pip 
in the insulated section of the terminal. The two 
large circular cut-outs for the meters may be made 
with a fretsaw. Once these cut-outs have been 
made, the meters themselves can be used to mark 
out the positions of the four small mounting holes 
around each. The remainder of the front panel 
drilling requires no comment apart from the hole 
for PL1. Some neon indicators may require a hole 
with a different size to that shown in Fig. 4. 

9/16 dia 

II/8" 
PL1 

11/8 SKIm0 

I/8" 
I 

SK2! 

II/8" SK3_ 13/4' o 

21/4" 
o 

25/8 

(b-54 (1)-S 1 

All 3/8"dia 

le S3 (1).VRI 

52 GVR2 

2=- 
Fig 4. Drilling details for the front panel of the 

case 

The mains transformer is mounted on the base of 
the cabinet at the left rear, with the primary and 
secondary tags facing towards the front. Cl and C5 
are positioned side by side in front of the 
transformer, using suitable capacitor mounting 
clamps. 

NEXT MONTH 
In next month's concluding article we shall con- 

tinue with constructional details and then carry on 
to the testing and setting up of this power supply. 

(To be concluded) 
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NEWS AND 
CSC's EXPERIMENTOR BREADBOARDS 

Continental Specialties Corpora- 
tion, CSC, have announced three new 
advances in Breadboard design in 
their new Experimentor Bread- 
boards. 

Firstly, price -- for as little as 
£1.60, CSC's Experimentor sockets 
let you design, assemble and modify 
circuits as fast as you can push -in - 
or pull-out - component leads. All 
Experimentor Breadboards have 
0.lin. pitch which accepts all com- 
ponents, have letter/number system 
which identifies every hole and have 
built in bus -bars. They are precision - 
moulded out of durable, abrasion, 
temperature resistant material and 
pre -stressed nickel -silver contacts for 
positive connections and longer life. 

Secondly, compatibility, Ex- 
perimentor 600 Series 0.6in. centre is 
ideal for Microprocessors, clock 
chips, RAM's, ROM's, PROM's, etc. 
Whilst Experimentor 300 Series 
accept all DIP's on 0.3in. centres. 
Both units of course accept tran- 
sistors, LED's, resistors, capacitors, 
pots, indeed almost any component 
and use ordinary solid core wire for 
jumper leads. 

CSC Experimentor Breadboards are manufactured for 
development engineers, either professional or amateur 

Finally, you can arrange your Breadboard to suit your circuit. 
Simply snap -lock together any size Experimentor Breadboard to 
any other vertically or horizontally. 

THE VITAL VIDEO RACE RECORD 
After a year's highly successful operation with 

two Fujinon semi -broadcast lenses. Racecourse 
Technical Services Ltd. - the firm that supplies 
officials with the vital video race -record which 
provides essential data for stewards' enquiries - 
has decided to purchase another lens of the same 
type. The lens will be supplied by Survey and 
General Instrument Co. Ltd. - 

The camera used is the Ikegami CTC 3X, and it 
has been adapted to take the Fujinon lens using a rr 
special mounting plate. The resulting combination 
is a powerful system with near broadcast standard 
but much lighter than the conventional broadcast 
camera with zoom lens. 

This f 1.8 lens zooms from 29.5mm at wide angle 
to 413mm telephoto, and is particularly suitable 
for recording evening sporting events where the 
ambient light level is of low intensity. Every effort 
has been made to give this high power lens ex- 
cellent light gathering properties: lens surfaces are 
all electron -beam coated to give especially good 
transmission ratios, and the iris is set electronical- 
ly. 

A Fujinon semi -broadcast lens in action on an RTS 
colour camera at Sandown Park 
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COMMENT 
BRITAIN'S FIRST AMATEUR 
SPACECRAFT 

The International Amateur Satellite Corpora- 
tion (AMSAT) has to date, launched eight amateur 
satellites in the OSCAR series (Orbiting Satellites 
Carrying Amateur Radio). These have been built 
internationally by radio amateurs in the USA, 
Germany, Canada, Japan and Australia. 

The University of Surrey's Telecommunications 
Research Group is to build Britain's first amateur 
spacecraft. It is working in conjunction with 
AMSAT and with the active support of Britain's 
electronics, telecommunications and aerospace in- 
dustries. 

The new satellite, to be built at Surrey Universi- 
ty, will be Britain's first contribution in flight 
hardware to the Amateur Space Programme. The 
details of the special features and experiments that 
it will carry are still under discussion, but it is 
hoped to include a facility to enable radio 
amateurs all over the world to study the effects of 
the ionosphere on radio propagation. 

The construction and testing of the satellite will 
take about two years and the cost is expected to be 
around £150,000 -a possible launch opportunity 
exists early in 1981. Support for the project is be- 
ing provided by the Amateur Satellite Corporation 
(AMSAT) USA; the Amateur Satellite Organisa- 
tion of the UK (AMSAT-UK); The Radio Society 
of Great Britain and a number of government 
agencies and commercial firms. 

The University of Surrey's Telecommunications 
Research Group are certainly to be congratulated 
on their initiative and we are sure our readers will 
join with us in wishing the project every success. 

Although we pride ourselves on being a practical 
magazine it is also part of our policy to stimulate 
interest in the scientific outreaches of our hobby 
and we shall continue, from time to time, to give 
news of this ambitious venture. 

DESOLDERING STATION FOR 
INDUSTRY 

The Weller DS100 PEC Soldering/Desoldering Station 
with variable temperature control, from The Cooper 

Group 

Cooper Tools Ltd., of Wear District 6, 
Washington, Tyne and Wear, has further 
developed its range of soldering and desoldering 
tools with the introduction of the 
soldering/desoldering station DS 100 PEC. 

This new soldering/ desoldering station has been 
specifically designed to meet the requirements of 
the electronic industry where highly sensitive com- 
ponents such as MOS and FETS are used. 

The new DS 100 PEC can be operated either 
from factory compressed air systems or from a 
built-in vacuum pump. Both tools soldering and 
desoldering are operated at the safe low voltage of 
24V, without earth connection. The vacuum for the 
desoldering action is controlled by a two -stage foot 
switch. 

COMING CLUB EVENTS 

Royal Naval Amateur Radio Society Activity Period 0800 
GNT 13th April 1979 to 1700 GMT 22nd April 1979. Location: 
HMS Belfast, Pool of London. 

It is hoped to have at least three stations operational for twen- 
ty four hours per day during the above period using the call sign 
GB2RN. QSL's will be acknowledged on receipt only. The ship 
is open to the public from 1100 to 1800 daily and visitors are 
welcome. 

Trio Corporation of Japan have kindly donated a complete 
HF installation to the special amateur demonstration station 
aboard the ship. 

The Northern Radio Societies' annual Radio & Electronics 
Exhibition NRSA 79 will be held at Belle Vue, Manchester on 
Sunday 22nd April 1979. 

The exhibition opens at 11.00 am, entrance fee is 20p which 
includes one raffle ticket, and the entrance is at the rear of Belle 
Vue opposite the main car park. 
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-I SUGGESTED CIRCUIT I 

ELECTROLYTIC 
CAPACITANCE 

Q METER 
By G. A. French 

Many modern elertrnlvtic can- 
acitors have rather faint markings 
of value, and it quite often happens 
that these become partly or wholly 
erased particularly if the capacitors 
have been employed in a number of 
experimental circuits. Also, it is 
sometimes desirable to check elec- 
trolytic capacitors to ensure that 
they are offering their full nominal 
capacitance after having been held 
in stock for a considerable time. 

Both these factors indicate that a 
useful item of test equipment can 
be a device which measures the 
capacitance of the capacitors con- 
cerned. However, the measuring 
device would not be employed very 
frequently and it would be un- 
economic to make up permanantly a 
unit which required a great deal of 
components or even, these days, a 
meter movement. 

Fortunately, electrolytic 
capacitors are notoriously wide 
tolerance components which are 
employed in circuits capable of 
accepting a very wide spread in 
capacitance values, whereupon a 
precise indication of capacitance is 
not required. The design to be 
described in this month's article in 
the "Suggested Circuits" series 
takes advantage of a fortuitous 
operating feature of the 555 i.c. and 
requires only a small number of in- 
expensive components. It also 
employs a measuring instrument for 
the evaluation of capacitance, this 
being the user's wrist watch! 

BASIC OPERATION 
The basic circuit of the 

capacitance meter appears in Fig. 1 

and, here, the 555 is connected in a 
standard circuit giving a one-shot 
monostable action. The value of 
542 

resistor R is known. whilst the value 
of the capacitor C is to be deter- 
mined. A simple monitor circuit, 
which may be an arrangement of 
I.e.d.'s, can be connected to the out- 
put of the 555 to indicate whether 
this is in the high or low voltage 
state. 

When the switch is closed the 
capacitor is discharged and the in- 
puts at pins 2 and 6 of the 555 are 
low. The output at pin 3 of the 555 
is then high. As soon as the switch 
is opened the capacitor commences 
to charge. When the voltage on the 
upper plate of the capacitor reaches 
two-thirds of the supply potential 
the internal comparator in the 555 
becomes triggered and the 555 out- 
put goes abruptly low. The output 
remains low as C continues to 
charge until it reaches the full supp- 
ly potential, and will only go high 
again when the switch is closed and 
the capacitor once more discharged. 

555 

óc 

Output 
o 

Fig. 1. The time taken for 
the capacitor to charge suf- 
ficiently to trigger the 555 is 
very nearly equal to the time 
constant of R and C. This 
enables the capacitance of 
C to be readily evaluated 

1 

In the circuit, the time taken for 
the capacitor to charge up to 63.2% 
of the supply voltage is known as 
the time constant of the capacitor 
and resistor. The time constant, in 
seconds, is equal to C times R, 
where C is in farads and R is in 
ohms or, more conveniently, where 
C is in microfarads and R is in 
megohms. The 555 triggers when 
the voltage across the capacitor is 
two-thirds, or 66.7% of the supply 
voltage. If we make the assumption 
that the 555 triggers after a time 
equal to the time constant of the 
capacitqr and the resistor we shall 
be introducing only a relatively 
small error (acceptable with wide 
tolerance electrolytic capacitors) 
and shall have an extremely simple 
capacitance measuring device as a 

result. All we need to do is to find 
the time, in seconds, between the 
opening of the switch and the 
change in 555 output, and we can 
then use this time to calculate the 
value of C. 

Before proceeding turtner, we 
have to consider the relationship 
between the capacitance, the 
resistance and the measured time 
constant. The time constant is equal 
to C multiplied by R. It follows from 
this that C is equal to the time cons- 
tant divided by R. 

FULL CIRCUIT 
The full circuit of the electrolytic 

capacitance meter appears in Fig. 2. 
One addition here to the basic cir- 
cuit of Fig. 1 is the 555 output 
monitor given by the two I.e.d.'s and 
their series resistors, R9 and R10. 
These indicate the output state of 
the 555: when the output is high 
LED1 is extinguished and LED2 is 
lit, and when the output is low LED1 
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is alight and LED2 is turned off. The 
short-circuiting switch of Fig. 1 

appears as Si, with current limiting 
resistor R8 in series_ R8 merely 
reduces possible sparking at the 
switch contacts if these close to 
short-circuit a charged test 
capacitor, and has no other effect in 
the circuit. 

The single resistor of Fig. 1 is 
replaced by the seven resistors R1 
to R7, these being selected by the 
range switch S2. When position 1 is 
selected the serious resistance is 
1M ft. whereupon the value of the 

test capacitance in mìcrofarads is its 
time constant multiplied by 1. Posi- 
tion 2 of S2 switches in a 330k0 
resistor and since this is (ap- 
proximately) one-third of 1 M ,D the 
capacitance value is equal to the 
time constant multiplied by 3. If a 

10 µ F capacitor is connected to the 
test terminals the time constant 
with the 330k 12 resistor will be 3.3 
seconds, giving a calculated 
capacitance value after multiplica- 
tion by 3 of 9.9µF. In practice, the 
timing will be to the nearest whole 
second, but this numerical example 
illustrates how the use of a 330k42 
resistor causes the multiplying 
figure to be 3. 

R3 has a value of 100k f2 , giving 
a multiplying figure of 10. The 
resistor values proceed in a similar 
manner up to R7, which has a value 
of 1k 0 and gives a multiplying 
figure of 1.000. The accompanying 
Table lists the ranges and also 
shows nominal range limits, cor- 
responding to time constants of 2 to 
10 seconds. In use, it is almost cer- 
tain that periods somewhat in ex- 
cess of 10 seconds will be 
employed for measurement. 
Although such periods take up a lit- 
tle more time, they can yield a sur- 
prisingly high accuracy in results. 

To take an example of how the 
meter may be used, let us imagine 
that we have an unknown elec- 
trolytic capacitor whose value we 
judge to be about 100 µ F. Accor 
dingly, we set S2 to range 4 and 
connect the capacitor to the test 
terminals. We then measure the 
time between the opening of switch 
S1 and the changeover of illumina - 
*n in the two I.e.d.'s. We find this 
to be approximately 2 seconds, giv- 
ing a calculated value of 30 times 2, 
or 60 µ F. If we want a greater ac- 
curacy we can repeat the operation 
with S2 set to range 3. Should we 
find that the time constant then 
measures at 5 seconds we can say 
with more accuracy that the value 
of the capacitor is 10 times 5, or 
50 µ F. We could get an even 
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Fig. 2. The full circuit of the electrolytic capacitance meter. The 
ranges provided by S2 are listed in the table 

higher level of accuracy by measur- 
ing the time constant with S2 
switched to range 2, where the mul- 
tiplier ìs 3, although the measure- 
ment will take longer than 10 
seconds to carry out. 

TIMING PROCEDURE 

It might be considered that the 
measurement of the time constant 
could be rather difficult to carry out 

fact, quite 
easy. A front panel layout similar to 
that shown in Fig. 3 is helpful, the 
two l.e.d.'s being mounted fairly 
close together. Switch Si should be 
a toggle type, which will have a 

quick snap action. When the meter 
is switched on with S1 closed the 

red I.e.d. lights up. The test 
capacitor may then be connected to 
the test terminals. 

If the wrist watch has a sweep 
second hand the switch may be put 
to the open position as the hand 
passes a 5 -second division, With a 

digital watch the switch may be 
operated when the seconds figure 
reaches a multiple of 10. When the 
watch is held close to the panel of 
the meter it will be found possible to 
observe it whilst keeping the l.e.d. s 
within the field of vision. The 
sudden change from the red l.e.d. to 
the green l.e.d. is very noticeable. 

It will be seen that the positions 
of S2 in Fig. 3 are marked with the 
multiplier to which they correspond. 
All that then has to be remembered 

TABLE 

S2 
Setting Nominal Ranoe Multiply seconds by: 

1 2-10AF 1 

2 6-30µF 3 

3 20-100 A F 10 

4 60-300µF 30 

5 200-1.000 rL F 100 

6 600-3.000 µ F 300 

7 2,000-10.000A F 1,000 
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Fig. 3. A suitable panel layout. Mounting the two l.e.d.'s close 
together makes the changeover from LED2 to LED 1 very 

noticeable visually 

is that the test capacitance in 
microfarads is equal to seconds 
multiplied by the multiplier. A range 
of 2 µ F to greater than 10,000 L F 

is available with the meter. 
The current drawn from the 6 

volt supply is of the order of 7mA 
plus charging current in the test 
capacitor. The latter will be initially 
9mA when large value capacitors 
are being checked on range 7, and 
becomes progressively smaller on 
the lower ranges. A supply of 6 volts 
is employed since this will cater for 
nearly all electrolytic capacitors hav- 
ing low working voltages. 

Apart from R8, all the resistors 
may be ',- watt. R8 can pass some 
high momentary currents and it 
would be preferable to make this 
resistor z watt. R1 to R7 can be 5% 
types and the remainder 10%. 
Switch S2 may be a 1 -pole 12 -way 
type with adjustable end -stop set 
for 1 -way operation. 

As a final point, if the capacitor 
being measured has been out of use 
for a considerable time it is ad- 
visable to allow it to charge by way 
of the meter for a short period 
before measuring its value. The in- 
itial charge will allow the capacitor 
electrolyte to "form" so that the 
capacitor then exhibits its true 
value. 

New Product -I- 
THE 3rd HAND -NEW FROM THE U.S.A. 
Tired of makeshift clamps or expensive, 
"in -the -way" pc board holders? "the 3rd 
Hand" gives you the answer. Simple, 
one -hand operation makes this sturdy 
tool a real helper. Leaves your bench top 
clear for working and the open-end con- 
struction allows it to hold boards of any 
size. 

One year guarantee, recommended 
retail price £8.95. Special introductory 
offer £7.85 inclusive of post and pack- 
ing. 

Available from: Messrs Para Sales, 1 

Hook Road, Kingsclere, Newbury Berks. Clamp "3rd Hand" on edge of bench, table or 
workboard. Insert circuit board, position com- 
ponents - notice the convenient working 

angle 
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SUSTAINED ALARM 
UNIT By Vincent S. Evans 

A neat circuit which allows a single 555 to do the job of two. 

The 555 integrated circuit employed in this 
alarm project is a multivibrator designed to be 
used either in the astable mode or as a monostable. 
In the present application, however, the device has 
been made to offer both functions simultaneously. 
Published circuits which have come to the writer's 
notice use two 555's to achieve the same result, i.e. 
one to act as a timer and the other as an audio os- 
cillator. 

ACTIVE PERIOD 
The astable mode is triggered by a momentary 

short-circuit at the input and continues for about 
60 seconds. This period can be shortened, or ex- 
tended to over ten minutes, by altering the value of 
the capacitor Cl, according to the purpose for 
which the alarm is going to be used. R2 also in- 
fluences the length of the period but is best kept 
within the limits of 33k0 to 100k n . 

In the circuit the resistor - capacitor chain R3, 
R4, C2 is the usual astable configuration for free 
running oscillation, producing a continuous audi- 
ble frequency via the loudspeaker. The oscillation 
can only happen, however, if pin 4 of the i.c. is dis- 
connected or held more than some 0.8 volt positive 
of the negative rail. (Pin 4 is the reset pin and is 
usually connected direct to the positive rail.) If pin 
4 is held below 0.8 volt the astable function is cut 
off. 

TR1 is normally turned off, with no voltage at its 
base. It passes negligible collector current and Cl 
is held discharged by R2, whereupon the voltage at 
pin 4 iQ below the critical 0.8 volt level. The astable 
multivibrator cannot then operate. If a positive 
pulse is applied to TR1 base by a temporary short- 
circuit of the input terminals the transistor turns 
on and causes Cl to charge to nearly the full supp- 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
(All + watt 10% unless otherwise stated) 

Rl 10kì 
R2 100k n R4 33k n 
R3 10k n R5 82 n 2 watt 

Capacitors 
Cl 220µF electrolytic, 16V. Wkg. 
C2 0.1µF polyester 
C3 220µF electrolytic, 16V. Wkg. 

Semiconductors 
1C1 555 TR1 2N3704 

Speaker 
LS1 see text 

+6-12V 

Input 

TRI 

2N3704 

I -T -e 
4- 

555 

-5 

Top view 

ICI 

ICI 

555 

C3 R5 

LS1. 

000 
bce 

2N3704 
Lead -outs 

The circuit of the sustained alarm unit. In this, 
the 555 i.c. functions both as en astable 

multivibrator and as a controlling timer 

ly voltage. The astable multivibrator will then start 
and will continue running until Cl has discharged 
sufficiently through R2. The period during which 
the multivibrator operates is much longer than the 
time constant of Cl and R2, because it ends when 
the voltage across Cl is a relatively small fraction 
of that it initially held when charged. 

It is worth mentioning that if the input short- 
circuit is maintained the timing period cannot start 
and the alarm sounds continuously. This can be 
put to good effect in some applications. If the input 
is connected to a trigger mat the alarm will sound 
continuously if an intruder stands on the mat. 
What is more, it will continue to sound for the tim- 
ing period after the intruder has left the mat, 
thereby adding to his confusion. Other means of 
operating and triggering the alarm circuit can be 
readily devised. 

The output of the 555 is connected to the speaker 
via capacitor C3 and output current limiting 
resistor R5. The speaker may have any impedance 
between 3n and 15n . R5 could be omitted with 
an 80 n speaker, and this should give the loudest 
sound. Due to the inductive effect of the speaker 
voice coil it may still be necessary in some cases to 
insert a resistor of some 10 n in series with an 80 n 
speaker for best results. The musical pitch of the 
audio note can be changed by varying the value of 
C2. 
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An uncomplicated t.r.f. design covering 12 to 24MHz 

PP9 ELIMINATOR UNIT 

A simple and inexpensive unit designed to fit into battery 
compartment of a transistor radio 

Supplies current up to 100mA: Fully Regulated: Fantastic 
Saving on Running Costs 

Remote Control Garage Light The "Slow Picture" 
Suggested Circuit i In Your Workshop 
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DESIGNING REFLEX 
CIRCUITS -Pert, 

By Sir Douglas Hall, Bt., K.C.M.C. 

Salient features in the design of reflex radio receivers 

For anyone to be able to design his own circuits - perhaps the most exciting aspect of our hobby - 
he must have a basic knowledge of fundamental 
theory. That is to say, he must not only be able to 
recognise that a certain symbol represents, say, an 
audio frequency choke, he must also understand 
the total effects that this component will have on 
the circuit. With this yardstick in mind, readers 
will be able to judge whether the present article is 
likely to be helpful to them. 

REFLEX RECEIVERS 
A modern reflex receiver is one in which one or 

more active semiconductor devices is made to 
amplify more than once. Usually, one mode of 
amplification is at radio frequencies and the other 
is at audio frequencies, but in superhet designs the 
amplifications may be at intermediate frequencies 
and at audio frequencies. In the case of short wave 
superhets, the amplification can be at radio and in- 
termediate frequencies or, even, at all three fre- 
quencies. 

Reflex receivers were very popular in the early 
days of broadcasting since they allowed a single 
valve to amplify at the two separate frequencies, 
and the valves of the time were expensive and 
delicate. In addition, each valve drew 1 amp from a 
4 volt accumulator as well as h.t. current from a 
high tension battery of 60 volts or more. There was 
obviously an advantage to be gained if one valve 
could effectively do the job of two. The popularity 
of the circuit fell away when dull emitter valves 
having lower filament current requirements were 

days at valves 
led one carry 
tlte functions of iwvtt, ftt 
irlrcuiti da!#etg frost fh 
1920's. the 4fode is tt,seals" 
detector with cat's whisker `+ 

V 

introduced. The reflex circuit came back into 
favour when the first transistors capable of working 
at radio frequencies appeared as, like the early 
valves, these devices were expensive and rather 
fragile. There may seem less reason for using the 
reflex circuit today now that cheap transistors are 
available, but components generally are still ex- 
pensive and a reflex receiver circuit uses far fewer 
of these than does the superhet. Design ex- 
periments are much less costly. 

Fig. 1 shows a circuit in common use in the early 
20's. John Scott -Taggart employed a similar 
arrangement, followed by a single amplifying 
triode, in his famous ST100 design which he 
described in Modern Wireless dated 9th January, 
1923. It is known that at least 100,000 of these 
receivers were made, including one by the author 
some five years after the article appeared! 

It will be seen that the valve amplifies as a tuned 
anode r.f. amplifier, the cat's whisker type crystal 
detects (after very careful adjustment!), the step- 
up transformer gives a voltage gain of about 5 
times, after which the valve amplifies again, this 
time at audio frequency. The circuit was sur- 
prisingly efficient, and loudspeaker results were 
possible from the local station with one valve only. 
Reaction was obtained by inductively coupling the 
anode and grid coils together by means of a moving 
coil holder specially made for the purpose. 

MODERN CONDITIONS 
In designing reflex receivers for modern 

conditions, various points should be borne in mind. 

1,000 pF 1 

300 pF 

11111/5 OOpF 

3 

Crystal 
detector 

Phones or 
amplifier 

4 

Step-up A.F. 
transformer 

15V 
Grid bias 

+ 

60V 
HT. 

4V 
Taccumulator 

I,000 pF T On -Off 
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First, for maximum efficiency and economy the 
use of two reflexed transistors instead of one is 
suggested. Next, selectivity is nowadays more im- 
portant than sensitivity which is, in any case, much 
easier to obtain. If the receiver is to employ only 
one tuned circuit, good selectivity requires careful 
design of circuitry. Should two or more tuned cir- 
cuits be used, the only advantage of the reflex cir- 
cuit over the more efficient superhet begins to fall 
away because of the consequent increased com- 
plication and expense. Thirdly, with modern high 
amplification transistors steps must be taken to 
avoid low frequency instability due to positive 
feedback. Precautions here are quite simple if the 
golden rule is observed that with medium and long 
wave designs any audio frequency at the output of 
the second transistor must be out of phase with any 
signal at the input of the first. In order that this 
state of affairs can be arranged, it should be 
remembered that the output of a common emitter 
amplifier is out of phase with its input, whereas in 
the cases of both common base and common collec- 
tor amplifiers the output is in phase with the input. 

It is also important to arrange that the output 
impedance of one transistor and the input im- 
pedance of the next should be similar. Much gain 
can be lost by damping the high output impedance 
of a transistor by coupling it to a following tran- 
sistor having a low input impedance. For this pur- 
pose it should be remembered that common base 
amplifiers have a low input impedance and a high 
output impedance while the reverse applies with 
common collector amplifiers. Common emitter 
amplifiers have an output impedance which 
depends on a number of factors but which, in 
general, can be taken as medium. Input impedance 
with common emitter amplifiers also depends on a 
number of factors and in particular it rises with an 
increase in amplification factor or the application 
of negative feedback, and it falls with an increase 
in the current passing through the transistor. As an 
example, the input impedance of a common 
emitter amplifier with an amplification factor of 
500 and passing 100/.A might in a typical circuit be 
about 125kí , while a device with an amplification 
factor of 100 and passing a current of lmA could, 
in the same circuit conditions, exhibit an input im- 
pedance of only about 2.5ka 

OINF 

22kn 

22pF 

Ikn 

47On 

Phones or 
amplifier 

_ 3V 

On -Off 

EARLY DESIGN 
Fig. 2 shows a medium wave circuit which was 

very popular in the late 50's and early 60's. Apply- 
ing the considerations which have just been dis - 
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1111 
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470n 

(a ) 

T 
100g 

On -Off 
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b) 

Fig. S(a). A reflex circuit introduced by the 
author in 1964 (b). A circuit due to G. W. Short 
which was published in the January 1968 issue 

of this magazine 

3V 
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cussed it will be seen that TR2 output is in phase 
with TR1 input. With modern transistors there 
would be uncontrollable audio frequency instabili- 
ty. But the design used to be fitted with low 
amplification surface barrier germanium tran- 
sistors so that stability was usually maintained. 
Selectivity was poor. In some versions employing 
more efficient transistors heavy negative feedback 
was applied to preserve stability. 

In the April 1964 issue of this magazine the 
author introduced the circuit shown in Fig. 3(a). 
Here, in the reflex loop, a common emitter tran- 
sistor is followed by a common collector amplifier, 
so that the output of the pair is out of phase with 
the input and no low frequency instability problem 

Fig. 4. The author's "Miniflex" circuit, which 
originally appeared in June 1968 

arises. Also, because the impedance at the emitter 
of the first transistor is low there is good matching 
to the diode which does not damp the tuned circuit. 
The original circuit employed micro -alloy ger- 
manium transistors, but an article by the author in 
the November 1965 copy of this magazine describ- 
ed a modified circuit incorporating silicon tran- 
sistors. In the January 1968 issue G. W. Short 
published an article showing his version of the cir- 
cuit, which appears in Fig. 3(b). It will be seen that 
basically the two circuits are the same, although 
the one produced by G. W. Short has conventional 
coupling to the tuned circuit. Reaction with the cir- 
cuit of Fig. 3(b) was pre-set by physically orienting 
the r.f. choke in relation to the tuned coil or by a 
small twisted wire capacitor from the collector of 

TR1 back to the tuned coil; whereas the author's 
circuit offers variable reaction by means of the 5kû 
potentiometer together with appropriate orienta- 
tion of the r.f. choke. Either circuit will still give 
good results today, though selectivity will be a 
problem in areas where there is a powerful local 
transmitter. Indeed, these circuits give very similar 
results to those obtained with a ZN414 integrated 
circuit. 

"MIN IFLEX" 
The circuit shown in Fig. 4 was introduced by the 

author in the issue of this magazine for June 1968 
and has appeared in various forms since, the latest 
version being called the "M5" and appearing in the 

On -Ott 
-3V 

I,,, 
Dill R.F.C. 

3111 25mH 

Ferrite 
0e, cl 

300pF 

OOOSpF 

AF I I7 470n 

5kn 

AF 117 

Phones or 
0OIyF ampliticr 

DI Selenium diode type M 3 

copies for April and May 1977. The name 
"Miniflex" was given to the circuit. All recent ver- 
sions have employed silicon transistors, and in the 
"M5" the selenium diode has been replaced by a 
silicon diode shunted by a 47pF capacitor. 

In this circuit the first transistor is connected in 
the common collector mode and the second as a 
common emitter amplifier. Hence, as in the cir- 
cuits shown in Fig. 3, the reflex output of the se- 
cond transistor is out of phase with the input of the 
first transistor, and complete stability results. Here 
again, reaction is variably controlled by a poten- 
tiometer. The r.f. choke is oriented for proper reac- 
tion at the long wavelength end of the waveband. 
The circuit is sensitive and reasonably selective, 
and the author prefers it to that shown in Fig. 3(a). 

(To be concluded) 

MICROPROCESSOR HIRE 
Emprise has started a new hire service for microprocessor evaluation and training systems. 

Intended for hands on training and experimentation the systems come complete with detailed in- 

struction manuals and ready for immediate use. Types available include: National SCMP; Intel 

8080; Motorola 6800; MOS Technology 6500; and Zilog Z80, with others available shortly. Rental 

is from £4.70 per week. 
This inexpensive service enables users to gain 'hands on' experience with several systems for 

much less than the cost of a tuition course or evaluation kit. 
As a further aid towards reducing costs, Emprise will help owners of unwanted or 'outgrown' 

evaluation kits and equipment sell their units to waiting buyers. Lists of secondhand equipment are 

available, which help put buyers and sellers in touch. 
For further details contact: Emprise 57, 25 Carlisle Close, Colchester, Essex CO1 2YT. 
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PART ONE 

By E. A. Parr 

VERY 

SUCCESSFUL 
FUND RAISER 

A SPECTACULAR 
ELECTRONIC RIFLE 
GAHOWS 

AME 

SANND sI°E- ENORMOUS FUN S 
GENERAL 
ENJOYMENT 

This project was originally constructed as a 
fund raising side show for a Cheese and Wine par- 
ty, but it is also great fun to play at home. The 
game consists of a machine gun and a target of ten 
lights, connected by an electronic control box. The 
lights come on one at a time, the machine gun 
"sees" the lights via a lens and photo -electric cell 
and the marksman tries to shoot the lights. The 
machine gun "fires" ten bullets per second, and 
hits and bullets are recorded on seven segment dis- 
plays. The game ends after 80 hits or 800 bullets. In 

There is no age limit in this electronic rifle 
game. It is ideal for amusing the young 

550 

TO PLAY 
its original use, a prize of a bottle of whisky was 
given for the least number of bullets for 80 hits, and 
it provoked quite a needle match to the benefit of 
our playgroup funds! 

The gun is equipped with suitable sound and 
visual effects for added realism. 

TARGET DESCRIPTION 
As just mentioned, the target consists of ten light 

bulbs. These are 12 volt 2.2 watt m.e.s. types in 
batten lamp holders mounted in a random pattern 
on a board measuring about 4ft. by 3ft. Although 
the lights come on in a fixed sequence it is hard to 
memorise the pattern, and to the average 
marksman the display seems random. 

The circuit to drive the lights is shown in Fig. 1. 

IC1 is the ubiquitous 555 connected as an oscillator 
with a period of about 4 seconds. The 555 output 
simply steps on a 7490 decade counter, IC3, via 
IC2 (a). The output of IC3 is decoded by IC4 and 
used to turn on one of the ten target lights via an 
open collector inverter and a simple output stage. 

With a machine gun firing ten bullets per second, 
it would be a little bit too easy if the marksman 
were allowed to saturate the target. When a hit is 
given, the control logic sends a pulse to IC2 (a) pins 
9 and 10 to step the counter. As we shall see, the 
control logic also inhibits the gun for 0.5 second 
which covers the slight possibility that the 555 was 
also pulsing the counter at the same time. 

Switch S1 inhibits the stepping of the counter. 
This is used when the game is being set up in a new 
location. The stationary target simplifies the set- 
ting of the sensitivity of the gun photo -electric cell. 
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Fig. 1. The target logic 

MAIN CONTROL LOGIC 
is shown in Fig.2. Although the 

target logic and control logic are drawn separately 
they were, in fact constructed on one board. 

The heart of the logic is the hits counter and dis- 
play (IC12, IC13, 1017, IC18) and the shots 
counter and display (IC14 to IC16 and IC19 to 
IC21). These are text book circuits using 7490 
counters, 7447 decoders and common anode seven- 
segmen.t . displays. 

The machine gun rate is determined by IC1(a), 
arranged to be a 10Hz oscillator of approximately 
equal mark -space. The "bullets" produced are 
gated at IC2(b). IC2 pin 5 input comes from the 
bounce removing flip-flop IC9(a)(b), and is at a 
"1" when the trigger is pulled. IC2 pin 2 input in- 
hibits the bullets for 0.5 second when there is a 
"hit" and IC2 pin 1 input inhibits the bullets when 
the game is over. These latter two signals will be 
described later. 

The bullet pulses go straight to IC16 pin 14 to in- 
crement the shots counter. 

The p.e.c. signal from the gun is nominally at 12 
volts positive when the p.e.c. is on target. This is 
changed to a t.t.l. signal by TR11 and IC7(a). It is 
then gated with the bullets by IC9(c) to give a "0" 
pulse for a hit, which steps the hit counter IC13. 
The same signal also goes to IC2(a) pins 9 and 10 in 
Fig.1 to step on the lights after a hit. 

At the same time the monostable IC1O(b) is 
triggered. This has a period of 0.5 second and 
serves two purposes. The first is to sound the front 
panel hit buzzer via TR12. The second is to inhibit 
the bullets so the target can step on as described 
previously. The inhibit is done by IC7(d) onto pin 1 

of IC2(b). The buzzer is any audible alarm which 
MAY, 1979 
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can be operated by TR12, such as the RS Com- 
ponents audible warning device No. 248-808. 

When the circuit was first built, it was found that 
a race could develop between IC2(b) and IC10(b). 
This had the effect of counting several hits for one 
bullet. The race was cured by the addition of C4. 

When IC12 pin 11 goes to a "1" (for 80 hits) or 
IC14 pin 11 goes to a "1" (800 bullets) the output of 
IC8(a) goes to a "0", inhibiting further bullets, and 
TR13 lights the "game over" lamp. 

The gun effects are produced by IC11. IC11(a) is 
a simple buffer, and drives a gun l.e.d. This is a 
large red 1.e.d. in the gun body to simulate the gun 
flashes. IC11(b) is a 400Hz oscillator, swept up and 

It can give the older ones plenty of fun too! 
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COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
(All fixed values 2 watt 5%) 

R1 -R10 2.2kû 
R11 -R21 4.7k 
R22 100k sû 

R23 lk 
R24 10k û 
R25 120 
R26 100k û 
R27, R28 1kû 
R29 22k 
R30 10k û 
R31 1kû 
R32 -R66 270 û 
R67 2.2k û 
R68, R69 47k û 
R70 4.7k û 
R71 1k û 
R72 100k û 
R73 -R75 4.7k û 
R76 270 Si 

R77 2.2kû 
VR1 500kû or 470kû pre-set potentiometer, 

0.1 watt. 

Capacitors 
Cl 47µF electrolytic, 10V. Wkg. 
C2 0.022µF polyester 
C3 4.7FLF electrolytic, 10V Wkg. 
C4, C5 li.tF tantalum, 16V. Wkg. 
C6 0.01µF polyester 
C7 100,2F tantalum, 5V. Wkg. 
C8 0.1µF polyester 
C9 1,000µF electrolytic, 25V. Wkg. 
C10 221/F tantalum, 16V. Wkg. 
C11 5,00011F electrolytic, 25V. Wkg. 
C12 0.11/F polyester 
10 -off 0.0114F polyester (see text) 

Transformers 
T1 Mains transformer, secondary 9V at lA 
T2 Mains transformer, secondary 6V at lA 

Displays 
5 -off 7 -segment common anode displays 

Semiconductors 
TR1-TR15 2N3704 
TR16 2N3702 
IC1 555 
IC2 7420 
IC3 7490 
IC4 7445 
IC5, IC6 7406 
IC7 7404 
IC8, IC9 7400 
IC10, IC11 556 
IC12-IC16 7490 
IC17-IC21 7447 
IC22 15V LAS 
IC23 7805 
REC1, REC2 silicon bridge rectifier, 1 amp. 
LED1, LED2 general purpose l.e.d. red 

Switches 
S1 s.p.s.t. toggle 
S2 push-button, press to make 
S3 s.p.d.t. microswitch 
S4 d.p.s.t. toggle 

Speaker 
LS1 miniature speaker, 75û 

Alarm 
Audible warning device (see text) 

Fuses 
FS1 Cartridge fuse, 500mA 
FS2, FS3 Cartridge fuse, 2A 

Lights 
PL1-PL11 12v 2.2W m.e.s. 

Miscellaneous 
Gun (see text) 
12 -core cable 
Lens 
Stripboard (see text) 
11 -off m.e.s. batten bulbholders 
3 -off fuse holders 
Interconnection plugs and sockets (see text) 

down by the ramp generated by IC11(a), R28 and 
C7. The ramp is applied to the control voltage pin 
of IC11(b). The resulting warble is applied to a 
speaker in the gun by TR15 and 16. Having just 
seen "Star Wars", the author had a preference for a 
laser gun! The effects make the gun very satisfying 
to use. 

The "reset" push button sets the bullet and hit 
counters to zero. 

NEXT MONTH 

Next month's concluding article will deal with 
the gun circuit and the gun construction, together 
with other relevant information. 

The full Components List appears with the pre- 
sent article. It will be noted that ten 0.01uF 
capacitors are listed without C -numbers. These are 
distributed throughout the circuit as supply by- 
pass capacitors at one per two 74 series i.c.'s. The 
MAY, 1979 

15V LAS photo -electric cell is available from RS 
Components. The prototype logic was assembled 
on an i.c. stripboard, RS Components No. 433-911. 
Alternative means of mounting and wiring the 
components can of course be used. IC23 is a 7805 
5 -volt regulator, also available from RS Com- 
ponents. It is rated at 1 amp and has an input 
voltage range of 7 to 25 volts. Switch S3 is a 
microswitch, such as the RS Components 337-879. 
(RS Components do not deal directly with in- 
dividual constructors, and readers will need to 
order the appropriate parts through a retailer such 
as Ace Mailtronix Limited, Tootal Street, 
Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 5JR.) 

Details of the gun and lens, etc., will be given 
next month. Some of the parts in the Components 
List will also appear in circuits to be published 
next month. 

(To be concluded) 
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EXCLUSIVE NEW SERIES 

TUNE -IN TO PROGRAMS 
Part 4 

by 
Ian Sinclair 

Take a running jump 
Normally, a program progresses smoothly from 

step 00 through steps 01, 02, 03, and so on to the 
last step, which is usually the [R/S] instruction. A 
jump is a step, backwards or forwards, which is out 
of sequence for some reason. The key on the Texas 
Instruments TI -57 marked [GTO) ([GOT()) on the 
PR -100) causes a program to jump in this way, and 
can also (see later) be used to locate a part of a 
program. 

LABELLING KEY 
When the [GTO] key is used in a program, it must 

be followed by a number, 0 to 9 on the TI -57, to in- 
dicate where the next step is. How does the number 
tie in with the program? The answer, as far as the 
TI -57 is concerned, is the labelling key, marked 
(LW ), and activated by pressing [2nd] [R/S). Sup- 
pose, for example, we want to find values of the 
reactance of a capacitor C at various frequencies. 
Just for the sake of an example, say we want to find 
the reactance of a 0.01pF capacitor at 1kHz and 
then at each i kHz upwards. The formula for reac- 
tance of a capacitor is: 

Xc = 
2 n fC 

which is 1/f X 1/2 7t C, with only the value of f 
changing from one calculation to the next. 

The program of Fig. 1 does this. The first 7 steps 

Tï. Programmebbe 57 

Ry CT 
1ad ErsV tnx CE CLR 

fi M$ P..P stn Cxa 
LRN x:t xt irr 

P.,,.. 
SST 

+4cq 

EST 

C7ss 

GTÒ 

T:t 

SBft 

l 

zT»z 

RtS 

tre E.' PrC 
src RCL ScM4 

o 

The keyboard of the Texas 
Instruments TI -57 programmable 
calculator. Most keys have e second 
function, whereupon facilities are 
nearly double the number of keys 

provided 

are used to calculate the value of 1/2n -C, with the 
value of the capacitance C stored in memory 1. The 
value of 1/27tC is then stored in memory 1 ready for 
use, replacing the value of C in that memory. The 

Program 

LRN 2 X it X RCL 1 

= 1/x STO 1 LbI 0 
( RCL 2X 1 EE 3) 
1/x X RCL1 = 
Pause Pause Pause 
1 SUM 2 GTO 0 LRN 

Fig. 1 

Procedure 

Enter value of C in p F, 

followed by EE 6 +/- 
STO 1 1 STO 2 
Fix 2 CLR RST 
RIS Read answer on dis- 
play at each pause. 
Test Data: C = 0.01p F 
gives first answer 1.59 
X 104 which is displayed 
as 1.59 04. 
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next step in the program is [Lbl] [0] which doesn't 
cause anything to happen. As the name suggests, 
it's just a label, a way of marking a part of the 
program. The PR -100 uses the step number as a 
label rather than inserting a label into the program. 

The program now goes on to [RCL] [2], taking out 
of memory 2 the value of frequency which, at the 
start, is 1 kHz. The value of frequency is inverted 
(giving 1/f), the value of 1/2' C recalled using [RCL] 
[1] and the two multiplied to give the value of X, the 
reactance. This is displayed, with three pauses to 
give you time to note it down, then 1 is added to the 
memory store by programming the instruction [1] 
[SUM] [2]. To calculate the reactance of the 
capacitor for the new frequency, we do not need to 
go over the whole program again, we only need the 
bit concerned with frequency. The next instruction is 
therefore [GTO] [0], meaning "go to the program 
step following label 0", which is the calculation of 
1/f. The complete program therefore starts by 
calculating 1/2iC, then 1/f, then multiplies and dis- 
plays, but does not repeat the calculation of 
1/2iC, only the calculation of 1/f and the mul- 
tiplication, display and increase of f value. Note that 
the steps [X] [1] LEE] [3] are used following the 
recall of the f value, so that the value in kHz is con- 
verted into values of frequency in Hz, as is needed in 
the formula. This, of course, could be tidied up by 
expressing the formula in kHz. 

We can, of course, press [R/S] while the answer 
is being displayed (during the pause) and find out 
what frequency we've got to by pressing [RCL] [2]. 
Another press of [RIS] will start the program run- 
ning again. 

A jump made by using [GTO) and [Lb I] is very 
useful when part of a program has to be repeated. 
This type of jump is called an unconditional jump, 
because there's no choice about it: when the 
program gets to [GTO] [0] it just has to go to label 0. 
The [GTO] key followed by a two -digit number (such 
as 01, 07, 14, 26) can be used after the machine 
has been programmed (and after the[LRN] key has 
been pressed for the second time) to go to any part 
of a program, so that a program can be started at 
any point. More of this sort of thing later. 

Even more useful than the unconditional [GTO] 
jump is the conditional jump, which enables 
decisions to be made. Suppose, in the program 

we've just illustrated, we want to stop the 
calaculations when f=20kHz. We can program so 
that the value of f is compared with 20, and when 
the two are equal, the action stops. The key which 
does this is [x=t], activated by pressing [2nd] [SBR]. 

MEMORY 7 

To be able to use the [x=t] instruction in a 
program, we need to have a number stored in the 
"t" register, which is memory No. 7 of the TI -57. 
When the step [x=t] occurs in a program, the 
number in the display is compared with the number 
stored in memory 7. If the two numbers are equal, 
so that x=t (x is always taken as the number on the 
display) then the program goes on to the next step 
as if nothing had happened. If the two are not equal 
then the following step of the program is skipped, 
and it is the step after that one which is actually us- 
ed. Suppose, for example, we had the sequence, a 
very common one, in our program: 

[x=t] [R/S] [GTO] [0] 
If the number in the display equals the number in 
memory 7, then the program stops, displaying that 
number. If the number in the display is not equal to 
the number in memory 7, then the [R/S] step is 
skipped, and the next instruction is [GTO] [0], so 
that the program goes to label 0 and runs on from 
that point. 

This step lets us program the calculator so that 
it will stop after it has done a pre -arranged amount 
of work. Let's go back to that program which 
calculated the reactance of a capacitor for values of 
frequency in 1 kHz steps from 1 kHz to 20kHz. A 
program is shown in Fig. 2, making use of the [x=t] 
key. The early steps are pretty much the same as we 
used before, but we are now using a modified for- 
mula so that we don't need to change the units of 
frequency from kHz to Hz. On each run through, we 
check the value of frequency against the number 
stored in memory 7. We will enter 20 into memory 
7 before we run the program, so that when the 
number in store 2 is less than 20, the next instruc- 
tion will be to add 1 to the number in store 2 and 
then to go to label 0 to start another calculation. 
When the 20kHz value has been displayed, then 
the [x=t] instruction ensures that there is no skip this 
time, and the [R/S] step stops the action of the 

Program 

LRN 1 STO 2 159 
RCL 1 

= STO 1 Lbl 0 RCL 1= 
RCL 2 = Pause Pause 
Pause 
RCL 2 x=t R/S 1 S U M 
2 GTO 0 LRN 

Fig. 2 

Procedure 

Enter value of C in p F 

STO 1 Fix 2 20 STO 7 
CLR RST 
R/S 
When the run has fin- 
ished, the figure 20 wi'! 
be displayed indicating 
that 20 calculations 
have been completed. 
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program. We can place the [x=t] step anywhere we 
like in the program - within limits. The limits are 
that we must be sure that it does what we want. If, 
for example, in the program of Fig. 2 we used [x=t] 
before the value of reactance had been calculated, 
then we would find that the program stopped before 
the last calculation. 

A slight modification of Fig. 2 is given in the 
program of Fig. 3. 

One of the very useful features of the TI -57 is 

that a total of four "questions" can be put for a 

decision. In each case, if the answer is NO, the 
program skips the next step; if the answer is YES, 
the program continues normally. The first of these 
conditional jumps, as they are called, is the [x= t] 
step which we've just met. We can also use the key 
sequence [INV] [2nd] ISBR], which is [INV] [x=t], 
asking the question "is x NOT equal to t?". Two 
more skips are available from the key [x>t]. Used by 

itself (pressing [2nd] MST]) the question is "is x 

greater than or equal to t?". When the [INV] key is 

used (before or after [2nd]) the question is then "is x 

less than t?" 
The ability to test the number in the display in 

these four ways makes some quite interesting 
programming possible. PR -100 owners should note 
that their corresponding key is [SKIP] which will 
cause the program to skip a step (or two, depending 
on what the next step is) if the number in the display 
is negative. This avoids the use of a memory as a 

test register, but needs some thought in the 
programming stage. In our example, the frequency 
value in use would have to be subtracted from 20 
before the [SKIP] step operated. 

CALCULATING POWER 

By now, you should be getting a flavour of the 
calculating power which the TI -57 and the PR -100 
can deliver, so let's look at a program which makes 
a lot of use of conditional jumps. 

Let's suppose that we are working on the reso- 
nant frequencies of coils and capacitors. What we 
want to find are the ranges of capacitors that we 
can use with given coils to resonate in the range 
1 MHz to 30MHz - we can, of course, alter the 
program to accommodate different frequency 
ranges. We want to be able to enter the coil induc- 
tance value, in pH, onto the display, to press [R/S1, 
then see the display give the nearest preferred 
value of capacitor which will resonate around the 
upper limit (in this case around 30MHz). Pressing 
[R/S] again will result in a display of the preferred 
capacitor value which gives a resonant frequency 
closest to the lower limit, 1 MHz in this case. A real 
bit of computing magic, this one, and quite a tall 
order. How do we go about it? 

In fact, it would be quite easy if we knew right 
now what we shall soon know about sub -routines; 
it's not so easy at our present state of learning. The 
program (Fig. 4) starts by calculating what value of 
capacitance is needed to resonate with the amount 
of inductance at 30MHz. The formula here is C = 
28/L, with C in pF. This quantity of capacitance is 

stored in memory 1, and a 1 is stored in memory O. 

The division of [RCL] [1] by [RCL] [O] at this stage 
leaves the value of C unchanged, and the result is 

stored in memory 7, which is the test register. 
The next steps are comparisons of the preferred 

values 1, 1.5, 2.2, 3.3, 4.7 and 6.8pF with the value 
of C which is stored in memory 7. Memories 2 to 6 

inclusive are used for storing preferred values, the 
first value of 1 is used directly. If any one of these 
values in pF exceeds the value in memory 7, the 
[GTO] [2] instruction causes the value to be dis- 
played. If the final value of 6.8pF is too small, the in- 
struction [10] [Prd] [0] which follows the last [xt] 
step divides the capacitance value in memory 1 by 
10, using [RCL] [1] [-] [RCL] [O] when the programs 
repeats. If the next run through produces a preferred 
value (now in the range of 10 to 68pF) greater than 
the value of capacitance stored in memory 7, the 

This is a slight modification of Fig. 2. Instead of 
20 being displayed at the end of the program, the 
display flashes to draw attention to the fact that 
this is the end of the program. This is done by using 
an impossible instruction; in this case GTO 1 should 
be GTO 1 with nothing entered under Lbl 1. 

Program Procedure 

LRN 1 STO 2 159 
RCL 1 

= STO 1 Lbl 0 RCL 1 

RCL 2 
= Pause Pause Pause 
RCL 2 x=t GTO 1 

1 SUM 2 GTO 0 LRN 

Fig. 3 

As for Fig. 2. 
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The program aims to find what range of capacitor 
preferred values will tune a given inductor (value 
in p H) between 1MHz and 30MHz. 

Program 

LRN 1/x X 28 = 
STO 1 1 STO 0 
Lbl 1 RCL 1 _ RCL 0 
= STO 7 
1 xt GTO 2 
RCL 2 x t GTO 2 
RCL 3 x t GTO 2 
RCL 4 x t GTO 2 
RCL 5 x t GTO 2 
RCL 6 x t GTO 2 
10 Prd 0 GTO 1 

Lbl 2 X RCL 0 
= RIS 889 Prd 1 

1 STO 0 GTO 1 LRN 

Fig. 4 

Procedure 
Enter as follows: 
1.5 STO 2 
2.2 STO 3 
3.3 STO 4 
4.7 STO 5 
6.8 STO 6 
CLR 
Enter inductance in p H 
RST 
RIS 
Display shows C in pF 
for closest to 30MHz 
RIS 
Display shows C in pF 
for closest to 1 MHz. 
All C values are nearest 
preferred values. 

preferred value is displayed by recalling the figure 
from memory and multiplying by the power of 10 
stored in memory 0. 

If the values are still too low, the number in store 
0 is multiplied by 10 again (equivalent to using 
capacitors in the range 100 to 680pF) and so on. The 
final result will be the preferred value of capacitance 
which is the nearest (on the low side) to that needed 
for tuning to 30MHz. At the next press of the [RIS] 
key, the capacitance value in store 1 is multiplied by 
889, since this gives the amount of capacitance 
needed to tune to 1 MHz. Memory O is returned to 1 

again, and the loop of operations starting at label 1 

is started again. The same procedure is used, ending 
with the display showing the preferred values 
nearest (on the low side) to that needed to tune to 
1 MHz. The answer is, once again, in pF. 

Take your time over this one. it's a much more 
elaborate program than anything we have done 
before. The idea is too show just what can be done 
with these remarkable machines. Next month we'll 
have a different type of jump operation which is 
already built into the machine in the form of the 
[Dsz] key. 

Double Deccer Series 

We regret that No. 7 in this series, also written by Ian Sinclair, has been held 
over to next month due to pressure on space. 

The article will be Sound -Operated Light Switch. 

Mail Order Protection Scheme 
The publishers of this magazine have given to the 

Director General of Fair Trading an undertaking to 
refund money sent by readers in response to mail 
order advertisements placed in this magazine by mail 
order traders who fail to supply goods or refund 
money and who have become the subject of liquida- 
tion or bankruptcy proceedings. These refunds are 
made voluntarily and are subject to proof that pay- 
ment was made to the advertiser for goods ordered 
through an advertisement in this magazine. The 
arrangement does not apply to any failure to supply 
goods advertised in a catalogue or direct mail solicita- 
tion. 

If a mail order trader fails, readers are advised to 
lodge a claim with the Advertisement Manager of this 
magazine within 3 months of the appearance of the 
advertisement. 

For the purpose of this scheme mail order adver- 
tising is defined as: 

"Direct response advertisements, display or 
postal bargains where cash has to be sent in 
advance of goods being delivered." 

Classified and catalogue mail order advertising are 
excluded. 

MAY, 1979 
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ENLARGER 
METER 

Low cost indicator 
monitors light 

intensity 
This simple enlarger exposure -meter can be 

built at comparatively low cost and, after initial 
checks for a particular box of paper, enables the 
correct exposure to be given without the need for 
test strips. The unit is actually a light level meter 
which, for the sake of cheapness, does not incor- 
porate a meter movement. Instead, measurements 
are taken by adjusting a potentiometer for 
changeover of illumination in two light -emitting 
diodes and then reading the relative light intensity 
from a scale fitted to the potentiometer. The poten- 
tiometer is calibrated in arbitrary units from 0 to 
100. 

The instrument has a range of at least 5 stops. 
Power is obtained from an internal 9 volt PP3 
battery, which should have an adequate life as 
current consumption is only of the order of 5 to 
10mA (depending on the battery voltage itself). A 
facility for checking battery voltage is provided in 
the meter. 

BASIC PRINCIPLE 
The circuit is based on the comparator arrange- 

ment shown in Fig. 1. The non -inverting input of 
an operational amplifier couples to the potential 
divider consisting of the calibrated potentiometer, 
VR, and the Photocell. The resistance of the 
photocell reduces as the light falling on it increases 
in intensity. The inverting input of the op -amp 
connects to the slider of the pre-set potentiometer, 
RA. 
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Fig. 1. Basically the meter functions as a com- 
parator, VR being adjusted for equal input 
voltages to the operational amplifier. Light in- 
tensity in the photocell is then indicated by a 

scale fitted to VR 

By M. V. Hastings 

The output of the operational amplifier couples 
via RB to the l.e.d. DA and via RC to the second 
l.e.d., DB. If the voltage at the non -inverting input 
is negative of that at the inverting input, the op - 
amp output goes fully negative and diode DA lights 
up. When the non -inverting input is positive of the 
inverting input the output goes fully positive and 
diode DB becomes lit up. 

When the photocell is illuminated at the max- 
imum light level which will need to be measured, 
and with VR set to insert almost minimum 
resistance into circuit, RA can be adjusted so that 
the voltages at the two inputs of the operational 
amplifier are equal, as shown by the l.e.d.'s. If the 
light, intensity falling on the photocell reduces the 
photocell resistance increases and it is necessary 
for VR to insert a higher resistance in order to br- 
ing the two op -amp inputs to the same voltage. The 
lower the light level on the photocell, the higher is 
the resistance which has to be inserted by VR to 
balance the circuit. As a result, measurements of 
light intensity can be obtained by first adjusting 
VR for equal voltages at the op -amp inputs and 
then reading off the intensity from the scale fitted 
to the potentiometer. 

If the operational amplifier had a lower voltage 
gain it would be possible to adjust the poten- 
tiometer so that the output was at a voltage central 
between the positive and negative rails, with both 
l.e.d.'s alight at equal brightness. In practice, 
however, the op -amp has an extremely high gain 
level and it will be very difficult to adjust the 
potentiometer to give the precise resistance which 
results in an output at half -supply voltage level. As 
the potentiometer slider is adjusted to the balance 
setting it will reach a point where one l.e.d. abrupt- 
ly extinguishes and the other lights up. The re- 
quired balance setting is then that at which the 
l.e.d. changeover effect takes place. 

WORKING CIRCUIT 

The complete circuit appears in Fig. 2. This has 
some additional components, when compared with 
Fig. 1, to meet practical working requirements. 

The main addition is a simple zener voltage 
stabilizing circuit, employing R3 and D1, which 
provides a regulated supply to the input networks 
for the op -amp. This is necessary because the 
photosensitive device which reacts to light intensi- 
ty'is a phototransistor, and this does not provide a 
true resistance as does, say, a cadmium sulphide 
cell because the current it passes does not vary 
greatly with changes in the applied voltage. 
However, its response to changes in light level is 

virtually instantaneous, whereas the decay time of 
a cadmium sulphide cell to reductions in light level 
can be as long as a few seconds, a factor which 
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careexY oI mo 
enlarger meter. The balance 
setting of VRt is indicated 
by changeover of illumina- 

tion in the two 1.e4.'s 

DI 1. R 
75V 

C2 

YRI 

CheckOn 

Off SIa 

TRI 

BPX 29 

Check 

D4 

D3 

IN4I48 

DS 

TIL209 

C 

BPX29 
Lead -outs 

0 

TIL209 
Lead -outs 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
(All fixed values 1 watt 5%) 

R1 47k n pre-set potentiometer, 0.1 watt, 
horizontal 

R2 47kn pre-set potentiometer, 0.1 watt, 
horizontal 

R3 330n 
R4 4.7k n 
R5 4.7k n 
VR1 2M n or 2.2M n potentiometer, log 

Capacitors 
Cl 0.1µF type C280 
C2 0.1µF type C280 

Switch 
S1(a)(b) 4 -pole 3 -way rotary (see text) 

Semiconductors 
ICI 741 in 8 -pin d.i.l. 
TRI BPX29 
Dl BZY88C7V5 
D2 TIL209 
D3 1N4148 
D4 1N4148 
D5 TIL 209 

Miscellaneous 
Plastic case (see text) 
9 -volt battery type PP3 
Battery connector 
2 control knobs 
2 l.e.d. panel -mounting bushes 

Wire, solder, etc. 

would make an enlarger meter employing such a 
cell rather awkward to use. 

No connection is made to the base of the 
phototransistor which functions purely by con- 
trolling the current which flows through its collec- 
tor and emitter terminals. 

If VR1 is adjusted to insert a fairly high 
resistance when the phototransistor has only a low 
level of illumination, the resulting high impedance 
at the non -inverting input of the op -amp could 
cause this input to be rather prone to stray pick-up 
of mains hum and similar electrical interference 
unless suitable precautions were taken. The noise, 
when amplified by the op -amp could cause both 
l.e.d.'s to be apparently switched on simultaneous- 
ly, thereby masking the balance setting of the 
potentiometer. This trouble is overcome by adding 
the filter capacitor C2. The capacitor slows down 
the speed at which the circuit responds to changes 
in light intensity, but the delay is slight and is not 
significant. 
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Front panel layout. The phototransistor is im- 
mediately above the balance control, with 02 

to its left and D5 to its right 
MAY, 1979 



Two silicon diodes, D3 and D4, are connected in 
series with D5 and they are conductive when the 
output of the operational amplifier is positive. 
They are needed because the op -amp output 
voltage, when fully negative, is still about 2.5 volts 
positive of the negative rail. Approximately 1 volt 
is needed across the two diodes before they com- 
mence to pass forward current, and their presence 
ensures that D5 is fully extinguished when the op - 
amp output is negative. 

Putting S1(a) to the "Check" position dis- 
connects the non -inverting input from the 
phototransistor and VR1, and connects it instead 
to the slider of R2. This potentiometer is adjusted 
such that, when the battery voltage is at its lowest 
acceptable level, the voltages at the inverting and 
non -inverting inputs are equal and the circuit is at 
the l.e.d. changeover point. For battery voltages 
higher than the minimum level the non -inverting 
input of the op -amp is positive of the inverting in- 
put and D5 lights up. The reverse happens when 
the battery voltage is below the minimum level, 
and D2 then becomes illuminated. Since the 
voltage across R1 is stabilized, the voltage at the 
slider of R2 falls more rapidly than that at the 
slider of R1 as the battery ages. R2 slider will be 
negative of R1 slider if battery voltage should fall 

Assembly inside the enlarger meter case. RI 
and R2 are mounted on the copper side of the 

printed board 
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b<mm 

C s) 

35mm 

21mm 21mm -+{ 

2 R2 TR 

c e 

R4 ( 

ill ICI iaa R5 

--I ( 
Cl 

Battery 
clip 

VR1 

Fig. 3. The enlarger meter wiring. The printed 
board is reproduced full size for tracing. Note 
that R1 and R2 are mounted, in practice, on 
the copper side of the board. For reasons of 
clarity they are shown here on the component 

side 

to the 7.5 volt stabilizing level provided by D1, and 
will continue to be negative for still lower battery 
voltages. R2 is, of course, set up after RI has been 
adjusted to its final setting. 

On -off switching is provided by S1(b), and Cl is 
the supply bypass capacitor. The BPX29 
phototransistor is available from Brian J. Reed. 

CONSTRUCTION 
An inexpensive plastic box having approximate 

outside dimensions of 114 by 76 by 38mm. is used 
for the prototype, this being a box type PB1, as 
retailed by Maplin Electronic Supplies. Any 
similar plastic case capable of housing the com- 
ponents would also be suitable. As can be seen 
from the photograph of the front panel, VR1 is 
mounted centrally with S1(a) (b) below it. D2 and 
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The component side of 
printed circuit board 

D5 appear at the upper end of the panel, with TR1 
II; 

between them. 
TR1 has a standard T018 encapsulation except 

for the transparent top which allows light to reach 
the internal semiconductor material. It requires a 
5mm. (0.2in.) diameter hole in the panel. The holes 
for the two 1.e.d.'s should have a diameter which 
accepts the 1.e.d. panel -mounting bushes. 

The printed circuit board is reproduced full size 
in Fig. 3, which also shows the other wiring in the 
meter. It is important to note that, for clarity, R1 
and R2 are shown as being on the component side 
of the board. In practice, they are mounted on the 
copper side of the board as, otherwise, it would be 
impossible to adjust them after the board has been 
fitted in the case. External connections are also 
made to the copper side of the board. 

After the board has been assembled, the l.e.d. 
centres should be 21mm. on either side of the cen- 
tre of the phototransistor. The 1.e.d.'s and the 
phototransistor then pass through appropriately 
positioned holes in the front panel of the case, the 
board being positioned right at the top of the case 
with R1 and R2 uppermost. It will probably be 
found easiest to assemble the board and then mark 
off the front panel holes with its aid before drilling 
these holes. The board is light and is quite securely 
held in place by the panel -mounting bushes of the 
1.e.d.'s The holes for VR1 and S1(a) (b) should be 
drilled after the mounting arrangements for the 
printed board have been settled. The hole for VR1 
should be positioned so that the potentiometer 
body is just slightly clear of the lower edge of the 
printed oard when the latter is mounted in posi- 
tion. There is plenty of room below the poten- 
tiometer for S1(a) (b), and this should preferably 
be positioned with its body fairly close to the bot- 
tom of the case. Note, incidentally, that this com- 
ponent is a 4 -pole 3 -way switch with no connec- 
tions made to two of its poles. Before wiring up to 
the switch, confirm with a continuity tester the 
outer tags which correspond to the inner tags. With 
some switches the tag positioning may differ from 
that shown in Fig. 3. 

VR1 must be a potentiometer with a log and not 
a linear track and the positive stabilized voltage 
must be connected to the correct end of the track, 
as illustrated in Fig. 3. Otherwise only a very 

restricted part of the scale will be available, mak- 
ing the meter difficult to use satisfactorily. C2 is 
mounted on the tags of VR1 and not on the printed 
board. 

When the printed board assembly has been com- 
pleted and finally fitted in the case, VR1 and 
S1(a)(b) inay be mounted and the wiring from 
these components and the negative battery clip to 
the board completed. As already mentioned, the 
associated wires are soldered to the copper side of 
the board. The PP3 battery is placed to one side of 
S1(a)(b) and may be held in position by a home- 
made aluminium clamp. Alternatively, it can be 
secured by simply placing a piece of plastic foam 
between its rear edge and the inside surface of the 
case lid. 

CALIBRATION AND USE 
In use the meter monitors the light intensity of 

the enlarger by being placed on the enlarger 
baseboard with the phototransistor directed 
towards the enlarger lens. 

It is first necessary to adjust R1 so that VR1 
covers the required sensitivity range. Put a 
negative of average density in the enlarger and ad- 
just it for a medium size print (8 to loin. long). 
Place a diffuser, which should have a degree of 
translucency similar to greaseproof paper, under 
the enlarger lens and set the lens to minimum 
aperture. Find a setting for R1 which enables VR1 
to balance the meter (i.e. reach the l.e.d. 
changeover point) when it is close to the anti- 
clockwise end of its range. 

Open up the lens one stop at a time and note the 
new balance settings of VR1. These should be well 
spread out, although they will not form a linear 
scale. If cramping of the balance points occurs at 
one end of the scale, by experimentally setting R1 
to either side of its present setting it should be 
possible to obtain a more equal spacing. 

This exercise is merely to ensure that the poten- 
tiometer has the required range for measuring the 
light intensity of the enlarger. Its scale is not mark- 
ed up with the balance points just found, but is 
given instead a purely arbitrary linear numbered 
scale. With the prototype this was from 0 to 100, 
using numbers taken from "Panel -Signs" Set No. 4 
(available from the publishers of this magazine). 
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SAVE MONEY! 
With our BARGAIN PARCEL . 

10 a BC1o7, 10 a BClos. 10 x eCt09, 3 a aFy51. 3 x 
2N3819, 3 a 2N2926 and 10 Mìad Wages -t3EY.7RO- 
lyftCS 10 Mì d Values - CERAMIC CAPS` 20 Maid 
Values - FIXED CMS 10 0100ES GERMANIUM -Ska. 
0A91: 10 DIODES S1UCON - Sim, IN914:2 a 741 ICs. 
1 3grm PHIAL CYNOACRYWTE ADHESIVE VAT Inc. 
in price IM earns sue brand new). 

Pass a Free Gift worth 75p 
Send £5 plus 50p p&p 

(Cheque, Postal Order, Mondry Order) to 

SIGTRONIC ELECTRONICS 
27 Malvern Street. Stapenhill 

Burton -on -Trent. Staffs. DE/5 9DY 
Tel: (0283) 46868 special orders 

MORSE 
IMPROVEMENT 
C90 Cassettes tA) 1-12 w.pm. with *role 
exercises. Suitable for R.A.E. preparation. 
f8) 12-24 w.p.m. computer produced 
professional level operator material 
including international symbols. 
Fns eachc complete with instruction and 
exercise booklets £4.50 including postage. 

Morse Key and Buzzer Unit suitable for 
sending practice and DIY tape orepare- 
tion 
Price £4.50 including postage. 

Overseas Airmail £r antra. 

PANEL ELECTRONICS (DRpt. R) 

12 Longshore Way, Milton, 
Portsmouth (UK), PO4 8LS 

GAR EX 
V.H.F. Receivers New SR -9 for 2 -metres 
F.M.. fully tunable 144-146MHz. improved 
2 -speed slow-motion dial, also 11 xtal 
controlled channels- Compact, sensitive, 
ideal for fixed or mobile listening. Built-in 
t S.. 12v D.C. operation. INTRODUCTORY 
PRICE ONLY £54 inc. VAT. Crystals, if 
required: £2.50 each. Ail popular 2m 
channels in stock Marina band version 
1156-162MHz1 £59.40 (xtals £2.79). Credit 
terms available. s a e. details. 
Amplified Mobile Extension Speaker 
boosts audio from sínall receivers. Single 
compact unit, 12vDC operation, built-in 
6W amplifier, with leads and jack pltgs.£11.25 
Neons :inn wire end, 5bp/10; £4/100 
Slide Switches min OPDT 18p ea; 5+: 14p 
%stator Kits E12 series. 22 n to 1M lR 
57 values, 5% carbon film. !W or =W 
Starter pack. 5 each value (285) £2.95 
Mixed pack. 5 each 1W + 1w (570)£5.40 
Standard pack. 10 each (570) £5.40 
Giant pack, 25 each 11,425) £13.25 
l.C's (new) 7410 25p CO4001AE 25p 
SN76660 75p NE555 55p 723(105) 75p 
709 (T05). 741 (011-8) Op.arups 30p; 
SNC Cable mtg socket sort 20p; 
5. :15p PL259 UHF Plug & Reducer 68p; 
5' : 60p; S0239 UHF Socket panel mtd. 
55p; 5.: 45p Niced rechargeables phy- 

sically equiv. to zinc -carbon types: AAA 
(U 16) £1.64; AA(U7) £1.20. CIU 1 1) £3.15; 
0(02) £4.94; PP3 £5.20 Any 5+: less 

10%, Any 10. less 20%. 
We stock amateur V.H.F. equipment and 

mobile aerials, s.a.e. details. 
Distributors for J. H. Associates Ltd. 

(switches and lamps) 
PRICES INCLUDE UK POST. PACKING & VAT 
Mail order only Sole Address: 

GAREX ELECTRONICS 
7 NORVIC ROAD. MARSWORTH. 

TRING. HERTS HP23 4LS 
Cheddrngton (STD 0298) 688684 

The enlarger meter has its 
front panel upwards when it is being 
used to assess enlarger light intensity 

To find the scale setting for a particular box of 
paper, first find by test strips the exposure time 
and aperture required to give a good print from an 
average negative. With the negative and diffuser in 
place and the enlarger set to this aperture, place 
the meter on the baseboard and find the balance 
setting. Write the corresponding scale number and 
exposure time on the box for future reference. 

In order to find the exposure required for new 
negatives the meter is put to this setting with the 
negative and diffuser in position, and the enlarger 
lens aperture is adjusted to balance the enlarger 
meter. The exposure time is not altered. 

It is possible to use the meter as a spot meter, 
reading either a highlight or shadow tone as 
preferred, or as an integrating meter employing a 
diffuser under the enlarging lens whilst metering. 
These different methods of use will require 
different scale settings for any one box of paper. 
Therefore the scale setting must be determined us- 
ing the method of metering to be employed to 
determine the exposure for new negatives. 

The final adjustment is to set R2 so that 1.e.d. 
changeover occurs with a supply potential just 
slightly below 8 volts. Ideally, a variable voltage 
power supply should be used to provide this 
voltage, but alternatively it may be given by a 
partly exhausted battery monitored by a testmeter 
set to an appropriate volts range. R2 is then ad- 
justed to the I.e.d. changeover point. At battery 
voltages above the minimum level D5 will then 
turn on, whilst at lower voltages D2 will be lit up. 

a 
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With a sigh of relief Smithy 
switched off the music centre on his 
bench and closed its transparent lid. 
It had suffered from that most 
aggravating of all faults: an intermit- 
tent. Unexpectedly, the right hand 
channel would suddenly disappear 
on occasion, to reappear just as 
mysteriously several minutes later. 
It had taken the conibined efforts of 
Smithy and his assistant Dick to 
finally run the fault, almost literally, 
down to earth. After determining 
that no voltage changes occurred 
anywhere when the fault was pre- 
sent they had embarked on a 

tiresome and time-consuming 
procedure of gently flexing the 
printed boards and tapping possible 
components until the trouble was 
finally located. It consisted of an oc- 
casional short-circuit between the 
centre conductor and the braiding of 
a screened lead connecting to the 
volume control. 

"That," remarked Dick, as he 
commenced to carry the two 
speakers over to the "Repaired" 
rack, "represents at least two hours 
gone up the chute. And all for a 
lousy short!" 

"I know," repeated Smithy 
dolefully, "but at least we did 
replace something, even if it was 
only a bit of screened wire. 
Sometimes you can spend ages on 
an intermittent, and you cure it in 
the end simply by resoldering a dry 
joint. It's a good thing that nearly 
everything we handle these days is 
solid-state. We used to get a lot 
more intermittents in the old valve 
days." 
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VALVE AMPLIFIERS 
"Why was that?" asked Dick, as 

he returned for the music centre 
itself. 

"Simply because valve equip- 
ment ran much warmer than 
semiconductor equipment does. The 
result was that all the components 
and wiring used to get good and hot 
when the equipment was switched 
on and would then cool down again 
after it was turned off. The resulting 
expansions and contractions all over 
the place meant that any connec- 
tion which was liable to go intermit- 
tent was firmly encouraged to do so. 
I shudder to think what would have 
happened if they'd tried to make 
music centres like the one we've 
just fixed with valves!" 

"I don't know about music cen- 
tres," said Dick, returning to his 
stool and perching himself on it, 
"but the keener hi-fi buffs seem to 
be getting all het up these days 
about valves. I picked up a couple of 
audio mags recently and they both 
had articles about amplifiers with 
valve output stages." 

Smithy pricked up his ears. 
"I've noticed that preoccupation 

with valves, too," he remarked. 
"Whats more, I've seen ads for 
power output valves which are 
directed entirely at the hi-fi market. I 

find it an extremely interesting 
trend." 

"What advantages," asked Dick, 
"do valves have over transistors?" 

Smithy stroked his chin 
ruminatively. 

"Well," he said slowly, "there are 
two obvious advantages which are 

given by valves when they are used 
in the output stage of an audio 
amplifier. The first of these is that if 
a transistor output stage overloads 
it produces quite unpleasant distor- 
tion. This is simply the effect of clip- 
ping and it causes a sine wave to 
become partly changed to a square 
wave. When, on the other hand, a 

valve output stage is overloaded 
you don't go into an abrupt clipping 
process. You still get distortion, of 
course, but it comes on more gently 
and it doesn't sound so harsh. The 
second possible advantage with a 

valve output stage is a matter of 
fundamental design. A hi-fi valve 
output stage is run in Class A or 
Class AB whilst the semiconductor 
output stage is kept close to Class 
B. It's impossible to get crossover 
distortion with the valve output 
stage, but it's quite feasible, with a 
poorish design, to get it in the tran- 
sistor output stage." 

"But surely," protested Dick, "the 
better hi-fi designers would have 
got rid of transistor crossover distor- 
tion effects years ago." 

"You're probably right there," ad- 
mitted Smithy carelessly. "Anyway, 
another thing in favour of valvé out- 
put stages is that they're fundamen- 
tally very simple in operation. What 
seems to be happening at the mo- 
ment on the hi-fi scene is that 
there's a growing body of opinion 
which says that the performance of 
an audio amplifier cannot be judged 
entirely by laboratory tests, and that 
it should also be judged by subjec- 
tive listening tests. You may then 
find that some hi-fi listeners will 
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state that they prefer a valve 
amplifier to a transistor amplifier 
having an identical laboratory 
specification just because the sound 
from the valve amplifier is 'rounder' 
or has a higher level of 'musicality'." 
VALVE BIASING 

"Blimey," snorted Dick, "that's 
pretty vague, isn't it? What do you 
think about it?" 

"To be quite honest," replied 
Smithy, cautiously, "I haven't got a 
very firm opinion either for or 
against the value of subjective 
amplifier tests. I think that the best 
way to look upon a hi-fi installation 
is to say that it is a musical instru- 
ment in its own right. It is obviously 
impossible for a hi-fi system to ex- 
actly reproduce, say, a symphony 
orchestra spread over a large stage 
because all the hi-fi loudspeakers 
can do is reproduce composite 
signals made up from the sound - 
creating instruments in the 
orchestra. This doesn't, of course, 
prevent a hi-fi outfit from producing 
quite superb music. As there are no 
end of electronic, electrical and 
often mechanical links between the 
original orchestra and its 
loudspeaker reproduction, it would 
seem reasonable to judge the 
loudspeaker copy of the original 
sound by subjective checks as well 
as by electronic measurements. The 
argument is that since the hi-fi 
amplifier is one of the links in the 
chain then it should be given sub- 
jective listening tests." 

"It's funny," said Dick, "why 
there's such a lot of controversy at 
present amongst hi -ii people." 

Smithy chuckled. 
"My dear Dick," he grinned, 

"there has always been controversy 
amongst hi-fi people! Even in the 
old days before the word 'hi-fi' 
started to be used there were still 
arguments raging about audio 
reproducing equipment." 

Dick absorbed this information. 
"Let's go back to valve output 

stages," he said after a moment. "I 
have to admit that I'm not entirely 
clear about this Class A and Class B 
business." 

"All right," said Smithy equably. 
"Since there is an increasing in- 
terest at present in hi-fi output 
stages, it will do no harm at all to go 
into the old basics under which 
these stages operate." 

He reached over and pulled his 
note -pad across the bench towards 
him. Picking up a pencil he quickly 
traced out a valve curve. (Fig.1(a).) 

"Now here," he continued, a 
curve showing valve anode current 
plotted against grid voltage. To use 
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Fig. 1(a). An anode current -grid voltage curve for a valve 
(b). With Class A operation the grid bias is approximately at the 

centre of the linear section of the curve 
(c). The Class B bias point is at or very close to the cut-off point 
(d). Class AB bias is roughly mid-wey between Class A end Class B 

the proper terms we say that it is an 
la -Vg curve. The grid voltage is 
relative to cathode potential and I 

hardly need to tell you that anode 
current decreases as the grid goes 
more negative. The grid normally 
has a fixed bias which keeps it 
negative of the cathode and things 
are usually arranged such that the 
positive signal input half -cycle 
peaks do not take it positive of the 
cathode, although in some circuit 
designs this can happen. When the 
grid goes positive of the cathode it 
acts like the anode of a diode and a 
current flows just as it would in a 
diode. Now, here's the bias condi- 
tion for Class A." 

Smithy added a broken line, 
together with an input and output 
waveform. (Fig.1(b).) 

"That bias," remarked Dick, "is 
just about mid -way between zero 
grid volts and the cut-off point." 

"That's right," concurred Smithy. 

RADIO 

"The input voltage waveform will 
normally not extend beyond the zero 
grid voltage or the cut-off voltage 
points, whereupon the resulting 
anode current waveform is a fairly 
undistorted version of the grid 
voltage waveform. I'll do Class B 
next." 

Smithy rubbed out the 
waveforms on his sketch and added 
new ones. (Fig.1(c).) 

"This time," he remarked, "the 
bias point is very near to cut-off. 
Nearly all the anode current 
waveform is then that which results 
from positive half -cycles at the 
grid." 

"Gosh," remarked Dick. "That 
anode waveform is really distorted. 
What's this Class AB business you 
mentioned just now?" 

"That's a bias setting which is 
roughly mid -way between Class A 
and Class B," stated Smithy. "Like 
this." 
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He busied himself again with his 
eraser and pencil. (Fig.1(d).) 

"How," queried Dick, "does the 
valve work when it's in Class AB?" 

"It gives Class A amplification for 
small signals," replied Smithy; "and 
a mixture of Class A and Class B 

amplification for strong signals. Just 
for the sake of completeness I 

should add that, with valves, Class 
AB operation can be subdivided into 
Class AB1 and Class AB2. Class 
AB 1 is Class AB working in which 
grid current doesn't flow on positive 
half -cycle input peaks. Class AB2 is 
given when grid current is allowed 
to flow. A high power valve 
amplifier could use Class AB2, but it 
wouldn't be used in a high fidelity 
amplifier. Fair enough?" 

PUSH-PULL OUTPUT 
"I think so," said Dick doubtfully, 

"but nothing you've told me up to 
now has convinced me that valves 
can be better than transistors in an 
audio amplifier output stage." 

"That's because you haven't got 
the complete picture yet," said 
Smithy. "Now, one disadvantage 
with valves of the type which are 
used in audio amplifier output 
stages is that they can only work 
with anode load impedances of the 
order of 2 to 8k G, depending upon 
the particular valve used. So they've 
got to have a step-down iron -cored 
transformer to match the anode to 
the speaker. Transistor output 
stages don't have this snag because 
they can work directly into the low 
impedance of the speaker. Also, for 
true high fidelity output, the valve 

output transformer has to be 
carefully designed to give a very 
tight coupling between its primary 
and secondary at all audio frequen- 
cies and, preferably, for a fairly wide 
range of frequencies above the 
audio spectrum as well. Because of 
all this, a good hi-fi valve output 
transformer is a pretty heavy and 
hefty bit of work, and is correspon- 
dingly expensive." 

"What you're saying," complain- 
ed Dick, "seems to be aimed 
against valve output stages rather 
than towards them." 

Smithy held up a finger. 
"Ah," he remarked brightly, 

having accepted the necessity for a 

valve output transformer we can 
next make a virtue out of that 
necessity by using it in a delightfully 
simple push-pull output stage. Like 
this." 

Once again, Smithy's pencil mov- 
ed busily across his note -pad, as he 
traced out the push-pull circuit. 
(Fig.2.) 

"What's the first valve in this cir- 
cuit of yours?" asked Dick, pointing 
to the triode at the left of Smithy's 
sketch. 

"It's a phase-splitter," explained 
Smithy. "The input signal is applied 
to its grid and when this goes 
positive the triode passes increased 
anode and cathode current. The 
result is that its anode goes 
negative and its cathode goes 
positive. The opposite happens 
when the signal at its grid goes 
negative, and the overall effect is 
that the signals passed to the grids 
of the two output valves are in anti - 

Phase - 
- splitter 

Input 

signal 

Output 
valve 

Output 
valve 

Cathode 
bias resistors 

L 

Output 
transformer 

HT + 

Fig. 2. A standard Class A or Class AB valve output stage. The 
valves are shown as triodes for simplicity, but in practice they 

would usually be tetrodes or pentodes 
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phase. There are, incidentally, quite 
a few alternative phase-splitter cir- 
cuits employing valves, but the one 
I've shown here is the easiest to un- 
derstand. The anode and cathode 
load resistors for the phase-splitter 
have equal values, so that the out of 
phase signals passed to the output 
valve grids are equal in amplitude." 

"The two output anode signals 
will also be out of phase, won't 
they?" 

"They will," confirmed Smithy, 
"and the anodes are applied to the 
opposite ends of the centre -tapped 
primary of the output transformer. 
The output valves are biased by 
way of the resistors between their 
cathodes and chassis. These 
resistors drop a small voltage which 
makes each cathode positive of the 
grid, which is the same, of course, 
as biasing the grid negative of the 
cathode. This form of biasing is all 
right for Class A or Class AB opera- 
tion, but it couldn't be used for Class 
B operation. With Class B operation 
the cathodes would connect direct 
to chassis and the grids would be 
biased negative by a specially 
produced fixed voltage." 

"Could you use Class B with that 
push-pull circuit?" 

"Oh yes," said Smithy. "One of 
the output valves then handles the 
positive -going signal half -cycles go- 
ing to the phase-splitter grid and the 
other handles the negative half - 
cycles going to that grid. The two 
lots of anode half -cycles recombine 
in the output transformer and the 
complete signal then appears in the 
secondary for application to the 
speaker. The effect will be similar to 
a transistor output stage having an 
input driver transformer and an out- 
put speaker transformer, the only 
difference being that the driver 
transformer replaces the valve 
phase-splitter." (Fig.3.) 

"Stap me," exclaimed Dick, 
"why, of course, the two circuits are 
the same! I should have seen it at 
once - I've handled enough tran- 
sistor output stages in my time! 
what's the advantage of a valve 
Class B output stage, Smithy?" 

"The same as it is with a tran- 
sistor Class B output stage. You get 
maximum efficiency in terms of 
audio power output compared with 
the power supplied to the output 
stage. Also, there is minimum heat 
dissipation in the output valves. 
Even at maximum output power, 
each valve is only passing anode 
current for about half the time." 
HI-FI OPERATION 

"Would a Class B valve output 
stage be all right for a hi-fi 

Input 
signal 

10 

Driver 
transformer 

'Output 
transformer 

Fig. 3. A familiar Class B transistor output stage using transformers. 
The two resistors bias the transistors so that they pass a small 

quiescent current 

amplifier?" 
Smithy seemed almost shocked 

at the idea. 
"Oh no", he replied. "Class B 

would be okay for a public address 
amplifier handling speech, but it 
would never do for a hi-fi valve 
amplifier. One reason is that you're 
liable to get crossover distortion, 
just as with a Class B transistor out- 
put stage, but the main reason is 
that Class A and Class AB valve 
operation offers specially good 
working conditions which are not 
given with Class B working. For a 

kick-off, let's suppose that the two 
output valves are nearly identical in 
characteristics and that they are 
biased in Class A. They will both 
draw a standing current from the 
positive h.t. supply, even in the 
absence of a signal. The combined 
anode current flows first from the 
h.t. positive rail to the output 
transformer primary centre -tap, and 
then the separate anode currents 
flow in opposite direction to the two 
anodes. Both valves draw the same 
anode current and the standing 
magnetic field produced by one half 
of the primary is exactly 
cancelled out by the stand- 
ing magnetic field produced by 
the other half of the primary. The 
result is that the iron core of the 
transformer is not magnetised at all 
by the standing anode current, and 
the transformer is able to function 
more efficiently. The only time the 
core gets magnetised is when a 

signal comes along, and then the 
two anodes feed the outside ends of 
the primary with signals of opposite 
polarity." (Fig.4). 

"I don't see how that gives any 
advantage over Class B operation," 
stated Dick, critically.."With Class B 

operation the standing anode 
current is quite small and the 
transformer is still called upon to 

handle signal currents only." 
Smithy threw a sharp glance at 

his assistant. 
"That's a very good point," he 

remarked. "And you're quite right in 
what you say. With Class B working, 
though, you don't get the symmetry 
of operation that you get with Class 
A, where both output valves are 
handling the signal all the time. 
With Class A operation, too, non - 
linearity in one valve tends to be 
cancelled out by the similar non - 
linearity in the other, giving much 
less distortion than would be given 
if one valve were used in a single - 
ended output stage on its own. 
Indeed, when the valves are iden- 
tical any even harmonics produced 
by them cancel out in the 

Fig. 4. In a class A or Class 
AB valve push-pull output 
stage, anode current flows 
from the h.t. positive rail to 
the output transformer 
primary centre -tap, after 
which it flows in opposite 
directions in the two halves 
of the primary. ("Conven- 
tional"' current, flowing from 
positive to negative, is 

assumed here) 

HTt 
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transformer primary. Unfortunately. 
the same cancellation effect is not 
given with odd harmonics." 

"Are there any other cancellation 
effects?" 

"There are two more. If there is 
any power supply ripple on the h.t. 
positive rail the ripple current flows 
through the two halves of the 
transformer primary in opposite 
directions, whereupon it cancels out 
in the primary. In the reverse direc- 
tion there is a cancelling effect to 
the h.t. positive rail with the anode 
signal currents because the anode 
currents of the two output valves 
add up to what approaches a cons- 
tant value even when they are 
handling a signal. This reduces 
power supply decoupling re- 
quirements." 

put powers than triodes do. Unfor- 
tunately. they tend to give more dis- 
tortion. And this is where a special 
circuit, which first saw the light of 
day in the early 1950's, comes into 
play. It's known as the 'ultra -linear' 
output circuit. Here it is." 

Smithy picked up his pencil and 
drew a further circuit on his note- 
pad. (Fig.5.) 

"And that," he stated cheerfully, 
"is the last output stage circuit I'll 
draw for you today. The ultra -linear 
output stage uses tetrodes, and 
their screen -grids are connected to 
taps in the transformer primary 
which are roughly mid -way 
between the centre -tap and the out- 
side ends, being slightly closer to 
the centre -tap than the ends. This 
very simple circuit alteration results 

-11 

i 

HT+ 

Fig. 5. The ultra linear" output stags uses two tetrodes with their 
screen -grids connected to additional tips in the output transformer 
primary. The circuit has also been used with pentodes, the screen - 
grids of which are simr%Ay connected to the transformer primary taps 

ULTRA -LINEAR 
"I'm beginning to see why these 

valve output stages are becoming 
more and more popular with hi-fi ad- 
dicts." pronounced Dick. "They cer- 
tainly have some features that you 
don't find with transistor output 
stages. You've shown triodes in 
your circuits up to now. Are these 
the only types of output valve which 
could be used?" 

"I showed triodes purely for 
reasons of simplicity," replied 
Smithy. "In practice, the output cir- 
cuits would use tetrodes or pen- 
todes, which offer much higher out - 
MAY, 1979 

in an output audio power which is 
very nearly as high as would be 
given by the tetrodes in a normal 
circuit, whilst the distortion level is 
of the order of that given by triodes. 
Beautiful, isn't it?" 

"I'll say," agreed Dick, looking at 
the circuit enthusiastically. "How 
about negative feedback?" 

"That depends upon the amplifier 
design," said Smithy. 'The standard 
approach here is to take feedback 
from the secondary of the output 
transformer and apply it to the 
cathode circuit of an early valve in 
the amplifier. But there can be many 

Fig. S. A coramon method atF 
obtaining negative feedback 
is to couple the output 
trarufiwaar sec+enderY badF 
to the cathode circuit of an 
early »lys in the amplifier 

chain 

variations on this theme." (Fig.6.) 
"If valve hi-fi amplifiers are 

potentially so good," remarked Dick, 
"why did they become replaced by 
transistor hi-fi amplifiers?" 

SNAGS WITH VALVES 
"Because of the snags," said 

Smithy. 'To start off with, there's 
that expensive output transformer 
which I've already mentioned. Then 
the output circuits are all in Class A, 
or in Class AB i if a little more out- 
put power is required, which makes 
them very inefficient. For example, a 
20 watt mono amplifier could re- 
quire an h.t. supply of around 400 
volts at 150mA, which means that 
there's 60 watts of h.t. power going 
in for 20 watts of audio coming out. 
The power consumed by the valve 
heaters could well add another 20 
watts or so to the power input. So 
the mains transformer needed to 
power the amplifier will be pretty 
bulky and expensive, too. And we're 
only talking about a mono amplifier. 
The power supply requirements 
would be doubled if we wanted two 
amplifiers for a stereo system. 
Again, valves aren't like transistors 
because their characteristics vary 
with age. Add to all these points the 
fact that the valve amplifier is 
heavier and larger than its transistor 
equivalent and you can see why 
commercial production of hi -fì 
equipment had to change over to 
semiconductors. But it's nice to see 
that some of the true high fidelity 
enthusiasts are prepared to put up 
with all these difficulties with valves 
if they consider that the end result is 
a better sound. One thing is certain 
and that is that it will be well 
worthwhile keeping an eye on the 
future development of high fidelity 
valve amplifiers." 

"They're certainly in a class of 
their own," agreed Dick. "Class A, in 
fact " a 
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FOR DX LISTENERS 

By Frank A. Baldwin 

LAOTIAN QUEST 
Signals from the Far East have been coming 

through quite well on the odd occasions over the 
past couple of months. Some of them - received at 
the tail end of the `season' - are listed in this arti- 
cle, but the real search has been that for Laos on 
the LF bands. An account of that follows. 

When deciding to `listen out' for local or regional 
stations in any particular country, one must first 
collate the facts concerning such transmitters, 
secondly choose the most favourable time for 
reception here in the U.K., and then listen on a 
regular basis. The collated facts are listed below 
with the results achieved - or not achieved - 
mostly the latter! 

Two stations in the Domestic Service oven at 
2230 (around the best time for reception of Labs 
here in the U.K. during the period October to 
February inclusive), these being Vientiane on 
6130 and Udomsai on 6910. Both channels are 
hopeless, the former is in a broadcast band and the 
latter is covered by commercial g1RM. The 
remainder open at 2300, these being Xieng 
Khouang on 4757 and 6675 (nothing but utility 
QRM although the former channel showed promise 
at times - but no Laos); Savannakhet on 7385 
(surrounding QRM - no Laos); Pakse on 6600 
(thought to be promising but military music and 
announcements in English, with time -check, at 
2300 proved it was Moscow with the all -English 
programmed World Service - presumably an in- 
ternal relay - it was using Russian some nights 
later); Luang Prabang on 4703 (no results after 
many attempts). Lastly there is Houa Phan on 
4657 and 6198, the latter channel would be 
hopeless and was ignored but the former did 
produce very weak signals on two occasions in 
December when conditions were very good for 
reception of the area. At 2300 there were an- 
nouncements, at 2305 YL with an Asian -type song, 
local -type music, the signal (such as it was) being 
lost under QRM at 2315. Was it Laos? I don't 
know, I didn't get any positive identification, so 
must list it as a tentative reception and try again. 

MEXICO 
Radio Mexico on 15385 at 2315, OM with love 

song in Spanish, YL with announcements. 

SAUDI ARABIA 
Riyadh on 11685 at 1855, OM with the Holy 

Qur'an Service (religious chants), scheduled here 
568 

from 1800 to 2100 (at the time of writing!). - 

NORTH KOREA 
Radio Pyongyang on a measured 6401 at 1958, 

tuning signal repeated, identification in Korean 
and the National Anthem in the opening of the 
Korean Service to South Korea and Japan (in the 
External Service). This transmission is scheduled 
both here and on a logged and measured 6251 
from 2000 to 1800. The former frequency is the 
better channel for listeners here in the U.K. 

Radio Pyongyang on a measured 6338 at 1713, 
YL with the Arabic programme for Africa, the 
Near and Middle East, scheduled here from 1700 
through to 1900. 

Radio Pyongyang on a measured 6576 at 1720, 
OM with the French programme directed to 
Europe (discussion in French), scheduled here 
from 1700 to 1850. 

Radio Pyongyang on a measured 9977 at 1536, 
YL with announcements in English in the English 
programme intended for Africa, the Near and Mid- 
dle East, scheduled here from 1500 to 1650. 

Radio Pyongyang on 11350 at 1532, OM with a 
song in Korean in a programme of local music in 
the Domestic Service, scheduled on this channel 
from 0400 to 0900, 1500 to 1800 and from 2000 to 
0300. 

CHINA 
Radio Peking on 11040 at 1410, YL with the 

Kazakh programme in the Domestic Minority 
Language Service, scheduled here from 1400 to 
1455. 

Radio Peking on 11455 at 1734, Chinese 
orchestral music in the Cantonese programme 
directed to S.E. Africa and S.E. Asia, scheduled 
here from 1700 to 1800. 

Radio Peking on 9860 at 2310, OM with the 
Spanish programme to South America, scheduled 
from 2300 to 2400. 

Radio Peking on 11980 at 2337, YL with the 
programme for Laos, scheduled here from 2330 to 
2400. 

Radio Peking on 7050 at 2232, YL and OM in 
Portuguese to Brazil, scheduled from 2200 to 2300. 

Radio Peking on 17650 at 1143, YL in Thai to 
Thailand, the programme being scheduled here 
from 1130 to 1200. 

PLA Fukien Front on 4380 at 1727, OM in 
Chinese with the programme for Taiwan in the 
Network 2 service, scheduled here from 0230 
through to 1900. 

RADIO AND ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR 
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i CPBS Peking on 4460 at 2140, OM with a talk 
in Chinese in the Domestic Service 1 programme, 
scheduled here from 1103 to 1735 and from 2000 to 
0020. 

CPBS Peking on 7935 at 1423, Chinese opera in 
the Domestic Service 1 programme, scheduled 
from 1323 to 1735 and from 2000 to 2330. 

CPBS Peking on 11000 at 2342, YL with 
programme for Tibet in the Domestic Minority 
Language Service, scheduled here from 2330 to 
0025. 

CPBS Peking on a measured 8007 at 2226, YL 
in Chinese in the Domestic Service 2 scheduled 
here from 0700 to 1600 and from 2100 to 2400. 

CHINA - REGIONALS 
CPBS Lanzhou, Gansu, on 4865 at 1510, 

Chinese music, YL with a song, OM and YL an- 
nouncers. The schedule is from 0320 to 0600, 1000 
to 1600 and from 2120 to 0100 (Sunday to 0600). 

CPBS Nanning, Kwangsi, on 4905 at 1517, OM 
in Chinese in a relay of Peking Domestic Service 1. 
The schedule is from 2000 to 2200 (from May to 
October from 2000 to 2300 and from 1100 to 1735). 

CPBS Wuhan, Hupeh, on 3940 at 1534, YL and 
OM in a Chinese drama. The schedule is from 0850 
to 1605, 2100 to 0100 and from 0300 to 0740. 

S. KOREA 
Seoul on 9870 at 1333, OM with a newscast in 

English followed by "News Highlights of the Past 
Week" in the English programme for Europe, 
scheduled from 1330 to 1400 on this channel. 

THAILAND 
Radio Bangkok on a measured 4830.5 at 1549, 

OM's with a discussion in Thai. The schedule is 
from 2200 to 1600 and the power is 10kW but fre- 
quency can vary to 4833. 

MONGOLIA 
Ulan Bator on a measured 4763 at 2200, open- 

ing with the Mongolian National Anthem, OM and 
YL announcers in the Domestic Service 1st 
Progamme, scheduled here from 1054 to 1500 and 
from 2200 to 0100. Also logged in parallel on 5055. 

SAUDI ARABIA 
Riyadh on 21505 at 1320, 

Domestic Service scheduled 
1700. 

MADAGASCAR 
Radio Nederland Relay on 

with the Dutch programme to 
from 1330 to 1425. 

Arabic music in the 
here from 0730 to 

21480 at 1402, OM 
S.E. Asia, scheduled 

NEPAL 
Radio Nepal, Khumaltar, on 3425 at 1518, local 

music (flute -like instrument and drum), YL with 
announcements at the end of the English 
programme "Thanks for listening and good night" 
followed by a trumpet fanfare. The schedule is 
from 0020 to 0350 (Sundays until 0450) and from 
1150 to 1720. English programmes are radiated 
from 0220 to 0230 and from 1435 to 1520. The 
power is 100kW. Also logged in parallel on 5005. 

INDIA 
Radio Kashmir, Srinigar, on a measured 3277 

at 1526, OM's with a discussion in vernacular in 
MAY, 1979 

the Domestic B Programme, scheduled from 0130 
to 0200 and from 1130 to 1705. The power is 
7.5kW. 

AIR Lucknow on 3205 at 1528, YL with an- 
nouncements in Hindi followed by the news in 
English at 1530. The schedule is from 0025 to 0215 
and from 1140 to 1830, the power is 10kW. 

AIR Bombay on 4840 at 1735, OM with local 
songs, Indian music in the Domestic B 
Programme, scheduled here from 0230 to 0400 and 
from 1230 to 1830, the power being 10kW. 

AIR (All India Radio) Hyderabad on 4800 at 
1740, OM with songs, local music in the Domestic 
A Programme, scheduled here from 1200 to 1830 
with a power of 10kW. 

AIR Delhi on 4860 at 1740, local songs and 
music in the Home Service, scheduled here from 
0245 to 0400, 1030 to 1215, (Forces programme 
from 1235 to 1315), 1445 to 1830 with English 
newscasts at 1430 (Sunday), 1530, 1730 and at 
1800. 

AIR Hyderabad on 4800 at 1545, YL with a 
newscast in English followed by OM with a current 
affairs talk in English. The schedule is from 1200 
to 1830 (`A' Programme Service) and the power is 
10kW. 

AIR Delhi on 3365 at 1550, OM with the news 
in English in the 'A' Programme, scheduled from 
0025 to 0230 with a power of 10kW. 

VIETNAM 
Hanoi on a measured 4944 at 1521, local music, 

OM with songs in Vietnamese in the Home Service 
1, scheduled here from 2055 to 1630 (English 
programme from 2130 to 2145) but the frequency 
can vary up to 4950. 

Hanoi on 10040 at 1823, YL with the English 
programme to Europe, scheduled from 1800 to 
1900. 

INDONESIA 
RRI (Radio Republik Indonesia) Medan on a 

measured 4764 at 1502, OM in Indonesian 
(presumably a newscast). The schedule (a relay of 
Medan 1) is from 2300 to 2330 and from 0900 to 
1700, the power being 50kW. The frequency of this 
one can vary from that shown to 4769. 

RRI Sorong on 4875 at 2120, Indonesian music, 
YL with songs, YL announcer. The schedule is 
from 2100 to 2330 and from 0800 to 1400 and the 
power is 10kW. 

Yogyakarta on a measured 5046 at 1524, OM 
with a local newscast in Indonesian mentioning 
several place names "Vientiane" etc. The schedule 
is from 0100 to 0300, 0455 to 0800 and from 0955 to 
1700. The power is 20kW. 

SARAWAK 
Radio Malaysia, Kuching, on 4835 at 1550 

typical local -style music, YL with songs. The 
schedule is from 2200 to 0130 and from 0830 to 
1600, the power being 10kW. 

NOW HEAR THIS 
RRI Tanjungkarang, Indonesia, on a measured 

4002.5 at 1538, OM with announcements in In- 
donesian after a newscast (I presume) followed by 
a male chorus. Signal faded out by 1545. The 
schedule is from 2200 to 0130, 0455 to 0 710 and 
from 0855 to 1600 and the power is 2.5kW. 
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By R. A. Penfold 

This concluding article completes constructional details and describes 
alignment. 

In last month's article we discussed the circuit 
and components of this receiver, then dealt with 
initial constructional steps. We now continue with 
the remaining constructional details, concluding 
with the alignment of the trimmers, the i.f. 
transformer and the quadrature coil. 

COMPONENT PANEL 
Virtually all the components are mounted and 

wired up on the plain 0.1 in. matrix perforated 
board, which has 50 by 36 holes. Details are given 
in Fig. 4. The three mounting holes are drilled out 
6BA clear. It is also necessary to slightly enlarge 
the holes which take the mounting lugs of IFT1 
and L4, and these need to be about 18th in. in 
diameter. IFT1 and L4 have pin spacing on a 
matrix of approximately 0.15 in., but they will fit 
into the 0.lin. matrix board if they are mounted 
diagonally as shown in the diagram. 

With this type of construction the components 
are fitted to the appropriate points on the board, 
and their lead -out wires or mounting lugs are bent 
flat against the board underside, being directly 
connected to each other as shown by the broken 
lines in Fig. 4. In the majority of cases the lead -out 
wires will be long enough for the connections to be 
made, but where necessary tinned copper wire of 
about 22 s.w.g. can be used to bridge any gaps. 
Tinned copper wire is also employed for the long 

A dose look at the compo- 
nent board. Note the con- 
nection to the metal case 
which is made by way of the 
solder tag under one of the 

securing nuts 

wiring run which is at chassis potential. Note that 
connection is made to both mounting lugs of IFT1 
and to one of the mounting lugs of L4. 

The centre tags of the ceramic filters are the 
common terminals and, since these devices are 
symmetrical, it does not matter which of the other 
tags is regarded as the input and which is regarded 
as the output. Ll and L3 are supplied with ferrite 
cores which are not required here and are removed. 
L2 consists of a short length of single strand in- 
sulated wire of around 22 s.w.g. One end of the wire 
is passed through the board and soldered at hole 
183 in the board. It is then looped around the mid- 
dle of L3 to form a single turn coupling coil and its 
free end, shortened as necessary, will be soldered 
to SKi after the component board has been 
mounted in the case. 

The completed board is secured to the base of 
the case with Ll and L3 to the rear, spacing 
washers about sin. long being used to keep the un- 
derside wiring well clear of the metal case. Before 
the board is finally mounted, however, it must be 
connected, using multi -strand insulated hook-up 
wire, to the front panel components. T1, the mains 
lead, S1 and FS1 should also be connected into cir- 
cuit at this stage. Fig. 5 shows the point-to-point 
wiring to VR1, S1 and VR2. Before connecting to 
S1 confirm with an ohmmeter the appropriate tags 
of this switch, as these may differ in positioning 
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from those shown in the diagram. The mains lead 
should be secured inside the housing by a suitable 
plastic or plastic faced clamp which will ensure 
that no strain can be placed on the mains connec- 
tions at S1 and VR2. As will be apparent from Fig. 
5, C15 is mounted on the tags of VR2, and is not 
wired up on the component board. 

It is strongly recommended that the component 
panel wiring and layout, the other wiring and the 
general layout be strictly adhered to unless the 
constructor is competent to make alterations or 
redesign the layout. The circuit has a very high 
level of gain and an incorrect layout will almost 
certainly result in instability or hum loops. 

ALIGNMENT 
First adjust TC1 and TC2 to about half their 

maximum capacitance. As yet, no adjustments 
should be made to the cores of IFT1 and L4. 
Remember that the lid of the case will be removed 
during alignment, whereupon it becomes possible 
to accidentally come into contact with the mains 
wiring at S1 and Tl. Great care must be observed 
to ensure that the mains points are not touched by 
the fingers or by any metal tool, as a serious shock 
could then result. 

With an aerial connected to SK1 and the set 
switched on it should be possible to receive a few 
stations but probably not very well. The prototype 
works well using just a couple of metres of ordinary 
hook-up wire as an aerial, and this type of aerial 
works best when it is positioned horizontally since 
very nearly all v.h.f. broadcast stations use 
horizontal polarisation. It may be necessary to ex- 
periment a -little with the position and orientation 
of the aerial to obtain a really good aerial signal. In 
poor reception areas a more sophisticated aerial 
might be needed to provide good results. 

TC1 is given any setting which enables all the 
desired stations to be received, and the precise set- 

CIs 

VR1 

Fig. 5. The wiring behind the front panel to 
VR1, VR2 and S1 

ting is not critical. Increasing its capacitance in- 
creases the coverage at the low frequency end of 
the band, but at the expense of reduced high fre- 
quency coverage. Reducing its capacitance has the 
opposite effect. 

TC2 and the core of IFT1 are adjusted to peak 
received signals. Since f.m. signals are involved 
here, the audio output level is not significantly 
affected by changes in the r.f. and i.f. signal 
strengths, and these adjustments are not simply 
for maximum audio output. Instead, maximum r.f. 
and i.f. signal strength will correspond to 
minimum background noise level. The 
adjustments should be carried out with a 
weak station tuned in, or with the aerial 
positioned to give a weak signal input, as there will 
then be a fairly high level of noise, and any in- 
crease in the signal strength will produce a very 
noticeable reduction in this noise level. 

Finally, tune as accurately as possible to 
any reasonably strong signal and adjust the core of 
L4 for maximum audio output. Use a proper trim- 
ming tool when adjusting IFT1 and L4. 

Cl2 
ICI pin 8 t----- ' 

O INF 1 

5kn j Max. 

lin. treble t--iR17 
VR2 

Fig. 6. If desired, a tone control may be added, 
employing the circuitry shown here 

TONE CONTROL 

Simple top -cut tone controls are often fitted to 
f.m. radios and it is an easy matter to add one to 
the present design, if this should be desired. It is 
merely necessary to decrease the value of C15 to 

0.15jiF, and to add a 5kci linear potentiometer and 
a 0.1íF polyester capacitor in series across the 
track of the volume control. The added circuitry is 
shown in Fig. 6. Of course, if the tone control is 

added it will be necessary to modify the front panel 
layout somewhat in order to accommodate the ad- 
ditional potentiometer. 

(Concluded) 
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OPTO- ISOLATOR 
A.C. SWITCH 

By John Baker 

TIL111 provides control voltage 
isolation in a.c. mains 

switching circuit 

When an electronic circuit is used to control 
mains powered equipment it is normal to employ 
either a relay or a triac as the switching device. A 
triac has certain advantages over a relay, such as 
ruggedness, high speed operation and no moving 
parts to wear out, with consequent almost un- 
limited life. On the other hand, it has the major 
drawback that one of its terminals (designated Al 
or MT1) has to be common to both the controlled 
and the controlling circuit, which means that the 
controlling circuit has to be connected to the mains. 

In some applications such a connection is at least 
undesirable and in others it can be quite definitely 
not permissible. As an example, thermostats for 
controlling the temperature of liquids used by 
photographers may have electronic temperature 
sensors and, to avoid the risk of dangerous shock, 
such sensors must be reliably earthed. They could 
not then be coupled directly to a triac controlling 
the heating element for the liquid concerned. 

One possible method of isolating electronic con- 
trol and triac circuits is to couple the two together 
by way of an isolating transformer. However, if the 
control signal were of a d.c. nature the drive circuit 
providing the a.c. input to the isolating transformer 
would be unnecessarily complicated. 

O PTO -I SO LATO R 
An alternative approach is to use some form of 

opto -isolator. An opto -isolator is a simple unit con- 
sisting of a light -emitting device positioned close to 
a photosensitive component in a light -proof box. A 
home-made opto -isolator was, for instance, 
described in the article "L.E.D.-L.D.R. Isolator" 
which appeared in the April 1975 issue of this 
magazine, and this employed a TIL209 light - 
emitting diode in conjunction with an ORP12 
photoconductive cell. When the l.e.d. was ex- 
tinguished the ORP12 exhibited a high resistance, 
this falling to a low value when the l.e.d. was alight. 

There was no electrical connection between the 
1.e.d. and the photoconductive cell, and the latter, 
in its low resistance mode, could turn on a triac by 
way of an amplifier. 

Nowadays, ready made opto -isolators are 
available on the home constructor market. These 
are completely self-contained, and have the advan- 
tages of small physical size, very high speed of 
operation and the ability to drive a triac directly 
without the need for any subsequent stages of 
amplification. 

The unit described in this article is a slightly 
simplified version of the circuit featured in the 
earlier article and it employs the opto -isolator type 
TIL111. 

THE CIRCUIT 
The circuit diagram of the opto -isolator a.c. 

switch appears in Fig. 1. Here, the triac is con- 
nected in series with the neutral mains lead to the 
load to be switched, and the load will not be switch- 
ed on until a current of some 20mA is passed 
through the gate and Al terminals of the triac. The 
load will then be supplied with the full mains 
voltage less an insignificant voltage of the order of 1 
volt dropped across the triac. Once it has been 
triggered to the conducting state, the triac stays 
conducting until the current flowing between its A2 
and Al terminals falls to a low level. Since the triac 
is in an a.c. circuit the current flowing through it 
falls to zero at the end of each half -cycle, so that it 
becomes re -triggered by the gate current at the 
start of the next half -cycle. If the gate current is 
removed the triac turns off at the end of the ap- 
propriate half -cycle and the load is then fully 
switched off. 

A low voltage power supply, from which the gate 
current for the triac can be derived, is provided by 
step-down transformer Tl, the bridge rectifier in- 
corporating D1 to D4, and the smoothing com- 
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Fig. 1. The circuit of the opto -isolator a.c. switch. D5 and TR 1 are combined in the single TIL111 package 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
R1 180 >Z watt 5% (see text) 
R2 330 n z watt 5% 

Capacitors 
Cl 100uF electrolytic, 25V. Wkg. 
C2 1001zF electrolytic, 25V. Wkg. 

Transformer 
T1 Sub -miniature mains transformer, secondary 
6-0-6V at 100mA (see text) 

Semiconductors 
Triac T2700D (see text) 
D1 -D4 Silicon bridge rectifier, 
50V lA or 2A 
TR1/D5 TIL111 (see text) 

Miscellaneous 

Veroboard, O.lin. matrix 
Veropins 
6BA mounting bolts, nuts, wire etc. 

A small Veroboard panel accommodates the opto -isolator components, including the mains transformer 
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The connection to the case of the triac, which provides the A2 terminal, is made by way of a solder tag and a 6811 nut and bolt, the bolt passing through the Veroboard 

ponents Cl, R2 and C2. 
The TIL111 opto -isolator consists of an l.e.d. 

and an n.p.n. phototransistor. These are shown 
separately in the diagram as D5 and TR1, but in 
practice they are enclosed together in a small 6 -pin 
d.i.l. package. In this circuit the phototransistor is 
used in the normal configuration with no connec- 
tion made to the base of the transistor, and only 
minute leakage currents flow between the collector 
and the emitter when the l.e.d. is extinguished. 
Turning on the l.e.d. causes the collector -emitter 
current to be considerably increased and, provided 
sufficient current is fed to the l.e.d., the current 
through TRl will be great enough to turn on the 
triac. 

The input control voltage applied to R1 and D5 should be 6 volts with the polarity indicated, and 
R1 will then cause the l.e.d. current to be approxi- 
mately 25mA. With the prototype circuit, an 
l.e.d. current of 20mA was sufficient to turn 
on the triac. However, due to component 
tolerances it may be found necessary to increase 
the 1.e.d. current to turn the triac on fully, 
and this may be achieved by reducing the value of 
R1 and/or increasing the control voltage above 6 
volts. With different control voltages and values of 
R1, the l.e.d. current in mA is equal to the voltage 
across Rl (i.e. the control voltage minus 1.4 volts 
dropped across the l.e.d.) multiplied by 1,000 and 
divided by the value of Rl in ohms. The l.e.d. 
current must not exceed the maximum rated value 
for the TIL111 of 60mA, and it should be possible 
to obtain satisfactory operation at currents comfor- 
tably below this level. 

The loads controlled by the triac may have a 
current consumption of up to 1 amp, which cor- 
responds to a maximum wattage of 240 watts with 
the U.K. 240 volt a.c. mains supply. It will be noted 
that, with the triac connected in the neutral line to 
the load, all the load wiring is at live potential when 
the triac is turned off. If correct wiring procedures 
are carried out this should not represent a hazard, 
and the alternative approach of inserting the triac 
in the live line would mean that Ti secondary cir- 
MAY, 1979 

cuit would be at live instead of neutral potential. 
Even with the method of switching employed, it is 
still essential that the switch unit to be housed in a 
robust insulated case which allows no access to any 
of the circuit points, and that either the negative or 
the positive side of the control voltage to the l.e.d. 
be reliably earthed. All other pertinent precautions 
against accidental shock must be fully observed. 
CONSTRUCTION 

The components can be assembled on a 
Veroboard of 0.1 in. matrix using the wiring layout 
illustrated in Fig. 2. This is perfectly straight- 
forward, but make quite sure that none of the 14 
breaks in the copper strips are omitted and that 
they are all effective. Two 6BA clear holes are drill- 
ed out at holes Q34 and B34 for mounting the 
mains transformer, and it is advisable to ensure 
that those two holes are correctly positioned by 
checking with the particular transformer to be 
employed before drilling them out. The mounting 
bolts for T1 must be isolated from the remainder of 
the circuit, and with the mounting bolt positions 
shown in Fig. 2 this isolation is achieved by the 6 
breaks in the copper strips along vertical line 31. 

When the gate and Al lead -outs of the triac are 
passed through the holes indicated in Fig. 2, the 
left-hand hole in the metal case should appear over 
hole D2. This hole is also drilled out 6BA clear. A 
6BA bolt is then passed through the hole, through a 
6BA spacer to hold the body of the triac slightly 
clear of the board, and then through the hole 
in the triac case. A solder tag and 6BA nut are 
passed over the bolt and the nut is tightened up. 
The solder tag provides the connection to the triac 
A2, and the gate and Al lead -outs are soldered to 
the copper strips at the holes through which they 
pass. 

The remaining components are soldered to the 
board in normal fashion and care must be taken to 
ensure that no two adjacent strips are bridges 
together by blobs of solder. The "0V" secondary 
centre -tap lead of Tl does not connect into the cir- 
cuit. The end of this lead should be covered with in- 
sulating tape and positioned well clear of corn - 
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Fig. 2. The components of the opto -isolator switch may be assembled on a Veroboard panel. This has 

two mounting holes to enable it to be secured to a suitable surface 

ponents and connections. For greatest reliability, 
Veropins suitable for 0.1 in. Veroboard should be 

soldered in place at the positions where external 
connections are made to the board, these being at 

the points where the control voltage and the neutral 
mains lead connect to the board. Since the mains 
transformer has flying leads an external terminal 
block suitable for mains voltages should be used for 

the connections to the mains supply and the load. 

Before bringing the unit into use, thoroughly 
check all wiring for correctness. A continuity tester 
should be used to make certain that the input l.e.d. 

circuit is, in fact, isolated from the remaining cir- 

cuitry. Also, make sure that the l.e.d. driving cir- 
cuit is properly earthed. 

COMPONENTS 
A few of the components used in this switch unit 

are a little out of the ordinary and require some 
comment. The T2700D triac used in the prototype 
can be obtained from Electrovalue, and this has a 
voltage rating of 400 volts at a maximum current of 
6 amps. The TIL111 opto -isolator is available from 
Greenbank Electronics, 94 New Chester Road, 
New Ferry, Wirral, Merseyside L62 5AG. A 

suitable component for transformer T1 is available 
from Maplin Electronic Supplies. 

BACK NUMBERS 

For the benefit of new readers we would draw attention to our back number service. 

We retain past issues for a period of two years and we can, occasionally, supply copies more than two years 

old. The cost is 63p, inclusive of postage and packing. 

Before undertaking any constructional project described in a back issue, it must be borne in mind that com- 

ponents readily available at the time of publication may no longer be so. 
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with screws) SPECIAL CLEARANCE PRICE 75p each 
Zoner Diodes 400mW: 4V7, 5V1, 11V, 13V5, 24V, 30V 

8p each, 50 for £3.50, 100 for £5.00 
Axial 25µ 24V 
Axial 1.0µ 63V 
Axial 156 450V 
Axial 47µ 760V 
Axial 100µ 80V 
Radial 100µ 10V 

4p Axial 200/2 6V 
5p Axial 220µ 80V 

20p Axial 6406 25V 
10p Tag 4700µ 16V 
10p Tag 35006 30V 

5p Tag 10000µ 25V 

5p Tantalum Bea Capacitors 
15p 1+ 100+ 
20p 0.1)2 35V lop 8p 
309 0.22µ 35V 10p Op 
25p 0.476 35V lop 8p 
40p 68fí 3V 10p gp 

SMITH small clock motors. Mains50XL2W (Brand new and unused) £1.00 each 
Metal Rotary Pots 10 for £1.00 (Advise us of value preferred and we will 

send it or the nearest available) 
SPECIAL OFFER: BFV50, BFY51, BFY52. (All new, full spec. marked etc) 

10 for £1.45, 50 for £7.00, 100 for £12.50 
WHITE IN LINE, CAR RADIO TYPE, FUSEHOLDERS. 5p each, 100 for £4.00 

4 core Curly leads (unscreened) stretch from 3' to 8'. 30p each 
SPECIAL OFFER: 741 8 pinDIL, Brand New, marked, full spec, etc) 

1-18p, 50 for £8.00, 100 for £15.00 
Hunts Capacitor, Axial O.0015µ 400V only 5p each 

Tubular Ceramic Capacitors, 100 for £1.00 (Our mix but all low of values) 

Do not add any VAT to the above prices. Only add 15p P&P to your total order. 
No callers please es we have no retail facilities. 

Send your orders to: 

DEPT. DP9 CHESTER ELECTRONICS 
6 HUNTER STREET, CHESTER. CH1 2AU 

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD 
REC4 98 CALAIS ROAD, BURTON -ON -TRENT, STAFFS DE13 OUL 
PHONE 02 83 85435. 9 a.m.-12, 2 p.m. -5. MON.-FRI. Mail Order only 

All prices include VAT & First Class Post. Add 25p to orders under £5 

R.E.C. PROJECT KITS 
Make us YOUR No. 1 SUPPLIER of KITS end COMPONENTS for 
REC Projects. We supply carefully selected sets of parts to enable 
you to construct REC projects. Appropriate hardware - nuts. 
screws, I.C. sockets are included. Each project kit comes complete 
with its own FREE COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION SHEET. We 
supply - You construct. 
PRICES INCLUDE CASES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 
Project instructions only supplied as extra 39p each. 

CONSTANT CURRENT TRANS- BRY39 TOUCH SWITCH, Dec. ISTOR TESTER, Mar. 79 £11.93. 78 £1.31. Relay extra £1.83. 
I.C. MORSE PRACTICE OSCIL- BRY39 PILOT LIGHT, Dec. 78 ATOR, Mar. 79 £4.94. £1.15. Morse key extra £3.40. 
2 -TONE DOOR BUZZER, Feb. LIGHT CHANGE ALARM UNIT, 
79 £5.15. Dec. 78 £9.31. 

SWINGING METRONOME, 3 -BAND SHORT WAVE PRE- Nov. 78 £11.38. 
THERM - 

SELECTOR, Feb. 79 £13.33 
ULTRA SENSITIVE ULTRA- REMOTEREOTE, 

Oct. 
READ-OUT78 

£13.60. SONIC REMOTE CONTROL, 
Feb. 79 £13.44. Doppler shift DIGITAL DICE, Sept. 78 £9.13. 
add-on unit, Mar 79 £3.61. VARIABLE - 'C' A.F. GENERA - 
RADIO 4 CONVERTER. Jan 79, TOR, Aug. Sept. 78 £14.59. 
£5.99. PHOTOCELL PROPERTY PRO- 
BRY39 METRONOME. Jan. 79 TECTOR, Aug. 78 £8.07. Bell 
£4.21. extra £1.45. 

1979 ELECTRONICS 
CONSTRUCTORS CATALOGUE 

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR COPY YET? MAGENTA'S NEW CATALOGUE IN- 
CLUDES MANY NEW PRODUCTS - CAREFULLY CHOSEN FOR 
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS READERS, PRODUCT DATA AND ILLUS- 
TRATIONS MAKE THE MAGENTA CATALOGUE AN INDISPENSABLE 
GUIDE FOR CONSTRUCTORS. FULLY INCLUSIVE PRICES RIGHT NEXT 
TO THE PRODUCTS MAKE ORDERING EASY. NO MINIMUM ORDER - ALL PRODUCTS STOCK LINES. FIRST CLASS DELIVERY OF FIRST 
CLASS COMPONENTS. SEND FOR YOUR COPY AND SEE HOW EASY 
IT IS TO USE THE MAGENTA CATALOGUE! 
WRITE TODAY ENCLOSING 4 x 9p STAMPS. 
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DIRECT SUPPLY SERVICE TO READERS 
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TOWERS INTERNATIONAL 

TRANSISTOR SELECTOR FET SELECTOR 
(NEW REVISED EDITION) 

Towers' International 
Transistor Selector 

ßiesrae,,;. K9E. r.n. frit men 

This is dead! 

Would this replace it? 

If it takes you longer than 1 minute to find out all about these tran- 

sistors then you need a copy of TOWER'S INTERNATIONAL 
TRANSISTOR SELECTOR. Its one of the most useful working 
books you will be offered this year. And probably the cheapest! 

In it. you win find a really international selection of 13,000 tran- 

sistor types - British, Continental European, American and 

Japanese. And we think that they will solve 90% of your transistor 
enquiries. 

Current and widely used obsolete types were carefully selected 

and arranged in Numero -Alphabetical order by an author who was 

uniquely qualified to do the job. With his compendium, all you need 

to know is the type number and you can learn all about a tran- 

sistor's specification, who made it and where to contact them, or 

what to use to replace it. 

Price £6.00 inc. P&P 
(Please allow 21 days for delivery) 

Tower's 
International 
Transistor 
Selector 

by T. D. Towers 
MBE, MA, BSc, C Eng, MIERE 

£6.00 
inc. post and packing 

To: DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD. 
57 MAIDA VALE 
LONDON W9 1SN 

Please send me copy/copies 
to the address shown below 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(JUST PUBLISHED) 

If you deal with field effect transistors, or fet's - whether as a stu- 
dent, a hobbyist, a circuit engineer, a buyer, a teacher or a ser- 
viceman - you often want data on a specific fet of which you 
know only the type number. 

Specifications apart, you may be even more interested in where 
you can get the device in question. And perhaps more important 
still (particularly with obsolete devices), you may want guidance on 

a readily available possible substitute. 
This fet compendium, a comprehensive tabulation of basic 

specification offers information on: 
1. Ratings 
2. Characteristics 
3. Case details 
4. Terminal identifications 
5. Applications use 
6. Manufacturers 
7. Substitution equivalents (both European and American) 

The many fet's covered in this compendium are most of the 
more common current and widely -used obsolete types. 

It is international in scope and covers fet's not only from the 
USA and Continental Europe, but also from the United Kingdom 
and the Far East (Japan). 

r 

Price £4.00 inc P&P 
(We regret this offer is only available to readers in the U.K.) 

Tower's 
International 

Selector 

by T. D. TOWERS 
MBE, MA, BSc, C Eng, MIERE 

£4.00 
inc. post and packing 

To:-DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD. 

57 MAIDA VALE 
LONDON W9 1SN 

Please send me copy/copies 
to the address shown below 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(Block capitals) (Block capitals) 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Rate: 10p per word. Minimum charge £1.50 

Box No. 25p extra 

Advertisements must be prepaid and all copy must 
be received by the 4th of the month for insertion in 
the following month's issue. The Publishers can- 
not be held liable in any way for printing errors or 
omissions, nor can they accept responsibility for 
the bona fides of Advertisers. Where adver- 
tisements offer any equipment of a transmitting 
nature, readers are reminded that a licence is nor- 
mally required. (Replies to Box Numbers should 
be addressed to: Box No. -, Radio and Elec- 
tronics Constructor, 57 Maida Vale, London, W9 
1 SN. 

TIRRO'S NEW MAIL ORDER price list of electronic 
components now available on receipt of S.A.E. - TIRRO 
Electronics, Grenfell Place, Maidenhead, Berkshire. 

WANTED: Large and small quantities of transistors, I.C.'s 
displays, etc., etc. Call any Saturday to: 306 St. Paul's 
Road, London N.1. Telephone: 01-359 4224. 

A FAST INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING £3.95. 
Introduction to Microprocessors and Computing £2.75. 
Both ordered together £6.20. S.A.E. for list of computing 
books. Dept. RC, Industrial Training Press, 3 Ringwood 
Way, Winchmore Hill, London N21 2RA. 

FOR SALE: Inverter, 12V d.c. to 240V a.c. Suitable running 
electric shaver, camping, boating, etc. £5.50. Box No. 
G355. 

SOLAR CELLS: Bits, books and bargains. Send 95p for 
Solar Cell booklet and Data Sheets or stamp for list. - 
Edencombe Ltd., 34 Nathans Road, North Wembley, 
Middlesex HAO 3RX. 

SUPPLIERS OF ANY SERVICE SHEET or manual. 
S.A.E. with enquiries. Easy to follow repair instructions 
for any TV - send £5.00 and details of set. Circuit 
diagram £1 extra. AUSREC, 76 Church Street, Larkhall, 
Lanarkshire. 

FOR SALE: Ex-A.M. rotary motor generator, 12V d.c. at 
3.8 amps to 480V at 0.04 amps. £2.00 plus carriage. Box 
No. G356. 

CAR BATTERY GIVING TROUBLE? Try our all 
electronic battery monitor. IC & PCB, £2.75 inc. S.A.E. 
for details. 'l'ritech Electronics, 190 Roding Road, 
Loughton, Essex. 

NEW SHOP IN EAST KENT. Vast range of electronic 
components equipment, hardware. Technocraft, 143 
Tankerton )?toad, Whitstable, Kent. Telephone: 265097. 
Open 'I'uesday to Saturday. Easy parking. 

THE RADIO AMATEUR INVALID & BEDFAST 
CLUB is a well established Society providing facilities for 
the physically handicapped to enjoy the hobby of Amateur 
Radio. Please become a supporter of this worthy cause. 
Details from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. R. Boutle, 14 
Queens Drive, Bedford. 

V.H.F./F.M. Miniature Transmitter Kit. Range 100 yards. 
80-100MHz. Unlicenseable. £2.95 plus 25p postage. P. 
Faherty, 4 Angus Drive, South Ruislip, Middlesex. 

FOR SALE: Fundamentals of Radio Servicing by B. W. 
Hicks, published by Hutchinsons Educational, £2.20 post 
paid. Handbook of Satellites and Space Vehicles by R. P. 
Haviland, £3.50 post paid. - Box No. G366. 

(Continued on page 5811 

ELECTRWA 
FOR A GOOD DEAL BETTER THAN MOST 

Catalogue 9 
THE BEST EVER 
* Completely revised * More items 
* More illustrations 
* 120 pages 

FREE 
SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY 

For all round satisfaction - Be Safe 
Buy from ELECTROVALUE 

Dept. R.C. 579, 28 St Judas Rd, Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey TW20 OH B 
Phone: Egham 3603. Telex: 264475. 
Northern Branch (Personal shoppers only) 680 Bornage Lane. Burnage. 
Manchester M19 1NA. Phone: 061-432 4945. 

A CAREER IN RADIO 
Start training today and make sure you are qualified to take 
advantage of the many opportunities open to the trained 
person. ICS can further your technical knowledge and 
provide the specialist training so essential to success. 

ICS, the world's most experienced home study college, 
has helped thousands of ambitious men to move up into 
higher paid jobs --- they can do the same for you. 

Fill in the coupon below and find out howl 
There is a wide range of courses to choose from, in- 

cluding: 
CITY & GUILDS CERTIFICATES TECHNICAL TRAINING 
Telecommunications Technicians' 

' Radio TV Electronics Technicians' 
Electrical Installations Technicians' 
Electrical Installation Work 
Radio Amateurs' 
MPT Radio Communications Cert. 
EXAMINATION STUDENTS - 
GUARANTEED COACHING 
UNTIL -SUCCESSFUL 

ICS offer a wide choice of non -exam 
courses designed to equip you for a 
better job in your particular branch of 
electronics, including: 
Electronic Engineering & 

Maintenance 
Computer Engineering/Programming 
Radio, TV & Audio Engineering 

& Servicing 
Electrical Engineering. Installations 

& Contracting 

COLOUR TV SERVICING 
technicians trairont in TV Servicing are in constant demand Learn all the 
techniques you -nerd to service Colour and Mono TV sets through new home 
study course approved by leading manufacturer. 

POST THIS COUPON OR TELEPHONE FOR FREE PROSPECTUS 

I am d in 

INane........ 
......... 

1 IC 

Age 

Address 

Occupation 
To 
International Correspondence Schools 
Dept G278, Intertext House, LONDON 
SWB 4UJ or phone 01-622 9911 (anytime) 

Accredited 
Sby CACC 
Member o 

f ABCC L. ®-O 
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NEW FROM U.S.A. 

THE 3rd HAND 
MAKES CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY A BREEZE 

Lets you work with both hands 
Sturdy aluminium construction 

Accepts boards of any size 

STEP 1 

Clamp "3rd Hand" on 
edge of bench, table 
or workboard. Insert 
circuit board, position 
components - Notice 
the convenient working 

angle. 

STEP 2 

Flip circuit board to 
flat position for sol- 
dering and clipping. 
Reverse procedure for 
double sided boards. 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER £7.85 INC. 

SOLE IMPORTERS DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED 

PARA SALES 
1 Hook Road, Kingsclere, Newbury, Berks 

R 1% £3 I (Jum< 
MODELLER 
ELECTRON I C 

MODEL RADIO CONTROL 
Detailing both Theory and Practice, this book, 
by leading authority Paul Newell, has become 
the standard reference work. A brief historical 
survey leads up to a detailed description of 
proportional systems, with over 100 il- 
lustrations, inc .iding theoretical circuits and 
p.c. layouts for an advanced digital system. 
134 pages Price £3.35 

U.K. Packing 
& Postage 32p 

ON SALE NOW 
at all leading shops 
or direct from:- 

RADIO MODELLER 
BOOKS DIVISION, 
High Street, 
Sunningdale, 
Berkshire SL5 ONF. 

theory ai1C 

practice of 

MODEL 
RADIO 
COflTROL 

.,..,ee.,e.1 e ...,eT. 
oeoi e. . . 

11,n .- . 
,,,,,e41.tna 

Strip -fix Plastic 
PANEL SIGNS 

piNti PANE/ge 

* SET 3- Wording -WHITE 
* SET 4 - Wording - BLACK 

Over 1,000 words and symbols, 
covering more than 300 terms, in 

each set 

Illustration of actual size RADIO 

* SET 5 - DIALS 
6 sheets containing one Large and 
two Medium scales, Large Horizontal 
Tuning scale, Frequencies, 12 Control 

Panels 

6 SHEETS IN EACH SET 

PRICE: £1 per set inc. VAT 
p. & p. 8p per set 

To DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD., 
57 Maida Vale, London, W9 1 SN 

Please supply Panel Signs as follows: Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 

I enclose cheque/crossed postal order for 
(Tick which set is required) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 

I 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 

(Continued from page 579) 

FOR SALE: Viscount X125 electronic organ, with separate 
Leslie speaker, 2 -manual foot pedals, percussion, rhythm 
box. Matching stool, £450 o.n.o. T. F. Weatherley, 16 
Bevereley Court, Carlton Lowestoft, Suffolk. 
Telephone: Lowestoft 63216. 

FOR SALE: Commodore PET Computer £65.00. S.A.E. for 
booklet. J. Fulton, Derrynaseer, Dromore, Co. Tyrone, N. 
Ireland. 

INTERESTED IN OSCAR? Then join AMSAT-UK. 
Newsletters, OSCAR NEWS Journal, prediction charts, 
etc. Details of membership from: Ron Broadbent, G3AAj, 
94 Herongate Road, Wanstead Park, London, E12 5EQ. 

VINTAGE VALVES, RADIOS, components, literature, 
service sheets, etc., 1920-1955. S.A.E. please with en- 
quiries and for sample Antique Wireless Newsheet. Tudor 
Rees, 64 Broad Street, Staple Hill, Bristol. Telephone: 
0272-565472. 

FOR SALE: Mains transformer, 240V Pri., 2 separate secs. 
each 7V at 500mA, £1.10 each + 35p P.&P. NEW n.c.b. 
with 1 amp 200 p.i.vbridge rect., 200k pot. 0k _preset, 2 x 
0.1uFd 250V a.c. cap.,4 for £1 + 25p P E p.c.b. 
with 4 x BC108, 1 x BFY50, 4 x 0.114FD 160V, 2 x ]1u Fd 
160V caps. + zeners, diodes, resistors, 3 for £1 + 15p P.&P. 
D. Nicholls, Lyndale, Church Lane, Flax Bourton, Bristol. 

JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL S.W. LEAGUE. Free 
services to members including Q.S.L. Bureau, Amateur 
and Broadcast Translation, Technical and Identification 
Dept. - both Broadcast and Fixed Stations, DX Cer- 
tificates, contests and activities for the SWL and transmit- 
ting members. Monthly magazine, Monitor, containing ar- 
ticles of general interest to Broadcast and Amateur SWLs, 
Transmitter Section and League affairs, etc. League 
supplies such as badges, headed notepaper and envelopes, 
QSL cards, eta., are available at reasonable cost. Send for 
League particulars. Membership including monthly 
magazines, etc., £3.75 per annum. (U.K. and British Com- 
monwealth), overseas $10.00 or £4.00. Secretary ISWL, 1 
Grove Road, Lydney, Glos., GL15 5JE. 

FOR SALE: Damaged, faulty, new stock, tape recorders 
£7.50, postage £1.00. 1 -Band radios £1.50. 2 -Band £2.50. 
Multi -Band £6.00. Postage £1.00. J. Fulton, Derrynaseer, 
Dromore, Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland. 

VHF-FM Micro -transmitter. I.C. design. Range 100 yds. 
88-110MHz. Built £3.95. Kit £2.95. Both P.&P. 25p. P. 
Faherty, 4 Angus Drive, South Ruislip, Middlesex, 

"INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS AND 
COMPUTING". A book for the beginner. Contents in- 
clude: binary arithmetic, coding, microprocessor opera- 
tion, machine language programming, overview of 
software, glossary of terms. Price £2.30 + 45p p&p. 
Educational Data & Technical Services, 59 Station Road, 
Cogenhoe, Northampton, NN7 1LU. 

WANTED: FAX equipment, manuals, service sheets, etc. 
G2UK, 21 Romany Road, Oulton Broad, Lowestoft, Suf- 
folk. NR32 3PJ. 

COMPONENTS FOR THE ASKING: 365pF variable 
airspaced capacitors, £3 each (inc. P&P); 500pF dilecon 
variable capacitors, £2 each (inc. P&P); and many other 
components (limited stock). Send S.A.E. for details. 
D. E. Wood, M.N.C., Greenhithe, Kent. 

FOR SALE: Bush cassette tape recorder, battery driven. 
Microphone, etc. Excellent condition. £10 plus postage. 
Box No. G375. 
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K & A DISTRIBUTORS 
52 BerNóy Reed, Systtin, Leicester LE7 BAF - Tel: 0533 809391 

Understand electronics 
Step by step, we take you through all the fundamentals 
of electronics and show you how easily the subject can 
be mastered using our unique Learna-Kit Course. 

' NAME 
ADDRESS 

(1) 
(2) 

3) 

Build an oscilloscope 
Read, draw and understand 
circuit diagrams. 
Carry out over 40 experi- 
ments on basic electronic 
circuits and see how 
they work. 

Brochure without obligation to 

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & 
ELECTRONICS SCHOOL: 
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands. 

1 

1 

1 
(Continued on page 582) 
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Now available , , 

LATEST 
BOUND VOLUME 

No. 31 
of 

"Radio & Electronics 
Constructor" 

NEW LARGER FORMAT 

AUGUST 1977 to JULY 1978 

Comprising 
768 pages 
inc. index 

PRICE £5.20 P&P 90p 

BOUND VOLUME No. 27 
(August 1973 to July 1974) 

Price £3.00 P&P 90p 

BOUND VOLUME No. 28 
(August 1974 to July 1975) 

Price £3.20 P&P 90p 

BOUND VOLUME No. 29 
(August 1975 to July 1976) 

Price £3.50 P&P 90p 

BOUND VOLUME No. 30 
(August 1976 to July 1977) 

Price £3.70 P&P 90p 
Limited number of these 
volumes still available. 

We regret all earlier volumes are now 
completely sold out. 

Available only from 

DATA PUBLICATIONS LTD., 
57 MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W9 1SN 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 

(Continued from page 581 ) 

FOR SALE: Miniature hearing aid amplifiers £2; Red 
l.e.d.'s lop; 1000 diodes £2.50; 100 transistors £1.00. - 
J. Fulton, Derrynaseer, Dromore, Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland. 

FOR SALE: PARCELS - Cans.. diodes. res.. trans. 
items. Over 100 parts, £2.25; 200, £3.50. Mr. Sole, 377 

Stanley Street, Ormskirk, Lancs., L39 2DH. 

TRANSFORMERS. 5Va to 500Va designed and manufac- 
tured to specification for hobbyist or O.E.M. Fast service. 
Many popular types ex -stock. Competitive prices. Send 
details of requirements for quotations to Louth 
Transformer Company, Peppin Lane, Fotherby, Louth, 
Lincolnshire. 

FOR SALE: "Experiments with Operational Amplifiers" - Learning by Doing. George B. Clayton £2.50. 
"Challenge of the Stars" by Patrick Moore and David A. 
Hardy £2.00. "Destroyers' by Antony Preston £4.00. Box 
No. G376. 

RHYTHM GENERATOR. Samba, waltz, jazz, rock, cha 
cha, etc. Down beat led tempo volume stop -start. Slim 
case. Battery model £49.50. Mains model £59.50. Inclusion 
of VAT and post, etc. 2 year guarantee. P.E. Limited, Coed 
Aben Trading Estate, Wrexham, Clwyd. 

POSTAL ADVERTISING? This is the Holborn Service. 
Mailing lists, addressing, enclosing, wrapping, facsimile 
letters, automatic typing, copy service, campaign plan- 
ning, design and artwork, printing and stationery. Please' 
ask for price list. - The Holborn Direct Mail Company 
Capacity House, 2-6 Bridge Road, 
London, S.E.1. Telephone: 01-407 6444. 

COLLECTORS' ITEMS. Nearly 50 copies of Radio Socie- 
ty of Great Britain's Bulletins covering period 1945 to 
1949. In reasonable condition. Offers to: Box No. G377. 

FOR SALE: Damaged Video Tape Recorder £75.00. 

Closed circuit television camera £50.00. - J. Fulton, 
Derrynaseer, Dromore, Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland. 

TURN YOUR SURPLUS Capacitors, transistors, etc., 
into Cash. Contact COLES-HARDING & CO. 103 South 
Brink, Wisbech, Cambs. Telephone: 0945-4188. 
Immediate settlement. We also welcome the opportunity 
to quote for complete factory clearance. 

FOR SALE: Dichromate hologram pendants, 3 dimensional 
effect or 2 dimensions £12.00. Voice control ladybird toy 
with, stop, go, turn or command £15.00. Light sensor 
shooting game £15.00. - J. Fulton, Derrynaseer, 
Dromore, Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland. 

PERSONAL 
JANE SCOTT FOR GENUINE FRIENDS. Introduc- 

tions to opposite sex with sincerity and thoughtfulness. 
Details free. Stamp to: Jane Scott, 3/Con North St. 
Quadrant, Brighton, Sussex, BN1 3GJ. 

BROADLANDS RESIDENTIAL CLUB for elderly 
people. Are you recently retired and looking for a home? 
We have a delightful top floor room overlooking Oulton 
Broad, facing south. Write to: The Warden, Broadlands 
Residential Club, Borrow Road, Oulton Broad, Lowestoft, 
Suffolk. 

SPONSORS required for exciting scientific project 
Norwich Astronomical Society are building a 30" telescope 
to be housed in a 20' dome of novel design. All labour being 
given by volunteers. Already supported by Industry and 
Commerce in Norfolk. Recreational. Educational. You 
can be involved. Write to: NAS, Secretary, 195 White 
Woman Lane, Old Catton, Norwich, Norfolk. 

(Continued on page 583) 
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CAN YOU DESIGN PRINTED CIRCUITS, arrange 
layouts, and re -arrange? Engineer (Kent) requires help 
via post, to promote new designs. - Reply in complete 
confidence to Box No. G374. 

IF YOU HAVE ENJOYED A HOLIDAY on the Norfolk 
Broads, why not help to preserve these beautiful 
waterways. Join the Broads Society and play your part in 
determining Broadlands future. Further details from: - 
The Hon. Membership Secretary, The Broads Society, 
"Icknield," Hilly Plantation, Thorpe St. Andrew, 
Norwich, NOR 85S. 

i 

AC TO 
DC 

CONVERTER 

CHOICE OF 

3-45-6-74- 
9-12 ', riot 

This ultra wide range £9 95 power supply unit con- 
verts 

+ 
the usual domestic AC input 

220/250 volts to a choice of DC outputs 
3.4i-6-75-9-12 volts DC, selected by a 
rotary switch. The output multi -plug is 
polarity reversing and combines a 3.5mm 
Jack plug with 2.1mm and 2.5mm power 
plugs PLUS 2.5mm Jack plug (slips over 
the 3.5mm plug). Suitable wide range of 
different units. Earthed, ventilated metal 
case with pilot light and switch. Excep- 
tional value £9.95 + 95p p&p. Also single 
voltage 9V 150 MA model suitable for 
nearly all TV Games £5.45 + 59p p&p. 

JOHN DUDLEY & CO LTD (Dept. RC1 
Middx. (Mail Order) Tel: 01-435 5 

r ',II1[lllti';)11i 
ATINY FLAME UPIO eeL: 5,090f / 

£24.95 
INC. 
FLAME 
TIPS 

Precision tool using 
combination of butane 
and compressed oxygen or micronox. 
A pencil lead thin flame size, adjust- 
able to 5,000°F. Cuts metals, welds, 
brazes and solders gold, silver. Ideal 
electricians, opticians, dentists, silver- 
smiths, modelling, jewellery, clockmakers, 
electronic and computer servicing. Up to 
30 minutes use on fuel supplied. Replace- 
ment set of 2_micronox, 1 butane cylinder 
£2.30 + 25p p&p extra. £24.95 + £1.35 
p&p. 

O). Carolyn House, Water Road, Wembley 
456 (before noon). Access Accepted 

PRINTED CIRCUITS AND 
HARDWARE 

Comprehensive range Constructors' hardware and acces- 
sories. Selected range of popular components. Printed 
circuit boards for individual designs. Drawing materials for 
printed circuits. Resist coated laminate, epoxy glass for the 
d.i.y. man.Full processing instructions, no unusual chemicals 

required. 

Send 15p for catalogue 

Ramar Constructor Services 
Masons Road Stratford -on -Avon Warwks CV37 9NF 

BUILD YOUR OWN 
PA., GROUP & DISCO SPEAKERS by R. F. C. Stephens 

Save money with this practical guide. Plans for 17 different 
designs, Line source, I.B., Horn and Reflex types, for 8"-18" drive 
units. £3.95 post free ($8 overseas). 

THE INFRA -BASS LOUDSPEAKER by G. Holliman 
(full constructional details for versions using 15", 12" and 10" 
drive units.) £2.95 post free ($6 overseas). 

THE DALESFORD SPEAKER BOOK by R. F. C. Stephens 
This book is a must for the keen home constructor. Latest tech- 
nology DIY designs. Plans for I.B., and Reflex designs for 10-100 
watts. Also unusual centre -bass system. £2.20 post free ($5 over- 
seas). 

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING 
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire 

TRANSFORMERS 
Primary 240V 

6-0-6V 100mA 
9-0-9V 75mA 

12-0-12V 50mA 
12-0-12V 100mA 
Post on above transformers 

9-0-9V lA 
12-0-12V lA 
15-0-15V lA 
6.3V 11A 
6-0-6V 14:A 

Post on above transformers 
9-0-9V 2A 

12v 2A 
Post on above transformers 

£0.75 
£0.75 
£0.85 
£1.05 

30p 

£1.80 
£2.15 
£2.36 
£1.80 
£2.20 

45p 
£2.75 
£2.40 

86p 

MICROPHONES FOR 
TAPE RECORDERS 
DM228R 200 ohm with 3.5 and 
2.5mm jack plug £1.66 
DM229R 50K with 3.5 and 2.5mm 
jack plug £2.20 
DM18D 200 ohm with 5 and 3 pin 
DIN plug £1.95 
Postage on above microphones 13p 

PANEL METERS 
42 x 42mm - and 500uA 

£3.65 post 13p 
60 x 45mm - 50uA, 100uA, 500uA, 
1mA, 5mA, 1OmA, 50mA, 100mA, 
500mA, 11., 2A', 25V DC, 50V DC, 
300V AC, 'S' meters, VU meters, 50- 
0-50uA. 100-0-100uA, 500-0- 
500uA £6.16 post 13p 
4+ x 31 - 30uA, 50uA, 100uA, 
200uA or 500uA £6.40 post 19p 

CARDIOID DYNAMIC 
MICROPHONES 
Model UD -130 frequency response 
80-14.000Hz. Impedance dual 50K 
and 600 ohm £8.02 post 36p 
UD147 frequency response 50- 
15.000Hz. Impedance dual 50K 
and 200 ohm. £13.85 post 36p 
6V BUZZERS 50mm diameter, 30mm 
high. Very loud. 52p post 9p 

MULTIMETER 
Model ITI-2 20.000 ohm/volt 

£12.32 post 33p 
1122 20.000 ohm/volt. 

£12.48 post 33p 

All above prices include V.A.T. Special 
prices for quantity quoted on request. 

Send 40p for New Autumn 1978 
Fully Illustrated Catalogue. 

M. DZIUBAS 
158 Bradshawgate Bolton Lancs. BL2 1BA 

REVOR OPTICAL & 
TECHNICAL 

6 SICILIAN AVENUE 
LONDON W.C.1 

Tel. 01-836 4536 
N. 

4" dia. lens 

FLEXIBLE 
MAGNIFIER 

WITH CAST IRON BASE, 

PRECISION GROUND AND 

POLISHED LENS, CHROME PLATED 
FRAME AND FLEXIBLE TUBE. 

IDEAL FOR HOBBIES, AND 

DETAILED WORK WHICH REQUIRES 

BOTH HANDS FREE. 

CALLERS WELCOME 
(Subject to price ruling at the time of Issue) 

£14.91 
POST 
FREE 
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RADIO & ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR 
Single Copies 

Price 50p each, p&p 13p 
Issue(s) required 

Annual Subscription 
Price £7.50 inland, £8.50 overseas 

post free, commence with 

Bound Volumes: 

issue 

Vol. 27. August 1973 to July 1974 Price £3.00, post & pkg 90p 
Vol. 28. August 1974 to July 1975 Price £3.20, post & pkg 90p 
Vol. 29. August 1975 to July 1976 Price £3.50, post & pkg 90p 
Vol. 30. August 1976 to July 1977 Price £3.70, post & pkg 90p 

Vol. 31. August 1977 to July 1978 Price £5.20, post & pkg 90p 

CORDEX SELF -BINDERS 
With title, 'RADIO & ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR' on spine, 

maroon only Price £1.80, post & pkg 40p 

With no title on spine, maroon Price £1.80, post & pkg 40p 
With no i:itle on spine, green Price £1.80, post & pkg 40p 

NEW FORMAT 

Prices include V.A.T. 

DATA BOOK SERIES 
DB5 TV Fault Finding, 132 pages Price £1.20, P. & P. 20p 
DB6 Radio Amateur Operator's Handbook, 

New edition in course of preparation 
DB17 Understanding Television, 504 pages Price £3.95, P. & P. 70p 

DB19 Simple Short Wave Receivers Price 80p, P. & P. 20p 

140 pages 

STRIP -FIX PLASTIC PANEL SIGNS 
Set 3: Wording - White 6 sheets Price £1.00, P. & P. 8p 

Set 4: Wording - Black 6 sheets Price £1.00, P. & P. 8p 

Set 5: Dials 6 sheets Price £1.00, P. & P. 8p 

Prices include V.A.T. on Panel Signs 

I enclose Postal Order/Cheque for in payment for 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 

Postal Orders should be crossed and made payable to Data Publications Ltd. 

Overseas customers please pay by International Money Order. 
All publications are obtainable through your local bookseller 

Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maids Vale, London W9 1SN 

PLEASE MENTION THIS MAGAZINE WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS 

RADIO AND ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTO 


